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Abstract
In this work we study systematically the influence of changes in nuclear
date. on the calculated values for the criticality and other important
parameters cf critical assemblies. Tbe analysis is done for a variety
of assemblies which differ in geametry.material composition. end
energy distribution of the normal and adjoint flux. The primary objective
ist
(a) to detect defioiencies in nUclear date. and calculational
methods •
. LbJ t.Qg~t.rir!lt. .pr_Q.limip.a:ry .:i..nl1>r.QYtlIl1~~1;.el .~L
(0) to get indications in which respect and in which we:y further
long-range improvements should be carried on.
The long-range aim of this kind of investigations is to provide or
establish satisfactory nuclear data and calculational methods which can
reliably be applied to the calculat~on cf fast cr~tical assembliesand
of large fast power reactors. In the present investigationthe differences
between calculated and measured results for the critical assemblies
studied are notyet reduced to a satisfactory level. Therefore this
study must be considered as one step in the desired direction but
further investigations along the same line will be necessary.
Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit ~ird systematisch der Einfluß von Änderungen in den
nuklearen Daten auf berechnete Werte für die Kritikalität und andere
wichtige Parameter kritischer Anordnungen untersucht. Eine Reihe
von Anordnungen. die sich in ihrem geometrischen Aufbau und in ihrer
Materialzusammensetzung und daher auch in der Energieverteilung des
normalen und adjungierten Neutronenflusses erheblich unterscheiden.
bildet die Basis der Untersuchungen. Das Hauptziel ist:
(a) Mängel in den nuklearen Daten und Berechnungsverfahren
herausz-ui'inden.-·
(b) erste vorläufige Verbesserungen zu erreichen und
(c) Hinweise zu erhalten, in welcher Richtung langfristige
und langwierige Verbesserungen durchgeführt werden sollen.
Das Endziel dieser Art von üntersuchungen besteht darin. für die Berech-
nung von schnellen kritischen Anordnungen und großen schnellen Leistungs-
reaktoren genügend gute und verläßliche nukleare Daten und Rechenmethoden
zur Verfügung zu stellen. Beim gegenwärtigen Stand der Untersuchungen
konnten die Differenzen zwischen gemessenen und berechneten Werten für
wichtige Parameter von kritischen Anordnungen noch nicht auf ein genügend
kleines Maß verringert werden. Diese Arbeit muß daher alSein erster
Schritt in die gewünschte Richtung angesehen werden. Weitere Schritte
werden jedoch notwendig sein. um das langfristige Ziel zu erreichen.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The alm of the present report is twofold:
(i) the results of this study are presented in more detail than it was
possible in the paper L-'_7 presented at the BNES Fast Reactor
Physics Conference in '969,
(ii) the group constants which have been prepared during this work,
the data used in the calculations and the comparisons between
theory and experiment are documented as a reference for further
studies.
In this paper we study systemically the influence of changes in nuclear
data Qn the G~lg~l§~~d v~lu~~ for the criticality and other important
parameters of critical assemblies. As in the preceding work L-2_i the
analysis is done for a variety of assemblies which differ in geometry,
material composition/and energy distribution of the normal and adjoint
neutron flux (see table ,).
The primary objective and short range aim of our work is
(a) to detect deficiencies in nuclear data and/or calculational
methods.
(b) to get first improvements ln the data and/or methods as far as
possible,
(c) toget indications in which respect and in which way further im-
provements which need longer time should be carried on.
In the present investigation the differences between the calculated and
measured results for the critical assemblies studied are still not reduced
to a satisfactory level. This study i8 only intended as a step in this
direction. and further investigations along the same line will be necessary.
The long range aim of our investigation is to establish satisfactory nuclear
data and calculational methods which canbe reliably used for the calculation
of fast critical assemblies and of large fast power reactors, and to try
Zum Druck eingereicht am '4.9.70
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to obtain a more and more precise judgement of the reliability and confidence
level of predicitions of the nuclear characteristics of fast reactors. The
necessity and importance of such a study is illustrated e.g. in /)6 7 which
- . . -
shows to which extent the economics of large fast breeders are influenced
by variations in the basic nuclear data.
In comparing the measured results for critical assemblies with the corres-
ponding calculated results one should be aware of the possible sources of
errors. These may lie in
(i) The microscopic nuclear data and the theoretical methods used
for their determination.
(ii) The method and model used to analyse the integral measurement
and the a.ccuracy of the experimental results.
Ta cneclt the- reliaJSility: 6I' tnepred.ictions. onIy these integral eÄJ!eriment·ai
quantities should be used for the comparison
(a) which are(or at least seem to bei free of systematic errors,
(b) for which the experimental uncertainty limit-is rather small.
(c) for which the calculational model is (or at least seems to bel most
adequate.
In this respect the criticality of the system 2S supposed to be the most
suitable and most reliable quantity. This 2S the reason why primarilywe
are comparing our calculated value for the criticality factor keff with
the measured one. A disagreement in this value is a strong indicatiön that
there are remarkable deficiencies 2n the nuclear data or the calculational
methods or even in both. Because of possibly compensating effec~present
in the determination of criticality we are further comparing some calculated
quantities which may be more instructive with respect to special aspects
with the corresponding experimental results. Such quantities are e.g. re-
action rate ratios. spatial reaction rate distributions, ratios of material
worths and'the neutron energy distribution.
We use this additional information as supplementa~J indications to necessary
improvements in data and/or methods.
- 3 -
The changes in microscopic nuclear data and conse~uent changes in the group
constants which haye been performed for the present inyestigations are
outlined in section 11.
Section 111 contains a description of the critical assemblies studied.
In section IV the calculational :methods used are discussed in some detail.
The detailed results of the present study are giyen 1.n section V.
~rhe general discussion and the conc1usions drawn are presented in section VI.
Appendix I contains the conplete documentation of the new group constants
and Appendix 11 tue doeumentationof the additiQ:rl,Q.:L<:lata used in the ca1-
cu1ations.
1""11 7;
... ...
11.7 b
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II. ~UCROSCOPIC mTCLEAR DATA. BASIS
Ir.1. KFK...SI1EAK Set
The group consta.nt set used as reference set lS the I'~K-SIfEAK set often
abbreviatecl laS SNEAK-set. AJ.most lall of i ts physic8~ basis is outlined
t . , . th t r:"J:;"T" 1°0/- + I th + • t' .ex enslve~y ln ...:.e repor ..>..,[-,. '- par.. • .. e pervlnen mlcroscoplC
ener~r ctependent data fixe tabulated in reference L-27_7. The generation
of the KFI~S1~PK set is described in reference L-3_7; tables with the
corresponding graup constants are given in reference /-4 7. For conven-
ience the most important characteristics of this set for the heavy
fertile and fissionable nuclei (see als L-26_7) are repeated here.
u235
The fission cross section values below 20keV down to the eV range are based
onthe data ofMichaudonetal. ["'5_7 from Saclay. Between 20keV and lHeV
the data of lihite /""6 7 and of Perkin et alt 1""7 7 .lere used. Above 3Il1eV_ lIii __
the 010. Los Alamas data /-8 7 were used still withaut the recent corrections
... -
for the lang counter efficiency. Between 1 and 3 MeV an eye-guide curve
through rather scattering data was chosen.
The Cl values used below 10keV correspond to an unwelghted <:U'J.ttJ.U.letll,; aVeL-age
of d.irect measurements by d.e Saussure et al. ;-9 7. Hang-Shi-di et al.
- -
;-10 7 and estimates by Uttley ;-11 7 from measured (0'",: Uttley
~ ~ - - ~
o'f : Michaud.on et al. /-5 7) and calculated (0' : measured cr t =... - n uo
/-11 7 plus calculated constant averagereson~~ce scatteri~g cross section
.. ...
contribution of 0.6 barn) cross sections. Between 10 keV and 1 MeV the
highest weight was given to the rather well agreeing liquid scintillator
results of Diven et alt /-12 7 and. Weston et al. /-13 7. Below 1MeV the
- - ~ -
capture cross sections wer obtained as the preduct cf Cl and the fission
cross sections. Above 1MeV. where no measurements are available. CL was
rather arbitrarily smoothly extrapolated to 10MeV such as to correspond
rather closely to a 1iE dependence of cr •y
Concerning vthe thermal value was taken from the careful evaluation of
- 5 -
Hestcott et al. r14 7. At higher energies all measurements available
... ..
up to mid 1966 were renormalized to the following basic standards
~(2200 m/sec) (U235 ) .
V (2200 rn/sec) (U235 )p
(~d(2200 m/sec)(U235 )
~ (Cf252 )
spont.
~p (Cf252 )
spont.
=2.430 ± 0.008
(Westcott value L-14_7)
c 2.414 ± 0.008
== 0.016)
=3.773 ± 0.012
=3.764 ± 0.012
and fitted to straight line segments (see extensive description and docu-
mentation in reference r15 7). BelOvT 2.5MeV down to thermal. i.e. for
.. ...
-------.- _.._--- ...._--
the most important energies. v(E) is represeiited'by
(E in MeV)
Below 40keV the capture cross section is composed by contributions only from
s and p wave neutrons without inelastic scattering cornpetition. In this
range '\ was calculatect from average s and p wave resonance parameters and
statistical distributions, vize
r = 2.48 ± 5.6 (meV)y
independent of 1 and J
S = (0.90 ± 0.10) .10..4
0 ) ...4s. = (2.5 ± 0.5 '10
I
independent of J
...
DJ =1/2 =20.8 ± 2.0 (eV)
independent of 1
...
11.4 (eV)DJ ==3/2 = ± 1.1
\)n = 1 for all 1 and J
\) =co for all 1 and Jy
9.18 Cf}R = ± 0.13
- 6 -
Corresponding to a potential scattering cross section
er = 10.6 ± 0.2 (b)pot
where
1
J
\)
x
= neutron orbital angular momentum,
= total compound nucleus angular momenttLm,
= number of degrees of freedom in a x2 t~Te distribution
for process x (x=n;y; n=scattering. y=capture)
The statistical formula used is an energy end half width distribution average
of single 'level Breit-Wigner resonance terms. The derivation of the
statistical data listed above is to be found in reference L-16_7. In the
The nurtber of p wave resonances analysed
SNEAK set there is still some inconsistenc~r in cr (U238) iny
13 and 14 (1.0 - lJ-.65 keV). In the whole groul' 1lJ- r,nd part
(Juas calculated from resolved resone.nce para.meters (1.0 -y
contained in the KEDAK file /-16 7.
... ...
the groups
of the group 13
3.• 91}.eV) as
and considered in this range ~1d therefore the calculated (j values arey
too smäll compared to cr values calculated from the above statistical para-y
meters '"hieh actual1y tal~,e all p '!,,,ave resonances into account.
----,A/l;1JI-nJI.-n-'lT1vel'>-.--41.q;3ffic ..._.~ •.• _.~. ' "_~.. -'~." u.~~J et alt ("17_7 were used up to 10 ~leV.
As Barry uses the same detector for the neutron flux measurements as vfuite
/-6 7 in his fission cross section measurements. this choice is consistent
:it~ thc choice of \-J'hite's cr f (U235 ) data,
Between 40 and 130 keV the (j Values were obtained by smooth interpolationy
beteween the statistical theory estimates and Barry's data,
The inelastic scatterins cross sections for thc importw1t energies below
2HeV ,-rere obtained b~r a careful fJnal~Tsis of all available excitation allel
other inelastic scatterinß clata; this is c)".rtensively described in reference
;-18 7. lll'1ong more recent experiments the highest weight ,faS siven to the
.. ..
comprehensive excitation cross scction measurem~nts by Barnard et a1. L-19_7.
These give about 20% larger inelastic scattering cross sections between 1.0
and 1.6MeV than obtained in earlier evaluations. The inelastic scattering
probabilities were still tru~en throughout fronl the Russian ABN set L-20_7.
The fission cross section vaDles between threshold and 3MeV are based on
the resi.ilts cf tampnere ;-21 7 a.ndbet~;reen 3a.ndlOMEiV·oiitlie old Los Alamös
- -
data /-8 7 also still without the recent corrections for the long counter
- -
ef'ficiencJr.
- 7 -
A l'Teighted least squares fit to the available renormalized experimental
v va.1ues led to the following linear relationship for v(E) valid between
threshold and 15MeV (see reference /-18 7)
... -
v(E) = 2.3576 + 0.1557E (E in MeV)
Pu239
Between
experi-
the measure-
20keV are based on the
C · . U235onslstently wlth
between 20keV and 1MeV.
mental data of Bollinger et ale /-22 7.
... ...
ments of ?fuite et al. /-6, 7 7 were used
... -
1 and 3r:1eV ,ve relied on tvTO rather dense and compatible Russian measure-
ment series /-28, 29 7. Between 3 and 10MeVas for u235 the (still un-
... -
gqr~~ct~~) Los Alamos fission data /-8 7 were used.
- -
The fission cross section values below
Belo"T 30keV the a values are based on the old-ilif. :i.ritegra,lriJ.eästirement-s
/"'23 7. Between 30keV and 1MeV the rather weIl agreeingOak Ridge /-24 7
~d ~os Alamos /-25 7 licuid scintillator values were used. As for-u235
.. .. ~
below 1MeV the capture cross sections were obtained as the product of a
i sion cross sections. Above m:eV no measurements are available
end, as for '[1235, a "ras rather arbitrarily extrapolated to 10M:eV in rather
close corresnondence to a 1/E behaviour of cr •
- y
Concerning v the thermal Value was obtained as a weighted least squares
average of a1I measurements available up to mid 1966 after renormalization
to the '[1235 and Cf252 v standard values listed in the U235 section above;
the result 'vas
=V (2200 m/sec)(Pu239 )
v (2200 m/sec)(Pu239 j =
(v~ (2200 m/sec) (Pu239 ) =
2.892
2.886
0.006)
Using the same procedures as for U235 the energy dependence of ~ for Pu239
was obtained to
~9(E) :: ?§9200 + O.12791E + O.00189E2 .. O.00010E3 CE in J4eV)
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Extensive documentation of these evaluations lS to be found in reference
/"26 7.
.. -
Starting from the KFYVMSNE~K set improvements are now introduced by the
successive replacement of older data by more recent. more reliable data
(see also reference /~2 7). The changes in basic data leading to partly
- ..
important modifications in the KFK-SNEAK group cross sections are discussed
in the following. In generating modified group cross sections the same
collision density weighting spectrum as for the KFK-SlmAK set was used
(see reference /-4 7. figure 1).
- ..
II.2. SNEAPM. SNEPMB Sets
The SNF.APM set differs from the KFK-SNEAK set only in that in the range
10 to500keV theo(U238 ) values are replaced by the experimental results
y . . ~
obtained by Pönitz et al. /-30 7 and by Menlove and Pönitz / 31 7. This
lowers the group C1~8 value: in-the groups 6 to 11 (10..800ke~) b; up to
13.5%.
238In the S~mp~ID set, in addition to these chsnges for U • O'f and O'y of
-~--?-~r;. , \U~""'/ (a. is kept konstant) are lowered in grou}? 7 to i 0 ~2i .::>-I~OOkeV)
according to a C1~5(E) curve pI'oposed by Beckurts L-32..7. This curve was
obtained by multiplyingtncasured 0'?5/0../ Au ) ratios 't>rith the 0y(AU) share
measurernents norrnalized to an absolute determination of 0 (Au) at 30keVy
by Pönitz et al /-30. 3S 7 in thc range 25 to 500keV and subsequent avera-
. T -...... 28 25 25 .glng. he correspondlng modlfled O'y • O'f and 0y group cross sectlon
values are given in tables AI-1and AI-2.
Ir .3. PU9SCP set
In this set the SlifEAK set a(Pu239 ) veJ.ues in the group 11-15 (465eV to
21.5keV) based, on the old KAPJ.J measurernents are replaced by values based
on the first results of the linear accelerator a(Pu239 ) measurements by
Gwin et all L-34_7. The 0y vaIues are correspondingly changed for 0f k~pt
Cönstant. Among the more recent e:x:perimentaJ. (149 data. available at the
- 9 -
time "There the PU9SCP set "ras established Gwin' s data were considered to
be the most relia.ble ones by the following reasons. Prom the available
measurements Gwin's results were assigned the smallest errors (on the
average about ± 15% in a). The independent a estimates by Pitterle et alt
/"'35 , end. Ribon et al. /"'36 7 from evaluated measured total and fission
.. ... ... -
cross sections and calculated scattering cross sections agree best with
G~iin's data among the available experimental a49 results. The latest
available results obtained by Schomberg et alt ("37 7 in measurements
- -
with considerably improved pulse shape discrimination, background determi-
nation end electronics aJ:'e partly substantially lower than the first
preliminary results reported in 1967 f*38.7. Below 4keV Schomberg's more
recent data /"'37 7 are in good agreement "rith Gnn' s values, above 4keV
... ..
they are closer to G'VTin than Schomberg' s first preliminaI"'J data, but there
are stilld'iscrepancies between Schamberg' s l3J1d (}"Tin 's results particu-
larly in the regions 4-7keV and 1o-30keV, which might partly be due to
different normalizations. First a49 measurements 01' Ryabov et ale L-39_'
with the fast pulsed reactor IBR as neutron source are compatible with
Gwin' s and Schomberg' s measurements below 2 keV, but are even below the
K.A.l'L measuraments abuve ~k@Ve Exten~scuss;ans at tbe Anglo-Russian
Seminar at Dubna in June 1968 clarified this discrepancy. Compared to the
other more recent measurements Ryabov et al. overestimated the fission
rates and underestimated thecapture rates by applying too large corrections
1'01' neutron scattering before capture. First corrections 1'01' both errors
led to a considerable enlargement 01' Ryabov's a values with results eoming
elose to those of Gwin. More details can be found in re1'erenee /-40 7.
The ne,i a and IJ values 1'01' )?U239 in the groups 11-15 are given in -y
table AI-3.
11.4. SCTAr..~ ~,et
The inelastic scattering probabilities contained in the ABN set L-20_7 used
in the SNEAK set are replaced by Karlsruhe data. In the range 01' resolved
residual nucleus levels excitation cross seetimls evaluated and documented
in various sections 01' the report KFK 120/part I are taken f'rom the I<'.EDAK
file /-27 7. In the "eontJ.nuum" rangeof residüälnueleus levels the 'Vleißkopf
= -
evaporation model /-41 7 is used with nuclear temperatures aß reeommended
- .. '"
bv Swarebaum et al. /-42 7. The materials coneerned are C, 0. Ha. Al. CI',~ - -
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Fe. Ni. U235 • U238 and Pu239 • pu240 • Pu241 • Pu242 • For the most important
nuclide U238 the new inelastic scattering spectra turn out to be sonewhat
softer than the ABN set spectra.
The new inelastic scattering natrices are given in table A~-7. The cal-
culation of the inelestic scattering matrices and their conparison with
the J'J)IT set matrices are more extensively described in appendix AI.
II.5. UPUC0R Set
In this set the SImJ\K set fission do.ta ln the grou]! 1 - 3 (2.5 - 10.5:,leV)
for U235 aDel pu239 and in the groups 1 and 2 (4.0-10.51'c1eV) for U238 based
on the 01c1 LOG JlJ.a~os measurements by Smith et al. L-S_7 were downgraded
by up to about 10% in accord with recent efficiency corrections for the
long cotmter used in the above measurements L-43_7.
. ,- 230Recently eonprehenslve v(Pu. ~) remüts becC'..xne available b:J.r measurements
of Fr~haut et alt [·4)·~_7 in the range 1.5 to 15 1,1eV ancl Conde et a1. L-45_7
ln therange J.l to 15 Hel'. Both rJ.easurements shm·, very goocl agreement and
elose a gap in the higher HeV range. Belo., 41'1eV they are in agr:eenent
____--Jdll~.th tbc scr;tt~ad errJ j er !1easu.rmD.en~~omJ.~MeV urmards~i-r~s",1",1,..m,,-"~ _
differences Up to +J.~% at 151·1eV from the former evaluatcd curve ;-26 7
,.,hieh fonns the basis of the SNKI\.J( set vdata.
The ncv, 0' fand vd.a.t aare giyen in t.able AI...4.
Ir. 6• PU02RE S' et
.", t' 1.. h t bl T::>.· • t 1:J.. 2ho • Pu2~ 1 and pu242 the "'I"E'AK t,,'or i1CLllgers'a e';llJ.soOPCs--.'u. o·~ •. se so
far contained thc group cross sections and shielding factors as given in
the ABN set /"'"20 7. They w,ere completely replaced by group cross sections
... ...
and shielding factors calculated from the recently evaluated microscopic
cross seetions of Yiftah et al. /"'"46 7. After the publication of the eva-
- "'"
luation of Yiftah et al. the very comprehensive resonance total and partial
cross section measurements for Pu240 by the linear accelerator group of
the BCHN Geel ("47 7 becatne available. They showed in particular that
.. -
the average s wave capture width (32meV) end. the s wave strength function
(1.37.10...;,4) as assumed by Yiftah et alt in their calculations of <0' >(E)
Y
- 11 -
for Pu240 en the basis of previous mueh less eomprehensive measurements
-4
= 1.05'10 •had to be repla.eed by the lower values r =23.2meV and Sy 0
vJith these values and a (probably somewhat too low) p vTave strength
. -4 . 240funct~on S1 = 1.5·10 the capture cross sect~ons of Pu were reealeulated
in the range of predominant s and p wa,ve capture e.bove 1keV and extra-
polated to higher energies so aS to join smoothly the curve of Yiftah et alt
at about 800keV. These lower 0'40 values were taken into account in
y
the PU02RE set. Integral substitution measurements performed by Oosterkamp
/-48 7 in SImAK assemblies. viz. measurements of reactivity differenees
.. -
due to substituion of a Puo2/U02 mixture containing 8% Pu
240 by another
. .. 2 % 240 "one conta~n~ng 20 Pu were weIl reproduced by theoret~cal calculat~ons
using the improved capture date. for Pu240 mentioned above (see more ex-
tensive discussion in reference 1""40 7).
- ..
The much more comprehensive and accurate experimental informat:l.on used in
the evaluation of Yiftah , Schmidt et alt leads to striking differences
f t AB " 240o the presen to the N group cross seet~ons part~cularly for Pu • The
240
capture date. for Pu are about e. factor 2 lower than the ABl'I set values
. - 1l 1 6 h" t' 240~n tne energy range ceV to heV. T e f~ss~on cross sec ~ons ror Pu
in the ABN set drop to zero in the keV range with decreasing energy. whereas
according to the Gee /-47 7 and the Los Mamos bomb shot measurements 1""497,
- .. .. - .
as a consequence of the phenomenon of intermediate subthreshold fission,
40O'f on the average over many resonances resp. fission resonance clusters
is of the order of 100 Mb and higher all the way down to the resolved re-
sonance ra.."1ge.
The new group gross sections, shielding factors and inelastic scattering
t · f Pu240 24 1 d 242 .. A 5ma r~ces or ,Pu an Pu are g~yen ~n table .. I- •
II .7. M~X911 .H0XT~T Sets
Finall;y, as trial data the recent measurements of 0' (~38) by Moxon et aly
/-50 7 in the range 500eV to 100keV were used to replaee the SlIEAK and
- - 8SlJEAPM set U23 capture date. in the groups 9 to 11 (10-100keV, M~X911 set)
and in the whole range. groups 9-15 (465eV-100keV. M~XTwr set). The
- 12 -
resuJ.ts of these nea.surements a.re nee.rly equal to those of the previous
~easurements of Hoxon et alt ["51_7. in particular the former ,B10(n..cd
normalization \1as onee again carefully checked. The I1oxon data are on
the average about 20% smaller the...'I1. the SHEAK set data and of the order
of 10% smaller tha.n Pönitz's values in the co:m..mon energy range 25-100keV.
The difference betueen .i\1o&on amI Pönitz lS still tmexplained. Further-
more the apparent diserepancies between Moxon's results and the average
of a nuraber of absolute end relative determinations at selected energies
(24; 30; 65keV) have still to be resolved.
The modified capture data for U23S 'are given ln table AI-6~
- 13 -
111. THE CR1T1CAL ASS~4BL1ES STUD1ED
In this chapter we will briefly describe the critical assemblies con-
sidered for the present study. A more detailed documentation of the
assembly characteristics used in the calculations and of the integral
data used for co~~arison between theory and experiment will be given
in Appendix Ir.
Ba.sically we studied 12 fast critical assemblies: SUAK U1B, SUJ~ UH1B,
ZPR III...10, ZPR 1II-25, ZPR III-48, ZPH 1II-1t8B, ZEBRA 6A, SNEAK 3A1,
Slill_~C 3A2, SlmMC 3B2, SNEAK ,C, ZPR 111-55. Six of these assemblies
are fuelled vith U235 ,five "Tith Pu239, and one (SNEAK 3B2) with a two-
zoned core, the inner zone containing Pu239 and the driver zone U235.
SQn~ characteristics of the assemblies are given in table 1.
All criticals are of medium or largo size, the smallestone, SUAK U1B, having
a core volume of about 40 liters. Wo have not included very small
assemblies li1::o GODIVA 01" JEZEBEI, in our stuclies because the high energy
cross sections of those nateria.ls ioJ"hich could be checked by these assem-
physics prediction of largo fast power reactors.
The hardness of the neutron energy spectrQm veries considerably as can
be seen e.g. from the median fission energy, the neutron lifetime, and
the ratio 0f(U238)/o (U238) given in table 1. 'l'he migration area H2 ofc •
the core varies considerably between the lowest value for SUAK UH1B and
thc higher values for the more dilutc assemblies ZPR 11148, ZEBRA 6A,
end SNEAK 3A1. Apart from the koo...experiments SNEAK 5C and ZPR 1II55
there is also a large span in the geometrie configuration characterized
by the geometrie buckling B2 end the eore volume between the small un-
reflected SUAK-assemblies end the larger well reflected assemblies
ZPR 111-25, ZPR 111-48, ZEBRA 6A and the three SNEAK criticals. the
small but reflected assembly ZPR 111-10 ranging in between. The leakage
prQ'b~bi_li.~yand~he pro?ability_ for the most important reaetion ratios in
the core are also given in table 1•
...... ;
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SU.AK U1B ~s a metal fuelled uranium assembly with 20% enrichment of-_..__......
about 30 cm length in each direction of the cube.
SUA.X UH1B is similar to SUAK U1B. It is also a metal :tUelied uranium...._ .,_.._~
assembly with 20% enrichment but containing a relatively large amount
of hydrogen in foils of polyethylene. The hydrogen to uranium atom
ratio is about 0.5.
ZPR III-10 is a metal fuelled uranium assembly with a rather small
----.............
core of about 17% enrichment surrounded by a relatively large reflector
of depleted uranium.
ZPR III-25 has a larger core. The uranium metal :tUel has an enrichment
---.-..._....
of about 9%. The core is surrounded also by a relatively large reflector
of depleted uranium.
ZPR III-48 is a weil known assembly with plutonium a.s fissionable material.
-------_...-
The :tUel enrichment is about 18%. In order to simulate the neutron
energy spectrum of a sodium cooled fast reactor with ceramic :tUei. Na
and C have been added to the core composition to soften the spectrum.
The reflector of about 30 cm thickness consists of depleted uranium
metal.
ZPR 1II-48B is very similar to ZPR 1II-48. The essential difference is
----.........._-
the inner core zone which has a higher content of Pu240 compared to
ZPR III-48.
ZEBRA 6A is !a somewl:lat--s~.-_;'li~ r plutonium assembly with a fUel enrichment
-.------ _. '
of about 24%. Na and C are also added to influence the neutron energy
spectrum in the desired manner. The reflector of about 30 cm thickness
consists of natural uranium end graphite.
S!IEAK 3AJ was built to simulate the core cf a fast steam cooled power
.--------
reactor. The enrichment of theuren:L\2XI1...me'ta.lrue~lsa"oou't2"t1,$. 'rhe
polyethylene foils used to simulate the coolant are contained in stainless
steel canned platelets. The h,ttlrogen concentration of SNEAK 3A1 is about
half thatconsidered ror a typical steam c00.1ed po'Vrer reactor charac\erized
by a coolant pressure of a.bout 170 atm and a relatively small coolan t
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volume fraction of the core. Within the unit ce1l one Al- and one
A1203-platelet are used together with the fuel- and stainless steel
canned polyethylene-platelet to influence the neutron energy spectrun
in the desired manner.
SNEAK 3A2 is slightly snaller in core volume than SHEi\.K 3A1 but has
........._ ....MIIof ..
still a relatively laxge coPe zone. By adjusting the thickness of
the polyethylene foil Olle obtainecl in SlmAK 3.4.2 a hydrogen concentration
vn1ich corresponds to that of a future stean-cooled power reactor with the
characteristics mentionec1 before. Desides the thickness of the poly-
eth~rlene foil the composition is almost identical to SliIEAK 3A1.
SlillAK 3B2 has an inner core zone which contains plutonitUll instead of
..*-"'~ ....
uranium as fissile material. Other\'Tise the composition of this tvTO-
zonedcore asserriRlyis ~(11l:iv111Eln:tt() SI\n.~A.:K 3A2.
SNEll,K 5C is a. so-callecl k -exT)eriment. It consists of an inner plu-
... 1IW....."d__...... co .,l'.
toni~m zone of a.bout 300 liters anel an outer t~anitlln driver zone. By
adjusting the compositions cf both zones in the appropriate manner
one aims at a flut distribution of the normal and adjoint fluxes across
the
The atom ratio cjU238 in SNEAK 5C 1S rather large. about 12. which leads
to a "soft" neut:ron energy spectrum.
ZPR I1I-55 1S also a k -experiment for a plutonium composition from
..........IIilII ....._IIIioIi... co -.
which one t~ies to get info)mation on the a-value of Pu239 in the
energy range from 0.5 to 20keV (a=a jOf). Because of the smaller
c
CjU238 atom ratio of about 2. li- the neutron spectrum is not as "soft"
as that of SNEAK 5C.
In addition to these assemblies we consider also the measurements con-
cerning the steam density- and steam void-coefficient which have been
performed during the so-called Sl~~AK-3A-series. They are described in
r 57 7 and inclttde besides the assemblies SN1~.AK 3A1 and SNEAK 3A2.
- -mention~d b~for~. tWQ other assemblies SNEAK 3AO and SNEAK 3A3 which
contained no hydrogen and twice the hydrogen concentration 01' SNEAK 3A2.
respectively.
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Apart from the lea.kage the small ana. "clean" assemblies SUAK-U1B and
SUAK-UH 1B provide checks for the higher energy data of U235 end U238.
Because of the,increased moderation SUAK UH1B is more sensitive than
SUAK um to the capture d.ata of U238 and U235 since there is a rapid
increase of the capture cross sections to lower energies. For ZPR 111-10
the importance of the leakage is reduced compared to SUAK U1B and the
importance of the U235 end U238 data in the hundred keV region is in-
creased. The same tendencies but still more pronounced are valid
for ZPR 111-25. The larger and well reflected assemblies SNEAK 3A1
end SNEAK 3A2 will give additional information on the uranium data
in the lower keV region. The somewhat similar plutonium assemblies
ZPR 111-48 and ZEBRA 6A are both included in the analysis since the
information on ~lutonium assemblies isnot very extensive. ZPR 111-48B
is of interest because of i ts higher Pu240 concentration in the inner
core zone compared. to the usually available plutonium isotopic composition.
The k-experiments SNEAK 5C and ZPR 111-55 provide acheck of the low
00
energy capture date. of U238 and. hopefully. of the capture and fis'ion
data of Pu239 in the keV region. SNEAK 3B2 has been included in the
with this selection of critical assemblies we are confident to obtain
essential information on the reliability of data and methods for the
energy range of interest in fast reactor analysis.
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IV, Tn':E CALCULATIOHAL METI-IODS USED
IV,1 , General. AJ.)proach
In this study we want to determine the effect of each change in the
nuclear data for the whole variety of criticals. The reason ~s two-
fold:
1, vTe want to get an insight into the uncertainty of the cal-
culation of characteristic quantities for these assemblies.
2. we 'fant to obtain information on the sensitivity of the
Qu~ntities studied on various changes of the nuclear data
of several material.s in different energy regions.
Doing this in the most correct way would consume a large amount of
com?uter time since onehas to perform e.g. two-dimensional calculations
and has to apply corrections as mentioned later e.g, rar heter6geneity
etc. which ~n a strict sense would have to be recal.culated for each
change in the nuclear data. In order to avoid this we treated the
problem in the following approximate manner: For each assembly which
___ h~s_ll~~ essentially a two-zoned core, we deternined vTith our reference
.group se; .-~he ~~-~~ll~d-s-Jl1EAic-;;t-/;'3-7.-7-4 7.-th~-buckÜngsJ.n-each-·---
one-dimensional direction (i,e, B2 .-32: B~-re;pectivelY B2 • B2 ) by com-
x y z r z
paring one-dimensional results for the criticality with the corresponding
ones of fundamental. mode calculations, These adjusted bucklings have
then been used throughout the study in the fundamental mode calculations
for the modified grou]? sets. The adequacy of this procedure has been
proved by some two-dimensional diffusion calculations with 11 energy
groups especially for those changes in the nuclear data which caused
major cha...l1ges in the calculated criticality, The 11 group constants
are condensed from the original 26 groul? constants using as vreighting
spectrum that of a one-dimensional diffusion calculation in spherical
geometry for each modified group set, These two-dimensional results
of course have to be considered as the basic ones, The fundamental mode
results are-used_onl~rtQo_bt§.iI1.~h~C:!~!~~l3.li:l;~difference_()f~h()se
changes in the nuclear data which lead to relatively small changes in
criticality,
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IV.2. Corrections
To set the final results (best avaitable values of table V-4) sorle correc-
tions which are partia~ly calculated by ourselves and partially taken
from the literature have to be applied if necessary: (80) the heterogeneity
correction using the ZERA-code L-58_7.(b) the transport correction
using a one-dimensional SN-code, (c) the so-called R~4o-correction
which arises from a more elaborate treatment of the elastic slowing
dOvffi /-3 7, /-2 7, (d) a correetion for the transport eross seetion
.... .. .. ..
which takes into aeeo1mt the anisotropie down-seattering of hydrogen
espeeially for SUN( UH1B /-3 7, /-59 7. In the cases where these
.... - - -
eorrections are calculated by ourselves they were determined onee with
the SrIT~M(-reference set and. are then asslir1ed to be only weakly dependent
on changes in the nuclear data and therefore are taken the same for
the modi fied group sets.
IV.3. Co~~ent on the Fission Snectrlli~
Hith respect to the calculational methods we should mention that the
-- -s'tan<'l.-a.r-G.- f·is~i~n--Spect-ru'Y)'l. *-iu----our---g:r'-oup_se±s-iß__that__bfünngin&;_t_Q _
v=2.8 cf the RussianABN-set L-20_7. In reality X depends on the energy
of the fissioning neutron anc1 the type of the fissionable isotope; these
dependences can~ot routinely be taken into account in our calculations.
He studied the magnitude of the effects which can be attributed to ehanges
in the fission spectrum in an approximate manner. The main results are
(see table 2): for U235-fuelled assemblies 80 redtlction of the criticality
between 0.001~O.003 and a decrease of thc neutron spectrun by about
6% only in the energy range from6.5-10.5MeVifX(v=2.6) is used instead
of X(v=2.8); for Pu239 fuelled assemblies a slie:llt inerease in critiealit;r
(about 0.001) und an increase of the neutron spectrum by 11% in the
energ;r range mentioned. if X(v=3.0) is used instead of X(v=2.8). The
average v of U235 fuelled assemblies is in the range 2.5 - 2.6, that
of Pu239 fuelled assemblies in the r~~ge 2.9 - 3.0. One snould mention
tImt thc fission ratioO':E(U238)!cr f;(U235) isonlyehan§ed b;y" 1-2% b;,{ t-he
chanees of the fission spectrmn mentioned above.
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IV.4. ACC1\racy O~ thc Two-DiEensional Diffusion Results *)
Since tJ1e t\fo..a.ir!e11sional c1.ifi?usion results obtainecl "\-litb. the DI)~Y-
})rogre.m forr~ the l,a.,d.s of our be'st availablc criticality predict ions»
it vras necessa17" to checL thc valic1ity of the El""l})roxin2.tions made
ln derivinC these results. Thc first aJ)l'Toxinetion is the conclensation
frOF. 26 to 11 grOll})S. Conparine: the 11sual 11-srou}) resnlt with that of one
26-grouJ) tvo...c1imensional check ce.J.culation for SIJEP.K 3A1 usine: the
3a~e sratial m0311 (1600 meshpoints) we observed a difference in keff
of 0.0001 ,,711ich vras far less tha..'1 the accurac;), of 0.001 required for
each calculation. The second. approximation concern3 the distance betvreen
the meshpoints for the calculation of the space dependence of the neutron
flux. This problem 112.3 been stuc1ied for en assembly similar to S:rmAK 3A1
by two-dimensional calculations using 26 groups. The results are pre-
sented in the fol1owirig table.
Dependence of keff on the spatial mesh
."4'.' ............ '•••-110' ..................__ - " _ ........_~
c::.::::::;:::::::::~:::~;~ ::~ ~]~~~s:e:1ts~3c:~s:e::3:::=
Rachal nUInber of mesli 1?olnts . 2TI 11-0 --68------
• '. w·· • . -."-...s--'
direction number of mesh intervals 1n
the core per transport me an
free :r;ath 1.04 2.16 3.64
lIJcial number of mesh points 20 40 60
d.irection number of mesh intervals in
the core ;per transport mean
free 1)ath 1. 1 2.2 3.74.
'rotal number of mesh points 400 1600 4080
k
eff 0.98600 0.987461°.98744
From this table one conclua.es the.t 2 mesh intervals per transport
mean free path lS sUfficient fer the two-dimensional calculations
if an e.ccuracy of 0.001 in keff is desired.
, \
", All results quoted in this paragraph have been provided by
W. Höbel (Karlsruhe).
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IV.5. PwDroximate Treatment of the Anisotropie Scattering of
Hydrogen in SUAK UE1B
Usually ,Te use the diffusion eQuation for the determination of the
critie?~ity of the assemblies studied. In deriving the eross sections
respectively group eonstants "Thieh are needed in this equa.:t;iQnth_e
usual transport approximation is applied. It is very probable that
this approximation is not suffieient for the anisotropie seattering
of hydrogen and. lead.s to errors in the transport eross section and
the diffusion constant and therefore also to errors in the le~rage
probability. Among the hydrogen containing assemblies the le&:age
probability is most important for SUAK UII1B. Therefore an improved
but still approximate treatment of the problem has been applied
for this assembly /-3 7 which is indieated in the following.
- -
From the P1-eq~ations the following relation ean be derived:
- s
j.:.i
.. J.
(jJ+~ .•..iJ..
1 J.
~
_ __ i~J. __l-+i _j+i , . .
vhere (J1 ::: Ö~ )1- rstrre-se-c-ondmoment---o:f-t-he-cscat-t-er-J;-l'.lg-r'lat-rCL-x;------
and ,T j is the net current in the energJr grou)? J. For the isotol)eS vith
higher atomie weifftt thffi1 10. the second term on the right hand side
of the above equation (IV.1) can be approximated ~Y (j~)1i. cr~ is the
elastic scattering cross section ~n group i and )l~ the average eosine
of the scattering angle. This a,pproximation ~s of course not adequate
for hydrogen. Improvements eompared to this average eosine eoncept
ha:lfe been made for hydrogen in t"TO steps: in the first step i t "Tas
Msumecl thfl.t thc currents are weakly enerf:Ql-de:gendent so the ratio
J./J. in eouation (IV.1) is set eaual to unit,,;r. in the second steu....J ~ .. .~.
the erOn]? dependent currents of thc SUAK UH1B assembly have been used
to detennine thetranSI}Ort cross section of 11Jrdrogen~_ Since the grou.,p
dependence varies with space coordinates the group currents have been
t~:en at two space points. located at distances of 6.5 em and 13.3 cm from
the core l)oundary. '1'he resülting tro"''1sport cross seetiöns öf' hydrogen
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have been used ln the appropriate eore reglons in the eritieality
e8J.eulations. ~':1e influenee of these two steps of improvements on
the eriticality has been studied for sUßJe 1Yrl1B in diffusion approxi-
Fstion using a spherie8J. model for the assembly. The following ehanges
Äk have been obtained for the AENSET: the first step gives k=O.011,
the second step k~O.0022 eompared to the usual average eosine coneept.
The reason for these different results lS that in the seeond step the
transport eross seetion of hydrogen is inereased in the high ener~T
region even slightly more than in the first step sinee J;/Ji is smallert,
thp~ one. But below O.5MeV this tendeney in reversed and the transport
cross seetion is ealculeted even smaller than with the average eosine
concept. Since the transport eross section is also used in the boundary
eondition of the diffusion calculations the caleulated change in eriti-
eality reay also aepend on the geömetf'ical reodel usedfor the assem.bl~T
beeause ln spherieal geometry only one external boundary has to be eonsidered
"Thareas in the real eubie arrangement three boundaries have to be taken
into 8.eeount.
- - - J..t_aeSlms_t~ us th~t~he !1ll3.rgnitude ~f~hi-s eorreetion is still uncertain.
'He have applied in the present evaluation a value of 0.007 for this eorrec-
tion which is tcl:en from the literature L-59_7 ~~d is in between of the two
extreme values mentioned before in this paragraph.
'He will stua~ the effect of the anisotropie seattering of hydrogen onee
again using the appropriate reeently established improved version of the
DTK-S'T...eode.
1\1
V 6 '7' h+' S t "r. tI •• ;',elg" "lng pee rum 8J.'1a er0 -voneep
The effect of the weighting speetrum on eritieality has been studied
using the REM~-eoneept for the direct calculation of the elastic removal
qroun constants. The results are diseussed in /"'2 7. In all casesC,J ~. - . __
stu~ied there the differences have been smaller than 0.005 in k. For the
neutron spectruJJ1 the :REl\1~-procedure generall~l leads to better agreement
of calculations ifith eXj,)erirn.ent s.
It shoulQ be mentioned. however, that the mg~~-concept is used only for
those isotopes \n1ich scatter only into the next v~oup of the 26-group set
"Tit~1 the ),l1m-group structure. The RE'l~-conee}?t is not well suited for
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hyc"Lrogen bccausc thc co""rec+·';o~ -i", RT)lie,l on"" to the eler·'e"lt'" I.
- ' " ,,~~., -,,-, ""ce.::. •. ' c. '-,) -, •.• - .., '~I-+T+1
of the scatterinc matrix. Con~aring the scattering cross sections of
hydrogen in the ABIT... end SITEI'J'C-set one notices cOl1siderable differenccs
which most probabl;y are duc to the "1cightinf, syectrw'1 usec1 because thc
basic nuclear ce.ta ~.re welJ. knOi·m. In the 81'rEl\K-set the \.reightinf,
srect:rl~ corres?onds to that of the SIlliAK 312 assenbly. Therefore one
ma~r ohtain changes in criticality m1d neutron spectrurl for the SUi~{ UH1B
assembly if the ap}yropriate 1-reighting spectrum is used for the determi-
nation of the scattering cross sections of hydrogen.
One should mention also that the REMIt-correction is appliec1 only for
neutron energies above 1keV (group 1-14). The extension to lower
energies will probably bring about some influence on the results for
the criticality of assemblies with rather soft neutron spectra like
ZPR III;;;;55andespecialTy SIrEme 5C.
In reactor calculations we normally use &~ average background cross
~or the determination of resonance self-shielding (0 -conceptt
o
The determination of 0 in each grOUT! is normallyo .'
section with the exception
section 0
o
see /-20 7t /-4 7).
... iIIr6 ~ ..
done with the infinite dilute total cross
of U238 (see r3 7t Fr} 7). For the test calculations 0 has been de-
... .. - - 0
termined in a different way using the effective total cross section with
the strongest. :r.esonence self shield.ing (see L-2_7). Because these tWQ
methode are extreme approxlrlations to thc true situation G possible error
of 0.002 may arise 1-n1en using the 0o-concept at least for assemblies with
a not too "soft" neutron Sl)ectrum because the difference increases as
the importance of the 10\-1 energy end of the sl)ectrur.l increases.
IV. 7 • Accuracy of the Calculateo. H8iterial Horths a.n.d Reaction Rates
) . . .a Gompar~son cf one~ ~~dtwo~dlmenslonalres~lts
-~-~-~-~~--~~~~~--~-~---~~-----------------------
In order to save computer time the material worths and the reaction rates
in the core center htwe been calculated in spherical geometr~r using 26
energy grOt~s. This procedure has been adopted because it 3eems more
im....porta...nt to U8 to take into account all energ;r groups and to approximate
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the geometr~r than to perform calculations for the real geometry but with
a red.ucect number of energy groups. Taking into account the real geometry
and. the whole number of groups woul<'! necessitate rather large computer
times. '.1e expected that the d.esired g,uantities can be calculated weIl
enourfl vnth the procedure mentioned and checked this by two~dimensional
calculations ror SNEPJ(-3A1 end SI:1Ef-J(-3A2 vrith 4 and 11 groups. The
results given in table 3 indicate that for predominantly scattering
materials like C. E. 0, Hg the agreement between the various results
is very poor as has been expected. This 18 essentially due to the
influence of grOU]? collapsing as is already known in the literature
(see e .g. ("'60 7). Therefore even the 26-groups results nay be doubtful.
~ .~ - - ~
For the other materials thc agreement is rather gooe.: forthe case with
11 groups the differences anount to about 5%. This indice.tes that there
J.S nö s:tstematic deviation bet'VTee..n thc!'esults. forsIlb.eX'ic?-lg~9!11e'tI'Y
ar.d thc t'·To-c1.imensional ones as coule. o.g. arise from differences in thc
non1alization integral. ~~is has also beon found by ritterle et alt
;-35 7. For the same assemblies SlJE.AK 3A1 and SJ\1E.l\K 3A2 in the central
- ...
region of the core the microscopic reaction rate perunit flux and(per atom
vTithin 0.15% sn(1 the inportant reaction rate ratios U238(n.'Y )/U235(n.f)
U235(n.'Y)/U235(n.f) &'1.0. U23ß(n,f)/U235(n.f) also within 0.15% comparing
one-dimensional 26 grau]? results with two-dimensional 4- and 11-group
results •
Tl1e results mentioned so far have been obtaine(I using the ST:JEi\K set but it
is expected that they are valid for ether graup sets end other assemblies
as 'VTell. Calculations for the two assemblies SlIEAK 31\1 and SNEAK 31\2
using the HOXTOT-set indeed ShOi'Ted practically the same results as obtained
for the SNEAK set. There fore. i t seems ver'lJ probable that the one-dimen-
sional ~esults for the central material worth a~d the central reaction
rate are not sUbject to systematic calculational errors.
h) Cöm'6a.rirgön cf result-s wi'thanEi ,..itl'l.out. REM~corr_ection
---~~~~---~-~~-----~-~-~---~-------------~------------~-
As stated two pa.r.agraphs before the REM~-correctiongenerally leads to a
better agreement between calculations and experiment for the energy-depen-
dent neutron flux. The differences between the spectrum calculated in the
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usual way and that calculated with the Rn~O-correction are quite
appreciable. For the assembly SIJKAK :jA1 e.g. they amount to about
±15% in some energy groups. The question arises wether such changes
in the energy dependence of the neutron spectrum affect the calculated
material worths to a remarkable extent or not.
The REMO-correction is based essentiallyon a correction of the macros-
copic elastic and total removal cross section elements ef the scattering
matrix end. is appropriate for the calculation of the neutron flux. The
question if the REMO-correction is also an adequate procedure for the
calculation of the adjoint flux will not be consid.ered here although
we adopted this assumption in the present study.
In the following lists we compare the results for the calculated material
wQr~h~ ~~i~g ~WQ giff~~~~t ~~thQg~:
method a): The normal and adjoint fluxes used in the perturbation calcu-
lations have been obtained using RB\10-corrected group constents.
method b): The normal and adjoint fluxes used are calculated in the usual
manner_without the REMO-correction for the group constants.
In both methods we used perturbation cross sections which have been cal-
culated in the usual way without any REMo-correction. For a rigorous
comparison cf the influence of the REMo-correction one should apply in
method a) the REMCl-correction to the perturbation cross sections too.
This has not been done here because it would have caused inconveniences
in handling the programme for the R~~O-correction and because we think
that the effect is almest negligible for the perturbation calculations
of the material worths.
This assumption seems to be reasonable because the REMO-correction has to be
applied both to the normal and pertubed. core composition ahd these two
compositions are almost identicaJ. apart from the relatively small addition
of the special material or isotope considered. The amount of material
° 0 ° 1020 h O h fadded to the normal m~xture J.s ~n our cases . atoms 'i ~c means or
most materials about 1-::'Ü'%ofthe amount which is normally present in- the
lL~.l]..t.S•..f,9..r, A.s,s.€imblY.. Zr~.I.II ..h.8 ,u.f?;~.t,h,e ....slrfNs:.s.~t .
•• r T-." .j-
Pu239 1pu240~.{e.terial AI", B10 C I CR FE MO NA NI U235 U238
........ .. •... * •• t-
Materi:3.l ,V'orth methon a) 0.939 1.050 0.t38 0.969 1.OO:~ 1.01+3 0.937 1.020 0.984 0.967 0.980 0.976Üat'erräi"Wörth n;e'ih·ö'c1. b ~
I
.e..... ,- ........
I
.B~S\l,;Lts for As.s~rnbll m:JE,AK 3A1. \ts,i~ ..Sp!AK-S!l!.
_. .
I ..
Material AL B10 C CR FE
I
H HO NI 0 Pu239 U235 U238
-
Material worth method a) 0.867 1.019 1•. 74 0.988 0.97q 0.992 1.021 1.029 1.263 0.996 0.993 0.997HatOer'i"aJ. ,vorth method 1,j
I
~
llesults fo.r. Af!.,s,eElb..l't• ..sPI5,f.K 3A2 uoE!jb SNEAK;-set
I
I,
Haterial AL B10 C CR FE H MO NI 0 Pu239 U235 U238
Material worth method. a) 0.851 1.006 1 094 0.991 o.9rr~ 0.980 1.006 1.015 1.182 1.000 0.994 0.985~1aterial worth method b)
I
«
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mixture • Therefore we expect that the influence of the PD1o-correction
on the cross sections of both mixtures will be almost identical and the
net effect on the perturbation cross sections will be practically zero
because of a compensation effect since the perturbation cross sections
are determined as differences between the cross sections of both com-
positions which showalmost identical REMO-corrections.
It can be seen from this list that for the fertile and fissile isotopes
the influence of the REMo-correction on the calculated material worth
is generally smaller than 3% and for the predominantly absorbing materials
generally smaller than 5% i'rhich is not too mnch compared to the existing
discrepancies between calculation and experiment. However. one should
have this in minel when in the f\lture these discrepancies come down to
comparable magnitude. For predominantly scattering materials}as expected/
the influenceof tlle HEMO-correction is larger ... upto 30%.. .But
for these materials all 26-group results either with or without ~10­
correction are somewhat doubtful as indicated in the preceding paragraph.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
V.1. Results of Fundamental Mode Calculations for keff
The results of the fundamental mode diffusion calculations for keff
are given in table V-1. The values given refer to the homogenized
core composition. For an easy comparison with the measured values the
calculated criticality values for the SNEAK-series have been normalized
in such a way that the normalized value for keff of SNEAK 3A2 is equal
to unity for all sets of group constants.
In the figures AII-1 to AII-36 the neutron flux. the adjoint neutron flux
and the collision density are shown for 12 assemblies. For an easy inter-
comparison of corresponding curves for different assemblies we have
taken the same scale in the corresponding figures for the different
assemblies. The curvesb~Y~ l:>~~Il obtained from the group values using
a program which produces a smooth curve throughthe group vaJ.ues Z-6-1_7~
Except for the two-zoned cores SNEAK 3B2 and ZPR III-48B the values for
the normal and adjoint fluxes have been taken from fundamental mode
calculation. The norma.lization is
co
J VEf(E) ~(E)dE = 1
o
for the flux density and
co
J X(E) .+(E)dE = 1
o
for the adjoint flux.For the two exceptions SNEAK 3B2 and ZPR III-48B
the normal and adjoint fluxes at the core center have been taken from
one-dimensional calculations. The corresponding curves therefore have been
drawn with an arbitrary normalization. For the adjoint flux the arbitrary
normalization has been done in the folloving w~: for SNEAK 3B2 the curve
has been normalized to agree in the relatively flat region between 50 -
100 keV with the corresponding curve of SNEAK 3A2; for ZPR 1II-48B the
normalization has been done in the energy range from 0.4 - 0.8 keV togive
a-greemerit witlf'the--simi-larcurve-ofZI'R-III-48_which .is .~1_s9 flat in this
energy range.
All results 1'01' the collision densities have been taken from one-dimensional
calculations. This has been done because the programs involved in these
calculations can handle only the results of one-dimensional calculations
in the appropriate way. 'l'herefore it would have been very inconvenient
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to use the results of the fundamental mode calculation in order to get the
corresponding collision density. The curves given always belong to the
inner core zone, sometimes to an even smaller artificial zone around the
core center. The normalization for all collision density curves is
arbitrary.
All results for the figures AII-1 to AII-36 have been obtained using
the SNEAK-set.
In the following we will indicate the sensitivity of the criticality of
the various assemblies studied to changes in the nuclear data. This will
be done for each assembly by giving the criticality changes for the
most important changes of the group constant sets.
SUAKU1B: SNEAK ± SNEPMB: Äk.::: ..0.015
_........._.......
SNEPMB1- SNEAPM: Äk.= jf,0. 021
This small assembly with a relatively hard neutron spectrum is very sensitive
to the reduction of theU235 fission cross section which is implied in the
first step a...1'ld i5 omitted in the second stepe The reduction of the U238
---
capture dita c-a.usess:- crIt f caIl~y iiicrease-of+O ~ ocr6- :; -0. OZI';;U;tn~-
SUAl{ umB: SNEPMB 1- SNEAPM: Alt= +0.008
...~-_..........
PU9SCP 1- SCTALO: Alt= +0.003
MOX911 1- MOXTOT: Alt= +0.004
Due to the much softer neutron spectrum of this assembly compared to SUAK U1B
changes in the high energy data are less important. The omission of the
reduction of the U235 fission cross section gives rise to a criticality increa-
se which is only 1/3 of that obtained for SUAl{ U1B. Taking into account the
lewer U238 capture cross section of MOXON in the keV-region causes an
increase of criticality which is not negligible for this assembly. The in-
crease of criticality obtained with the new scattering probabilites for the
inelastic scattering probabilities for the inelastic. scattering is due to
thespecialenergy .dependenceoi' .the_neutroni:m.portaJ:,,-c:~f.Ql:"_~jli.~_~~~Ill.1>l.Y
which increases considerably below 1 MeV with decreasing energy.
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ZPR 111-10: SNEAK ~ SNEPMB: -0.015
--..........._--
SNEPMB ~ SNEAPM: +0.026
The results for this assemblywith a relatively hard neutron spectrum are
ver:! similar to that obtained for SUAK U1B.
ZPR 111-25: SNE.A..lC ~ SllEPMB:
--..- ..
SNR.'PMB ~ SNEAPM:
PU9SCP ~ SCTAL(6:
PU02RE ~ MOX911 :
-0.010
+0.029
-0.011
+0.013
Apart from the resultssimilar to ZPR 111-10 the new inelastic scattering data
cause a remarkable reduction of criticality ,i'hich is due to the special form
of the energy dependence of the neutron adjoint which decreases below 1 MeV
vri.~h decree.siIlg energy contrar:r to the behaviour for most cf the other assem-
blies .-- ;~e re~uctio~- of the U238 capture data in the Hf :;100 keV region
to the lov MOXON-values shows a remarkable effect on the criticality of
this assembly because the enrichment is lover Md the neutron spectrum some-
what softer then that of the assemblies considered in the preceding para.-
-gr-äphS4~~elligb.er~~nsj.j;ivi'tiyto the u238 capture date. in this energy
region is also indicated by th~ -~ife;enc~betweenth-;-first-two steps-
which &mounts to +0.019=0.029-0.010 end is considerably' larger than the
corresponding data for the SUAK assemblies end for ZPRIII-10.
ZPR 111-48: SNEAK ~ SNEPMB:+0.009
-.._...------
SNEAPM ~ PU9SCP: -0.009
PU02FE ~ ~.10X911: +0.008
This assembly is rather sensitive to the u238 capture data below about 100 keV
which have been changed for the sets SNEPMB Md MOX911. The new o.-values for
Pu239 of GWIN used in the PU9SCP-set cause a criticality reduction which
is not as large as tha.t cf -0.016 reported previously /-2 7 where lower
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limits of the first preliminary o.-values of SCHamERG had been used.
ZEBRA 6A:
---------
SNEPMB ~ PU9SCP:
PU02RE ~ MOX911:
-0.010
+0.006
AB expected this assembly shows a behaviour similar to that observed for
ZPR 111-48.
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SNEAK-Series: The criticality of the assemblies considered within the
----_...._-----
SN~3A~eries reacts most sensitive to the first two steps cf changes
in the group cross section sets. The fact that the absolute values of
the criticality differences for the first two steps are of the same
magnitude indicates that the steam density coefficient is much more
sensitive to changes in the U235 fission cross section than to those
" h U238 " . h ""d d ("~n t e capture cross sect10n 1n t e energy reg10n conSl ere l.e.
between about 20 - 500 keV). One should of course always have in mind
that the criticality values for the SNEAK-series are normalized in such
a way as to give a keff equal to unity for SNEAK 3A2.
SNEAK 3A1: SNEAK -+ SNEPMB:
---_.._----
SNEPMB -+ BNEAPM:
PU02RE -+ MOX9r1: +0.009
MOX911 -+ MOXTOT: +0.006
The criticality change corresponding only to the reduction of the U238 capture
cross section in the first step amounts to +0.009. It is overcompensated
_____ QY_ the_~:IT~~t~gf__t~~~ed~ct~~Il_p_:t!'E-e _t!2_~5_!issi~!1_ ~~_o_~13~_~_~"{j~~I1_w~~ch_ is_
twice as large as ~an be seen from the second step leading from a criticality
change of -0.009 for the first step to a total criticality change of +0.009
for the first two steps. From the last two steps i t can be seen that for
SNEAK 3A1 the changes caused by the MOXON data are more important in the
10 - 100 keV region than in the energy region below 10 keV.
Sl'TEAK 3A2: SNEAK
-_...._--_....
SNEPMB
PU02RE
MOX911
SNEPMB:
SNEA.PM:
MOX911 :
MOXTOT:
-0.006
+0.013
+0.007
+0.007
For mmAK 3.~ the resll1ts are qualitatively similA.l" te these ~or SNEAK 3A1.
The last twosteps cause nearly equal criticality changes. This means that
for this assembly with respect to criticality the influence cf the change
to tlie MOXON de.~e. is of eque.l i.m.poftancefortheenerS1-r~gionbelow1e-keV
as for the 10 - 100 keV region. This fact gives direct evidence of the softer
neutron spectrum cf SNEAK 3A2 compared to tha.t cf SNEAK 3A1.
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SNEAK 5c: SNEAK -.. SNEPMB: +0.008
----..----
SNEAPM -.. PU9SCP: -0.015
PU02RE -.. MOX911: +0.008
MOX911 -.. MOXTOT: +0.014
The largest criticality change for this assembly is caused by the change
to the pu239 a-values of GWIN (SNEAPM-"PU9SCP). 'I'he reduction of the u238
capture cross section to the PÖNITZ-data in the first step produces nearly
the same criticality increase as that of the subsequent inclusion of
the MOXON...data in the 10-100 keV region (PU02RE-+MOX911). The criticality
effect of the change to the MOXON U238 capture data in the whole energy
region concerned overcompensates that of the change to the GWIN a-data.
A comparison of the two last steps illustrates the importance of the
..... ~!lEar~.!'~tsion below 10 keV for this assembly compared to e .g. SNEAK 3A2
which already has a relatively soft neutron spectrum.
ZPR III~55: SNEAK -.. SNEPMB:
-------..----
SNEAPM -.. PU9SCP:
- - ---- -- ~tJ9SQ!'~~TJtJ..O:
PU02RE -.. MOK911:
MOX911 -.. MOXTOT:
+0.018
-0.011
-0.013
-- ----_._- -
+0.017
+0.017
For this assembly relatively large critica.lity changes have been obtained.
Qualitatively the results are similar to that for SNEAK 5C or even to SNEAK 3A2
with the exception of the importance of the inelastic scattering data for
this assembly which is due to the special neutron adjoint as has been äis-
cussed for ZPR 111-25. For a quantitiative understanding of the effects
one should have in mind that the atomic number density of U238 is considerably
larger than that e.g. for sJ:mAK 5C and SNEAK 3A2 and that the neutron spectrum
is considerably ha.rder than that of SNE..lUC 5C. 'I'his fact is for both assembli.es
illustra.ted for example by the different criticality changes cased by the
two last changes in the group cross section sets.
At t-heend 01' thischapter w.e willdtsg'l.l::;s bJ:'~EaJ_q which assemblies are most
sensitive to the changes in the nuclear data which have been performed
during this study.
SNEAK -+ SNEPMB: ZPR III-55
---....----_..-----
SNEAK 5c
SUAK U1B
ZPR 111-10
ZPR III-25
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+0.018
+0.008
-0.015
-0.015
-0.010
This change actually consists of two different changes:
a) the reduction of the u238 capture cross section
b) the reduction of the if35 fission end capture cross section.
The second part has no influence on the Pu-fuelled assemblies • These assem-
blies show the effect of the first part only end therefore a criticality
increase is observed. For aJ.l U-fUelled assemblies the effect of the
first part is more than compensated by the effect of the second part and
therefore weobtainedadecrease of .criticality for. th~:ts~ MsemJ.üie~.Si~c_e
in the next step (SNEPM:ß.+SNEAPM) the second part has been cancelled the
effect of the first part can be determined separately (assuming additivity
for the criticality changes of the two parts). This leads to the result
that the criticality effect of the first part for the assemblies ZPR 111-25
anü- ~PR-I-H-1-o-is-{)f' -eempa~ab±e.-magaituc:le.-as-the-cor-I"esponding--values--foI'.----.
ZPR 111-55 end SNEAK 5C.
SNEPMB -+ SUEAPM: ZPR 111-25
-------_......_-----
ZPR 111-10
SUAK U1B
SNEAK 3A1
+0.029
+0.026
+0.021
+0.018
This step corresponds to the cancelling of the second part mentioned for
the step before i.e. going back from the reduced if35 fission cross sections
to the previously used values in the 25 - 500 keV region. It produces rather
1arge criticality changes) of course only for the U-fuelled systems.
~~~~_~_~2~~.:. SNEAK 5C
-ZPR 111-55
ZPR III-48
-0.015
: -0..011
-0.010
The inclusion of the Pu239 a-values of GWIU results in a. critica.lity reduction
of about -0.01 for the usual Pu-fuelled assemblies. The reduction becomes
even luger if the neutron energy spectrum becomes softer. SNEAK 5C seems
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to be at the lower end of the "soft" assemblies because its median fission
energy of 1.2 keV is rather low. This has been demonstrated in our study
because a reduction of 0.016 has been obtained in the present study for
the somewhat "harder" assembly SNEAK 5B which is described in r62 7 and
- -has a median fission energy of about 3 keV.
PU9SCP ~ SCTALO: ZPR 111-55:
------~---~----- ZPR III-25:
-0.013
-0.011
'l'he new inelastic scattering probabilities generally have only a small
effect on the criticality. The two exceptions given above are caused by
the special form of the energy dependence of the adj oint flux as mentioned
before.
SCTALO ~ UPUCOR: SUAK U1B: -0.006
-~--_._-------~- ZPR III-l0:-0.005
SUAK UH1B: -0.004
The reduction of the fission cross sections in the energy region above
2 MeV ca.uses only reLa:f.lvely- smalT cri-tics,1.ity·· ~l1:mges-ror -theassemb1.ies
considered in the present study. For smaller assemblies with even harder
neutron spectra more marked effects are to be expected.
UPUCOR ~ PU02RE: SNEAK 5C
--------~-----~- ZEBRA 6A
+0.004
+0.004
Because of the relatively small concentration of higher plutonium isotopes
in the present17 available assemblies the effect of rather drastic changes
in the nuclear data for the higher plutonium isotopes is not very pro-
nounced.
PU02BE ~ MOX911: ZPRIII-55: +0.017
----------------- ZPRIII-25: +0.013
Becatise Öl'the-l:argetr236 atomicnumberaensi-ties.'P%'esent in-both ... assemblie.s
and because of their energy distributions of the neutron flux which give con-
siderable weight to the energy region between 10 - 100 keV these two assem-
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blies show the largest effects of the reduction of the U238 capture data
from the PÖNITZ-values to the MOXON-values in this energy range.
~2!211_:_~9!!~ ZPR 111-55:
SNEAK 5C
SNEAK 3A2
+0.017
+0.014
+0.007
This step gives only a marked criticality effect for assemblies with soft
neutron spectra. The effect i8 most pronounced for ZPR 111-55 with
i ts relatively large if38 concentration •
V.2. Results for kef'f from One... end Two-Dimensional Calculations
The resultsfor the criticalityof thevariousassemblies ob~ained in ana-
and two-dimensional diffusion calculations using different sets of group
constants are Siyen in table V-2. These results essentially confirm the
results obteJ.ned by the fundamental mode calculations end thus provide
acheck that our general approach is correct which assumes that if no
when going fram one group set to the other the .corresponding fundamental
mode criticality differences can be used. This assumption is valid if
the criticality differences are not too large.
Its validity is reduced to same extent if the properties of the blankets
or reflectors are chenged by chenges in the group constants. This is
'-'1 h " , U238expec:LCIo.J- y true of t e reduct:Lons :Ln the capture cross sect:Lon of .
and to a smaller degree of the reduction in the high energy fission cross
sections of all materials (SCTALO+UPUCOR).
In this section we have to compare our calculated eriticality values for
the various assemblies with the eorresponding measured values. The ealeu-
- -:tate-d-va;lues·-are---bas-ed-on-the-resultsof--'two-dimensiona1-di-f'f'usi-onealcn;l~­
lations. If neeessary the criticality differences obtained by fUndamental
mode calculations for successive changes in the group constantssets have
been used to determine in an approximate manner criticality values for the
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modi fied data sets which are equivalent to two-dimensional results. In
order to establish the best theoretical values for keff some corrections
have to be applied as outlined in chapter IV-2. The numerical values of
these corrections for the various ässemblies are given in table V-3. The
origin of the data is described in Arwepdix 11 for each assembly separately.
The corrections have been assumed to be the same for the different sets
of group constants used in this study. They have been applied to the
exactly or approximately deter.mined criticality values which correspond
to t'fO-dimensional diffusion calculations. In this way the best available
criticality values of the various assemblies have been determined for
the different sets of group constants. They are given in table v-4
together with the experimental results. These results will be discussed
i~ ~ ~~~~~q~ent chapter.
V.4. Results for Material Worth Ratiosand Central Reaction Rate Ratl.os
.~ z . _ _ ;s e:=ez
The information on the material worth and reaction rate of various materials
is considered in OUT study 80S complementary to the information provided
by thecriticality. The normSIizationöI' ~he tllateri-e.-l-wonhs relative -to -
that of U235 which is used generally in this study brings the advantage
to avoid the trouble with the well known discrepancies in the absolute
magnitude of the measured and calculated material worths or reactivity
coefficients L-63_7. Furthermore the calculated values are independent
of the so-called normalization integral which may perhaps be in error at
least for one-dimensional models of the real two- or three-dimensional
probl~ms because the geometry is not taken into account properly although
our results mentioned in chapter IV-7 seem to indicate that this is not
the case. The reaction rates are usually normalized in the experiments
to thenumber of fissions of u235 • For an easy canparison with the experi-
mental results this normalization hasalso been düne fOT the ~heoretica.l
results.
Th~ t~~~r~tical results presented for the central material worth ratios
have been obtained by first order perturbation theory using tne no:rma.l
end adj oint fluxes of homogeneous diffusion calculations. In the inter..
pretation of discrepaneies between theory end experiment one should be'
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very cautious because in the calculations the effects of sampie size
(see e.g. /-64 7) and sampie environment have not been taken into account.
- -For those materials which show a large contribution to the material worth
by the so-called scattering- or degradation-term the theoretical results
can not be considered as very reliable as has been explained in chapter IV-7.
Further but perhaps less severe doubts on the reliability of the calculated
material worths arise from the fact that the group constants usually used
in the adjoint flux- and perturbation calculations are the same as that
used for the normal flux calculations t i.e. group constants which have
generally been obtained by a flux averaging procedure within the groups
(see e.g. ;-60 7).
- -The theoretical results for the central reaction rate ratios have been
obtained also by homogeneous diffusion calculations. In cOlllparing them
with e*pel"imentaa results ene sheuld examine quite care1'ully if the experi-
mental situation corresponds to this assumption of homogeneity. It is
known that the so-called chamber-measurements for the determination of
reaction rates do not correspond to the assurnption of homogeneity made in
the calculations. On the other hand the reaction rates measured with
foi-l-s---(:-se-e--e~.-g-.--I-"'!!-65---7-)--~----o-rt-erc---el3zf--b-e---ädeCiuate-ly---tre-ä<t-e-atlie-cü:e-~ic-aIly
- -
only by heterogeneous calculations.
Some theoretical results from spherical calculations for SNEAK 3A1 and
SNEAK 3A2 are gi yen in table V-5. For the same assemblies the reaction
rate ratios 0 fu238 /0fu238 and 0 ey238 /a fu235 obtained from fundamental
mode homogeneous calculations with the various group sets are given in
table v-6. Corresponding experimental results are presented in L-65_7.
/-66 7 and /-67 7. In comparing them with our theoretical results one.• w __
should be aware of the effect of sampie size for the material worth ;-64 7
- -
and the fact that the experimental results for reaction rates measured
with chambers end foils are sometimes quite different /-65 7. Therefore
- -
frOID the t~ble5 V-5 and v-6 only thetendencies with the different group
sets can be deduced but no final conclusions can be drawn by the direct
comparison with the experimental results.
The theoretl.cSi-resultsfor-the central materiSi worth ratios and central
reaction rate ratios for ZPR 111-48 are given intable V-7. Generally
theagreement between theory and experiment is not too bad, Perhaps a
certain &mount of the disagreement for the material worth of B10. Fe. Cr.
Ni. Mo may be due to the sampie size effect. This seems at least to be
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possible considering the results shown in L-64 7 for most of these
materials. The calculated worth forsodium seems to be doubtful since
it is apredominantly scattering material.
The theoretical result for the worth of Pu240 shows a marked improvement
compared to the experimental result when the PU02RE-set is used i .e.
when the updated data for the higher plutonium isotopes are included.
The theoretical result for the reaction rate ratio cr fPu239/ cr f U235 is
consistently lower than the measured one. This gives - togetberwith the
material worth ratio - an indication that Pu239 is underreactive in the
group sets used in this study.
In table v-8 the central reaction rate ratios obtained from fundamental
mode homogeneous diffusion calculations with various group sets are
given.
Ta.ble V;;"9snowS tnetheoreticalresults· f·or the central:m.!lo~~rial woJ:"th
ratios and central reaction rate ratios for assembly ZPR III-48B. The
resultsare essentiallY the same as those for the asselnlDly ZPR 111-48.
Therefore no additional or more precise conclusions aan be drawn from
a cornparison cf the theoretical and experimental results than those
alree.dy obt-al.ned. tor -ine aSsefuoly·ZPRI-II-48. --EspeeiaIJ..y no.specific_
results with respect to Pu240 can be deduced by comparing theory and
measurement for ZPR III-48B.
It has been checked for assembly SNEAK 3A2 that the energy dependence
of the neutron fluxin the core center is practicallY the same for
the diffusion and SN-calculations. Therefore the centra.l reaction rates
are nearly the same in both calculations. The very sma.ll deviations
are unimportant compared to the discrepancies which still exist between
theorJ and experiment.
V.2. Res\Üts for Reaction Ra.te Tra.verses
The only experimenta.l results for reaction rate traverses considered for a
comparison between theory and measurement are those for SNEAK-3A2 L-65_7
and;--r:>'1 '.Ea.rlierm~~J.l.rl!Ill.e~"t13 have most times been performed using
- -
chambers. These measurements are not considered very reliable • FUrlher-
more it is argued that streaming effects sometimes may lead to erroneous
results J.n the experiments (see /""67 7p. 42) • The presently available
- -foil experiments are considered more reliable (see ;-67 7p. 42)" Foil ex-
- -
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periments which can with some confidence be compared with calculated re-
sults are only the measurements of BÖHME and SEUFERT in SNEAK 3A2 des-
cribed 1n /-65 , and also in /-67 ,. These experiments show discrepancies
- - -
to the ch.amber measurements, which are attributed to the streaming
effect, and discrepancies to the theory especially in the blanket region
near the core which are considered as "not yet understood" in /-67 ,.
In the core region the calculated traverses for a f (u235 ), a f (u
238 ):
a
c
(u238 ) show a steeper descent to the core~blanket interface than the
experimentalones. This effect is less strong for a f (u238 ). In the
blanket region near the core all three traverses show an increase of the
ratio of the theoretical to the experimental result which is most pronounced
238for af(U ).
The three reaction rate traverses mentioned have been calculated for
SNEAK...3A2 wi'th the -SNEAK...setas. the basis cf our s"l:;udyand .theMQXT.oT...s.et.
a.s the final group set of our present study. The ratio of the results
obtained with the MOXTOT-set to the corresponding results with the SNUK-set
are shown in riß.!. .t. All results have been obtained for the axial direction
using one-dimensional diffusion theory for the homogeneous case. The radial
leakage -ha.s been tRkenintoaccount 'bya-globalbuckling8 FOT -the capture
. U238 .• . . 235 al 1 . hrate J.n and the fissJ.on rate J.n U the traverses c cu ated USl.ng t e
MOXTOT-set are larger in the outer core region and especially in the blanket
than the traverses ca.lculated using the SNEAK-set. Both traverses are
. . . 238 .
normal1zed at the core center. The fJ.ssJ.on rate traverse for U rema1ns
essentially unchanged within· the core region. In the blanket region, how-
ever, the MOXTOT-set-results are considerably smaller than the SNEAK-set-
results. From the results of fis. 1 it can be concluded that all three
traverses now show nearly the same tendency within the core region when the
MOXTOT-set-results are compared with the experimental results. The agree-
ment between theory end experiment is improved for the core region when the
MOXTOT-set is used campared to the s~mAK~set results which have been used
for fig. 19 of L-65_' respeetively fig. 29 of L-67_' which is reproduced
as fis. 3 in this report for sake of an easy comparison. It seems probable
tha.t iheca.lcUlations will giV'e a sliglitly steeper descent of tne tra.verses te
the core boundary than the experiments, but the differences will become rather
small in the core region using the MOXTOT-set.
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In the blanket region the peak within the first 5 cm of the blanket near
the aore which is already observed when comparing the calculated to
measured ratio for the traverses for the SNEAK-set in fig.· 3 is increased
by about 5% for 0c(U238 ) end Of(U235 ) when the MOXTOT set is used. This
leads to an overall deviation between theory end experiment of' about 10%
at a distance ofabout 5 cm from the core-blanket interface for both
reaction rate traverses when the MOXTOT~set is used. For the fission rate
in U238 the situation is reversed. Using the MOXTOT-set reduces the
deviation observed between theory and experiment when the SNEAK-set is
used. However. one should have in mind that this deviation for of({J238) is
the most pronounced one of all the three reaction rate traverses studied.
Even when the MOXTOT-set is used a deviation of about 15% will remain
between theory end experiment for the of(U238 ) traverse at a distance of
about 5 cm from the core-blanket interfa.ce .This leads to theresult tnät
1'1ith the MOXTOT-set all the three reaction rate traverses oe (U238 ). 0 f (U238 ) •
°f(U235 ). can be rather weIl predicted wi thin the core region but are over-
estimated by 10 to 15% in the blanket at a distence of about 5 cm from
_th.eJ·Q.or~-.bJCIllket ~nterface using the usual diffusion theory results Ii
Since this overestimation appears for all thrEte reaction rates :i.t :l.S not
very probable that it is due to spatial resonence self-shielding which
cannot be taken into account by the presently used 0 -concept for the
o
homogeneous mixtures • If the neglect of the spatial resonence shie3i.ding
should be responsible for the deviation between theory and experiment in
the core-blanket transition region one would expect that the reaction rate
traverses oe (U238 ) end °f(U235 ) would show opposite tenden~ies since the
atomic number density of u238 is increased that of U235 is decreased when
goins from the core to the blanket region.
Therefore we tried to check whether a transport effect could be responsible
for the observed deviations between experiment end diffusion theory rellllt.
Unfortunately at the time of this study no code was available to evaluate
reaction rate traverses using the fluxes calculated by an SN-code. Therefore
weused the :f'issionsQurc§ _t~t1.v~rse iIle;t.~!3.d of the reaction rate traverses.
Fig. 2 shows a comparison of the one-dimensional 86- and diffusion theory
fission source traverses. Both are normalized to give one source neutron
in the whole reactor • For the calculations 35 mesh-intervals in the core
end 20 mesh.intervals in the blanket have been used. The desired accuracy
in k
eff was 10.
4 in both calculations and a source accuracy of 10-3 was
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req.uired in the diffusion calculation. The results shown in riE. 2 have
been confirmed by doubling the number of mesh-intervals and requiring a
ten times higher accuracy. Fi,g. 2 clearly demonstrates that by using
transport theory the fission source distribution in the blanket is
changed by about 10% compared to the diffusion theory result, This
h I h " 238 . b hmeans t at at east t e f~ss~on rate of U w~ll e c enged by about
the same amount •
The dip of the curve in fis, 2 at a distance of about 5 cm from the core-
ble.nket interface has just about the same magnitude (about 10%) as the
peaJ.{, discussed just before which will be obtained practically at the
same position when the MOXTOT-set-results are compared with the experi-
mental results for the reaction rate traverses. The peak. shown in fig. 2
in the outer blanket region cannot clearly be verified experimentallY because
themeasuremen'ts ao nothävethe necessary· accuracy in thisregion beeause
of bad statistics.
For the inner ble.nket region, however, fig. 2 strongly indicates that the
reaction rate traverses should be evaluated using transport theory results
if an accuracy of better than 10% is required. It can be expected fram.
the precea.J.ng resuits thai a.oing tliisWidusifig thel·fOXTOI'.;.set t-he
deviations between theory an experiment for the reaction rate traverses
will become rather small in such regions of the core where the experiments
can be considered as reliable.
V.6.. Results for the Neutron Tmportance
The results for the neutron importance for the assembly SNEAK 3A2 reported
in r67 7 table 10 end r67 7 fig. 26 end in r68 7 show no drastic dis-
- - - ~ - -
agreement between theory end experiment. The most pronounced deviation
of about 5% has been observed for the Sb/Be source with en energy of 24 keV.
We studied whether the new groups sets would bring about certain improvements.
We found that in the energy region of interest the neutron importence shows
a smaller energy slope with the MOXTOT-set compared to the results with
the- SNEJlK;;;;set • The cnanges a;resmaj:l:,of theorder- of2%or 3;;ess.- 'l'hey
tend to decrease the differences between theory end experiment reported
in table 10 of /-67 7 but for the low-energy Sb/Be source the difference
- -between the measured end calculated result is still larger than the experi-
mental uhcertainty,
V.7.1, ~ntroqgctj9n
As has been shown e.g. in
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vTe wanted to study if the REMO-correction for the elastic removal group
constants causes changes in the calculated neutron importance. '>Te ex-
cluded the problem whether the BEMO-correction is an appropriate method
when applied to the adjoint flux or importance calculation. A ca.lculation
with REMO-corrected group constants resulted in an additional small decrease
of the difference between theory end experiment of about 1% for the Sb/Be
source but even then the remaining discrepancy is larger than the experi-
mental uncertainty.
The influence of using heterogeneity-corrected cross sections for the
adjoint flux calculations has not been studied in this work.
A more principal uncertainty in the adjoint flwt calculation mentioned
e.g in /-607 is caused by the use of flux-weighted group constants for
- -
the calculation of the adjoint group fluxes.
V.I. Heterogeneity Calculations
/-58 7. /-65 i. /-66 7. /-61 7. /-69 7 heterogeneity
- - - - - - - - - -
. ca.lCul~t~OIl!3 ~!'~ h~lI>ful ~d sometimes necessary to control end improve
the accuracy of nuclear data. Beside the calculations wn.lchare-perTöi=mea-
to obtain criticality corrections for most of the assemblies studied in
this report using always the SNEAK-set. we started a few investigations
todetermine the influence of different group sets on the hetercgeneity
correction cf keff end to check the method applied.
Furthermore we calculated reaction rate distributions within the unit cells
end within the fUel platelets itself again for different group sets. On
the one hand we wanted to see ofwhat use these data are for the improve-
ment of special cross sections. on the other hand we wanted to get more
theoretica.l data concerning some experiments referred to in /-58 7. /-65 7.
- - - -/-66 7. /-61 7. Up to now apart of the reported experimental data could
- - .. !!!!'
not be verified by calculations. The authors supposed that these differen-
eies may be caused by inexact cross sections as weIl es by insufficient
ca1.culational metho.ds.
Our own i vestigations did have the aim to clear some of these discre-
pancies.
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Y.7.2.1. ~odes, Cross Section Sets, Assemblies Investigated and Their
Geometrie and Material Data
All heterogeneity calculations were performed with the code ZERA,
described in ("69 7 and ("58 7. ZERA is part of the NUSYS-system and
- - --
contains evaluation routines to calculate reaction rates and to
produce heterogeneity corrected cross sections for the homogenized
unit cells.
For our comparison-calculations we used the old ABN-set and the more
recently established sets, called SNEAK, SNEPMB and MOXTOT, presented
in ("3 7 and in this report •
.. -
loTe investigated the two critical SNEAK assemblies 3A1 and 3A2. Both
facilities have two uranium fUelled core zones with about the same
homogenized composition in each zone, but with differing structure of the
unitcells. 'l'he detailed descriptionof both facilities, of their
macroscopic geometry and dimensions of their homogenized compositions
as weIl as the microscopic structure of their unit cells and the atom
densities of the single platelets are given in ref. /-66 7 (3A1) and
- -
in ref. /-65 7 (3A2). We have taken the necessary data exactly from.
.. =
The atom densities of the 35% enriched uranium platelet used in the
unit cell of core zone II are taken from ref. ;-67 7, while the atom
- -
densities of the natural uranium platelet has been determined in such
a manner that the homogenized uranium densities in the unit cell of
core zone II are identical with that used in core zone I. To explain
it in more detail: The unit cell of core zone I has four platelets,
one of them is a 20% enriched uranium platelet, the unit cell of core
zone II has 36 platelets, five of them are 35% enriched urenium platelets
end four of them are natural urenium platelets.
For alJ. ZERA-calculations we used the following total bucklings: Assembly
2 ..4 -2 2 -4 -23A1: B = 22.01xl0 'cm • Assembly 3.A2: B == 25.55x10 cm •
For the one-dimensional radial diffUsicn ca.lculation for SNEAK 3A1 we
. 2. 8 47 10-4 2used the buck11ng B ax1al = • x cm.
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All SNEAK 3A platelets have the same thickness of 0.314 cm. Within a
single zone the platelets are arranged in periodic sequences. Such
sequence is defined as the normal unit cello In order to enlarge the
effect of heterogeneity one can re-arrange the platelets as is done in
the bunching experiments. Single bunched cells are built fram two
normal cells. double bunched cella from foul' normal cells. The thick-
nus of a single material zone (two identical platelets) &mounts to
0.628 cm for the single bunched cell end to 1.256 cm for the double
bunched cell (four identical platelets).
V.7.3. Inf}-uen~e FofHeJ~roge.neityop keff
:fn 01'der to get. theeffect cf hete;t"Qg~ll~i.i;y ~y means of ZERA-calculations
i t i8 necessary to compare 107ith results from the hamogenized cells. We
obtain the heterogeneity correction if 107e reduce the ple.telet-thickness
by a factor large enough to avoid spatial self-shielding effects. We
have chosen in our calculations a factor of 1000. (To avoid numerical
dlffi~ulties perhaps a factorof' 1-00is -moreapproprie.te.} We denote
such a cell as quasihamogeneous.
No107 we define the heterogeneity effect of keff as difference llkeff bet-
107een the ZERA-calculated mUltiplication factors of the heterogeneous and
the quasihomogeneous cells.
Implicitly the ZERA-code relies on the assumption that the source distri-
bution is flat within a single zone. For this reason 107e divided the
uranium zone in five subregions with the following thicknesses: 0.02, 0.03,
0.214. 0.03. 0.02 cm. In case of bunched cells these thicknesses are
duplicated or multiplied by four.
This is valid for the unit cells cf core zone I.
'l'h~se calculations are peI'forme d. using the normal unit cell of core zone I.
The results are giyen in the following table.
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Assembly
Group Set 3A1 3A2
ABN
-1.54 -1.32
s:r:IEAK +1.14 +2.53
8:r-rEPMB +1.20 +2056
M~XT~ +0.90 +2.22
The table shows at first sight the yery strong difference between the
results of the ABN-set on the one hand end the results of the SNEAK-set
end the succeeding ones on the ether hand.
The variations within the results of the new SNEAK-sets are comparat i ve
small.
v.7.3.2, The differences between ABN end S~1EAK results increase strongly with
increasing heterogeneity. This is apparent from the next table. which
contains the results for different degrees of bunching. H)
Ak
eff (ZERA-calc.) L-in units 10-
3
_7 for different
degrees of bunching (Zone I)
Assembly 3A1 3A2
Group Set normal sin~le double normal sin&!:le double
ABN -1.54 -4.24 -9.21 -1.32 -3.98 -10.51
SNEAK +1.14 +0.83 -0.10 +2.53 +3.03 +2.35
Ja. . . c. Mt .... I * 1 •• ,.
~\
ft'Meanwhile it has been found that the main reason for this discrepancy
between the results for this two cross section sets comes fram the
fact that in the SNEAK-set end th~ ~t1.cce~ci.itlg Ql1gs tlle crp::;::l section
u238 u~~d tor the determination~f the background cross section (j
o
-necessary for the calculation of the resonance-self-shielding- has
been set equal to the potential cross section of 10.6 barns in the
groups 10-21 whereas in the ABN-set the total cross sections are used
for the corresponding values.
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-v.T.3.~:_ Ü1le-W.l!ensi_onalDiff-"lsjpn.~-Ca~cmtiQns with Heterop;eneity Csrrected
Cross Sections for two CoreZQn~s=-z rr1i'. - - .. -- _. -- zn - - .
The ZERA-calculated ~eff of the central core-zone I is generally used
for the correction of one-dimensional diffusion theory results. This
method is justified, if the a.ssembly may be well described by applying
a fundamental mode calculation. A better approximation is the one-
dimensional ca1culation oflUt
eff with ZERA-corrected cross sections.
In our case the two zones have practically the same homogeneous com-
position, but a different structure of the unit cel1s. Therefore it seems
to be interesting to check the ZERA-correction lUt
eff by calcu1ating the
same quantity in one-dimensional diffusion theory with ZERA-corrected
cross sections for both core zones. Doing this a certain diff'i:cu1ty
arises: The unit ce11 of core zone II is built by 36 p1atelets. A further
spIittInginsU15regions nasb~com.'ea-questionof-ca3;culation-time.
Therefore we kept the normal structure using the actual p1ate1et thickness
for each region, We have ,justified this procedure by a test ca1cu1ation
in core zone I, On1y anegligib1e change in Akeffof about 1.10-5 which
is within the accuracy limit was obtained changing from five subregions
to- one-sfugie-regfon per pIatieIet. ö-t cou:rse;tliIsTs ~vali-aonlY'for
the normal unit cell but not for bunching experiments.
In the fo11owing tab1e the ZERA-results for each core zone end the one-
dimensional radial diffusion resu1t for the whole assembly are given.
SNEAK 3A1 6k
eff L-in units of 10-
3
_7
B2tota1 = 22,01K10·4 cm-2 , B2axial = 8.47K10-4 -2cm SNEAK-set
ZERA-calc. Zone I +1,14
ZERA-caJ.c, Zone Ir ...0.06
Di ff.-calc • who1e assembly
with ZERA-correctedcross +1.80
sections J.n both core zones
....
..._--- ~--
-
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The differing ZERA-results for the two core zones demonstrate the necessity
to determine Ak
eff at least by areal one-dimensional calculation using
the ZERA-corrected cross sections for the twozones of different cell
structure.
The somewhat surprising results of the preceding table are probably due
to the fact that using the heterogeneitY7corrected cross section the flux
shape is slightly modified which is equivalent to a slight correction
of the buckling for the ZERA-calculations.
Generally it will be not sufficient to take only ZERA-results for a central
unit cell as heterogeneity correction for a one-dimensional k
eff,
V.7.4. Reaction Rate Ratios of Uranium for a Central Uni t Cell of SNEAK 3A2
- -n zrm -- - - - ""- - w. -. - awr= - - - 57-rTF Pm . ~ --w- - - =-arstnF m
ments
_n--·1'..7
The experimental data are reported in /-65 7 Fig, 15 and /-67 7 Fig, 15,
- - - ~ -
Table 11. Some theoretical data are giyen there too, but they did not
agree weIl with the experimental values,
In order to check the theoretical values and to get a deeper insight into
the effect of the different nuclear data we re-determined these quantities
by ZERA-calculations, The results of these calculations can be considered
as representative for central reaction rate ratios, because in the middle
of the core the macroscopic flux spectrum of diffusion calculations is in
good agreement with the fundamental mode spectrum using a suitable buckling.
Fig. 4 is presented in the same manner as has been done in L-65_7 Fig. 15.
We have only replaced the theoretical data.
In case of the 0;8/0;5 ratio neither the ABN nor the SNEAK set are able to
represent the experimental data. Both sets are completely unable to verify
the dependence of the degree shown by the experiments. This leads us to
the suspicion that the given experimental data are erroneous,
In ca.t=leQf the a~9/0;5 _ratio the.SNEAKsetrepresents theexperimental data
better, although the theoretical points do not lie campletely within the
experimental errors.
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A lowering of 0;5 by about 6% for the normal cell 01' en increase by
about the same amount for the bunched cells would result in a rather
good agreement for these ratios between theory and experiment considering
only the dependence on the degree of bunching.
Y.7.5. FineStrl1ctu!'e of Reaction, Rat!!ls
The comparison between ZERA-calculated data end the measured spatial
distribution of reaction rates within a single platelet is suggested in the
above mentioned references as a suitable method to check and improve the
accuracy of cross sections. It was our aim to apply this method to the
new group sets. Therefore we investigated the influence of various cross
section sets on the rate distributions within the 20% enriched uranium
platelet nf 3A2 unit c~~l {~QD~ :0.
Th~ results are giyen in Fig. 5A end Fig. 5B. All rates are normalized to
one in the central subregion of the uranium platelets.
The most essential results end conclusions are the follewing ones:
-a;}- For-the -new g-roupse"ts a11 l'eaction ~ate cJall traye:r;'ses for u238 end
u235 He close together. But for U235 a large difference exists bet-
ween these curves end that calculated using the ABN set. This is
235
valid for fission rates as well as for capture rates of U •
b) The U235 reaction rate distributions calculated with the new group
sets show so small differences. that a significent conclusion con-
cerning the accuracy of cross sections seems to be impossible.
c) '-Te feel that the differences in the normalized cell traverses for u238
are not so significent between the various group sets that definite
conclusions cen be drawn by comparing them with the experiment. Es-
pecially not because the shape of the curve is influenced by the two
quantities t the infinite dilute cross section (o=) end the resonance-c
self-shielding factors (f-factors). However t i t seems to us that
precise end relia1:üemeaS'l.lrements of the central reaction rate ratio
0~8/0~5 will give information on the correctness of the U238 capture data
as can be seen from Fig. 4. This information will be additional and
more unique than the information which can be obtained from a comparison
of k
eff between theory end experiment.
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V.7.6. General~onclusions
~ =
The most striking result of: our investigations is the very large discrepancy
between ZERA-calculated data using the ABN set on the one hand end using
the more recently established sets on the other hand. Compared to this
discrepancy the dif:f:erences within the results of: the new group sets
are small, although considerable changes of: cross sections exist between
them. Theref:ore there seems to exist a f:undamental dif:f:erence between the
old ABN... end the new sets a:nd/or the treatment of: these data by the ZERA-
code.
Furthermore it seems to be impossible to come to a def:inite conclusion on
cross section accuracy by evaluating the t:ine structure of: reaction rates
within normal, single er double bunched celI-regiens • More inf:ormation may
be-come available by enläI'gtng -enehe'terogeneity end probably bY consiaerlng
in more detail the energy dependence of: the neutron f:lux in special important
energy regions.
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v.8. Results of the S-N-calculations
In order to get a reliable value for the calculated mUltiplication factor which
can be compared with the corresponding experimental one. we have to apply
certain corrections to the multiplication factor resulting from calculations
using diffusion theory for the homogenized material coroposition of the different
zones of the assembly. An essential correction is the transport- or sN-correction
which takes into account the difference between an appropriate treatment of
the neutron transport process end the usual diffusion approximation for this
process. Although some of the transport corrections are given in the literature
and "Tere partially applied in our stUdy) we wanted to have an independent check
of these data. Therefore we eValua~ed for most cf the assemblies that we have
studied SN-corrections by mes,ns of our own nuclear date. and code. All cal-
cmlatians· -have-'b-een-done .. in-one...dimensi0ua3. ge.e,met~--wi-th--the--c-odeD'l'Kl--'"(-O_Z.
... -
the Karlsruhe version of the weIl known DTF...IV-code /-71. 72 7. using the
.. ..
26 group SNEAK-set as nuclear date. basis.~ We have taken the original SN con-
stants as published inr71 70n pages 135 up to 1.38.
- ..
Having had not rouch experience with the code at the beginning cf the present
work. first of all some studies have been undertaken tc become more familiar
wi th it. I\lfainl;>T we have been interested in the question how to choose mesh-size
and the order N of the SN-calculations which are necessary to get a desired
accuracy. The essential results of these studies are given in the section
enti tled "Comments on the sN-e:alculations".
By using the results specified in the section mentioned above. we have done
the calculations reported on in the section entitled "SN-corrections for various
assemblies".
Assuming that the onewdimensional SN-corrections for the various space directions
could be added up to give the finaJ. sN-corrections. we also compare in this
section the added up value with the sN-correction for the equivalent spherical
model of the assembly.
H) The calculations have been done on an IBM 360/65 with an Operating System
providing multiprogramming with a variable number of tasks (~WT).
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Comments on the sN~ealeulations
First we will give some general remarks about the dimension and the nume~ation
of zones. Unless otherwise stated the zone dimensions used by DTK~caleulations
a~e identical with those used in one dimensional diffusion ealculations. Usually
the zone denoted as zone 1 corresponds to the lower or inner part of the assembly.
We have assumed in this chapter that the reader is somewhat familiar with the
notations used in the DTF-IV-code end therefore we will not explain all
notations used here.
Before considering the influence of mesh size on the mUltiplieation factor
keff' we will diseuss an effect, whieh in some circumstanees can make the DTK
calculated value not a good approximation for the real keff. The code determines
~ef'-f'- i n~_f3~9-t!e_rJ.~_e~_s:>f_~tg~_Il"{~_l1.:1~_~_.:r:rQIlL}I'hi.Qh---'th~_l§.~t _Qne__ iS_Jas-.R1trJ1eAt_u'be
identieal with keff' of course within the desired accuracy. In this sequenee
the new eigenvalue is obtained from the old one by multiplication of the latter
one with a variable faetor ealled A. For illustration see table V-10a and
table V-10b. The eigenvalue wi thin a row has been determined by tnultiplicating
the factor A in the same row with the eigenvalue in the ~ow above. The iteration
.process is stopped if IA-1l is less than or equal to ~, with & being specified
in the input by the user of the code.
After termination of the iteration process there is done a final step in whieh
onemore eigenvalue is calculated using the above described methode In most cases
A for this final step is eloser to unity than the previous one. This non-
oseillating convergence ~ of A being the usual one is shown in table V-10a;
€ has been specified to 10-5 so that the IA-1 I ~ E condition has been fulfilled
after 10 oute~ iterations with IA-11 = 0.5.10-5• The Value of A used in the final
step is eloser to unity than the previous one. In this case and if some other
eonditions, which will be disQussed later, are also fUlfilled, we can have
mueh confidenee that the last eigenvalue is a good approximation for keff•
But thereare some other cases; one of these is shown in table V-10b. The IA-11 < e
eonditien has been satisfied after 3 euter iterations because Ih.1.000 051 = 0.5.10...4
H)Non-oscillating means non-oseillating at the end and some steps before the end
of the iteration process. For example, if you take the values of table V.10a.
11-AI eonverges monotonously to zero enly after the third euter iteration.
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is less than 10-4• but using the last A, IÄ-1l becomes greater than € <IÄ-ll =
I. -4 -4) .4.13'10 >10 • It ~s evident that in this oase the last eigenve.lue is not
a gOod approximation for keff end we must check all results on the appearance
of this effect.
Meanwhile DTK has been improved. In a first step there was given a detailed
printing of the number of inner iterations for each energy group. If at the
iteration break off the distribution of the inner iterations over the energy
groups oscillates not too much end if in addition the number of iterations
for one group is low, we may take this also as an indication that the last
eigenvalue is a good approximation for k
eff • In a second step the possibility
has been provided to use
a.) Tschebyscheff extrapolation end
b) an improved guess for the source distribution.
Using Tschebyscheff extrapolation ca.uses the effect that the convergence of A
lS oscillating k so that the iteration may be terminated without having reached
the desired accuracy for the eigenvalue. To exclude this possibility a new
iteration break off condition of the form
-'-"'11 {1 1-)../+ 11-).. 1 \} < e;l.~ ~ J._
with i being the outer iteration number has been introduced by the authors
of r70 7.
- -Besides E:. which is responsible for the accuracy of keff' it is possible to
fix EPSA in the input of the code to determine the fluxes with a certain
accuracy. But being primarily interested in keff we have not taken advantage
of this possibility.
The following investigations on the influence of mesh size on the accuracy
of keff were motivated by two reasons: a sma11 number of mesh points saves
comp~~ing time on the one hand end reduees pos~ible numerical effects, e~g.
round off errors, on the other hand. We have made our investigations for SUA!( U1B
respectively ror SUAK UH1B. The results are shown in table V-lla and table V-11b
arid. p16tted. iri figure 6A arid flgure oB. In figure oA we ha:ve plotted the
Il) We ha.ve seen that this ma.y also be true if Tschebyschef'f extrapolation J.S
not used.
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variation of keff versUs the nurober of mesh intervals ~n zone 3. because this
zone is identical with the core and the number of mesh intervals used in the
other zon~ccntaining no fissicnable material is chenged most times proportional
to thc corresponaing change in thc eore region.
Looking at table V-11a and figure 6A we can see that keff is increasing with
rising mesh interval number. But the increment is small if we have more than
30 mesh intervals in zone 3.
Doing the same calculations in spherical geometry us~ng the assembly SUAK UH1B
(see table V-11b respectively figure 6B) one remarks only two facts different
from the preceding results shown in table V-11a and figure 6A:
a) The part cf the curve with emaIl changes has a decreasing tendency H
and
b) This part of the curve starts at about 20 mesh intervals •
Tne first -airr-eretlce 18 aue tö ah-a;nge-d g~ometry whereasthe second one J;S less
significant as explained below. In the oase of figures V-11a and V-11b we have
taken in slab geometry in z-direetion the total size of the assembly for the
calculations becaUse the conriguration is not symmetrie. whereas in spherical
geometry only the radius cf the sphere has been used. In order to have a corres-
pondenee between the two eases we would have to take in slab geometfy orily
half the core height, so that the mesh interval number is halved and the part
of the curve with small chan.ges starts in figures 6A and 6B at the same number
of mesh intervals. To overcome this difficulty ve must not relate to the mesh
interval number but to the mesh interval size.
To obtain a general rule for fixing the mesh interval size valid for all eases
investigated hereJwe use the transport mean free path Atr ' We have given the mesh
interval axis in rigures 6A and 6B a seeond notation measured in units of At
r
divided by the mesh size. Ir this quantity has a value of about 3 there are only
small changes in keff' if ve increase the number of mesh intervals, so that a
mesh interval size of about one third of "tr seems to be an appropriate value.
at least ir the assembly to be investigated is similar to BUAK U1B or SUAK UH1B.
This rule has been confirmed by the negative results of all spot checks which
we have made additional1y.
ii)Looking attable V-11b onemay argUe that this tendency is not true for higher
meeh interval number. But the changes showing the opposite tendenoy are only
of the order 10.5 which is less than the aQQuracy t=10·4 thereby used.
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Having sphericäl or cylindrical geometry. one may suspect k
eff not bein quite
correct because of the different size of volume elements at diffe~ent radial
.. ii. . . . .pos~t~ons suppos~ng an equel mesh spac~ng. In order to check th1S we dlV1ded
the one zone homogenized SUAK U1B spherical core into 4 zones and varied the
number of mesh interva.ls in this zones. The result cf these investigations
... listed in teble V-12a - indicates that fortunately our suspicion has not proved
right. Taking the same total number ef mesh intervals keff remains unchanged
,vithin the first four digits although the largest velume elements in the various
cases differ by a factor of 2. with the ratio of largest to smallest volume
element being about 270. Only by increasing the total number of intervals
( 4) -4 .case in table V-129> we f.:l;öt an effect of the order 10 • but th~s can be
understood if Vie remember figure V... 11b: for spherical f.:l;eometry an increase
of the number of mesh intervals results at a certain point in a smal1 decrease
of keff'
vJe liave done - the--:i:nvestrgi"Hons-des-cr:Loed-ioove-:rcr- cYIinaric-aIgeOiP.et-ry 't06. T1le-·
results - listed in table V...12b - also lead to the statement that the size of
a volmne element has no influence on the accuracy of keff if we only choose
the mesh size properly. e.g. about one third of the transport roean free path.
Finally. we have studied the dependence of k
eff on the order TI of the SN-cal-
culations. vle have done this for verious a,ssemblies in different geomet;r;oies.
The results are listed in table V~'3a upt tc table V-131 and plotted in figure 7A
up to figure 7L. Looking at the figuresone may observe some general tendencies.
Ir we compare all calculations done in slab geometr~r we recognize that keff
computed with a Q,ua.drature order N==2 (k
eff(S2)) is always con.siderably smaller
than the rest cf the values. Furthermcre one can see that keff(SS), keff (S12)
a,nd k
eff(8,6) are not mueh different from keff(86), so that a C].uadrature order
6 1 .. iEIiN= wou d have been sufflc~ent •
Ji) In ouzo calcula.tions the volume of inner a.nd outer elements differ by a
factor of up to 1000.
This statement of course is valid only for slab geometry and e.ssemblies
resembling those investiga.ted in this report.
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Comparing all calculations done in spherical end cylindrical geometry one
remarks that keff(S2) is always much larger than the othervalues of keff'
In addition keff(SN) is not becoming constant rapidly for higher orders of
N. but still decreases slightly. If we exclude numerical effects we come to
the conclusion that it is necessary to calculate with the highest possible
quadrature order allowed by our present code in spherical and cylindrical geometry
if keff should be determined with high accuracy.
Because computing time increases very rapidly for high order SN-calculations, an
improved version of DTK has been established by the authors of /-70 7 by which
- -
we can calculate the high quadrature order keff(SN) within a small fraction
of the time needed by the old version *. This is done by using
a) Tschebyscheff extrapolation and
b) the possibility to use the flux of a former case to get a reasonable
gl:re~1:3l'ör th-e- source -distributiono-f asuccessive-caxc\.l;la'bi0h 'fer
example with increased order of N.
There are some values in tables V-13a to V.131 which have been determined in this
manner. They are characterized by the small number of outer iterations. The
effect of the reduction of computing time is remarkable; for example (see
table V-13i) all given values of k
eff starting with keff(S2) up to keff (S16)
have been obtained wi thin 8 minutes and 16 seconds, whereas using the previously
applied method to compute only k
eff (S12) has taken 10 minutes and 12 seconde.
More examples for computing times are given in the tables V-13a to V-131 and
if possible. camparisons between computing times obtained with the old and
new version of the code.
We have compared our results with those given in /-73 7 finding good agree-
;;;; ~
ment especially with respect to the dependence cf k
eff on the quadrature order N
for spherical and cylin~~ical geometry. There is given in L-73_7 no calculation
referring to slab geometry and the mesh interval dependance starts at 13 mesh inter-
vals and is only given for cylindrical geometry so that a detailed comparlson with
respect to these items is not possible.
Si) This improved verSlon has been mentioned earlier ln connection with the
iteration break off condition.
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On page 30 of /-71 7 there has been made the statement "•••• diffusion cal-
- -
culations are often more accurate than s2-eaIculations". VIi th respect· to the
assemblies analized in this report this statement is not valid for all
geometries. If one looks at table v-14 one can see that only in spherical
geometry the keff(diff)-value is eloser to the keff(SN)-vaiue than the keff(S2)-
value. In eylindriee~ and especially in slab geometry the k
eff(S2)-value ~s
mueh more accurate than the diffusion caIculatedvalue of keff'
Summary
If we take into account onlyassemblies similar to tbPse investigated here. we
have to choose for the mesh size about one third of Atr to get a keff with
sufficient accuraey. För slab geometry a quadrature order of N=6 is sUfficient.
whereas in spherical and cylindrical geometry N=6 may be sufficient when only
't-hreedi-gi-ts--a-re-impeir'-taBt.lf'.-ai-gher-aee'blrae.y--i-sdesi-!'e d- -highe.r-qcuad-:r-.atuI'e-----
order must be used for these two geometries. The different size of volume
elements in non-slab geometry with equal mesh spacing has fotmd to have
practically no influence on the accuracy of keff' other effects reported
here have been taken into account by improvements in the code for example
for higher order sN-calculations.
sN-eorrections for various assemblies
The SN-corrections for the assemblies ZPR-III-10. ZPR-III-25. ZPR-III-48.
ZEBRA 6A. SNEAK 3A1. SNEAK 3A2. SUAK U1B and SUAK UH1B are given in table V...15a
up to V-15h.
Before diseussing the resUlts we will make twc remarks about mesh sJ.ze and
quadrature order. Not in all cases we ha.ve given the mesh size a value of about
one third cf Atr • because some of these calculations have been done bafore
the first section of this report has been tinished. But all mesh sizes are
situated in such a range that the pcssible errors in keff are ?oly about
0.0001 (see table V-11a. and V-11b together with table V-15a to table V-15h).
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As for the quadrature order we have taken in cylindrical and spherical geometry
the maximal values allowed by the code ~, In some cases ve have computed
S16-values for keff also in slab geometry, but usually we have taken the
S6-values,
By table V-15a to table V-15h one can see that a SN-correction has been
necessary for all assemblies if one aims to ceme to an accuracy for the
criticality of more than 1,0'10-3, The SN-corrections on k
eff decreases if the
size of the assemblies increases. This statement agrees with the results
given in F73 7.
- -
In the part of this report entitled tlComments on the SN-calculations". we
have made the assumption that the one-dimensional SN-corrections on keff
for slab and cylindrical geometry - respectively at SUAK for slab geometry
in all three space directions .. could be added up to give the final sN-correction,
-CompaJ;'ing-"the--added--up-."lJ'al'Ues-wi"l;h-the~correspondingsphericaL_v-al:ues._Lall.
given in tables V-15a to V-15h) we see that our assumption is doubtful. It
is true that there is agreement in the case of the assembly ZPR-III-25 but
otherwise there are differences in the SN-corrections between 8% and 21% even
up to 60% for the SUAK-a.ssemblies. The agreement in the ZPR-III"'25case may
be fortuitous bece.use dueto calcula;ting acouracy:;ül keff-values are uncertain
by one unit in the last digit given.
We tried to find a reason for the disagreement mentioned above, Our suspicion
has been that an inappropriate boundary condition is used. in the diffusion cal-
culations especially in spherical geometry, To get an idea of the influence
of the boundary condition ve calculated keff for SUAK U1B vith one-dimensional
diffusion theory in spherical and slab geometry using t,-ro diffel"ent boundary
conditions: the first of these ha.s been the ususally used condition
and the second one has been
with
cp(a+d) =0
d = 0,7104->..tr
H) N 8 .. 6 .
= for cyllndrlcal and N=1 for spherlcal geometry,
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The results listed in table v-16 demonstrate the correctness of our suspicion.
There is little difference for the slab values (0.17%) but large aifference
for the spherical values (1.6%). If we take into account the uncertainty
in the boundery condition the relative error between the added up value
and the spherical value for SUAK U1B is reduced considerably. One may
exp&ct that the differences for the other assemblies will be reduced corres-
pondingly.
The uncertainty in the boundary condition effects very much the criticality
for the SUAK assemblies because these assemblies are small with respect to
the other ones and are unreflected in two space directions so that differences
in the extrapolated end point have a larger effect on keff'
Summary
. • . d ""' .Wenave to t;äkeIuto· l:rcc-ountfor a1::t-assemb.;lles- -stud~e· -ne-re -thegN=ee'r-I'eG-tJ.0Rs
on keff' if we want to obtain an accuracy of better than 10-3• The'calculation
of the SN-correctionsfor spherical models may lead te values which alffer
fram these obtElined by adalng_ up the corresponding one-dimensional SN-
corrections determined by using the assumption ef separability of the flux
in d[fferent spa~e direc~ions. But the difference can oe attributedto a large
extent to the uncertainty in the boundary condition for the diffusion calculation
especially for spherical geemetry.
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Outer iteration Eigenvalue Lambda
number
0 0.8810000
1 0.8996826 0.8996818
2 0.8939858 0.9936674
3 0.8940460 1.000067
4 0.8944250 1.000423
5 0.8946577 1.000259
6 0.8947753 1.000131
7 0.8948326 1.000064
8 0.8948585 1.000029
9 0.8948715 1.000014
-----_ .. _--
... -O~894876-1 ---------------------- ----_._-----10 1.000005
11 0.8948799 1.000004
Assembly
Geometry
Quadrature Order
Number of Zones
Number of Intervals
e:
SUAK UH1B
sphere
6
1
98
10...5
Table V-1Os.: Variation of Eigenvalues during outer iterations.
Non-oscillating convergence of A to 1 at the end
cf the iteration process.
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Outer iteration Eigenvalue Lambda
number
0 0.8810000
,
1 0.8996648 0.8996638
2 0.8938476 0.9936436
3 0.8939926 t.000050
4 0.8943624 1.000413
Assembly SUAl~ UH1B
Geometry sphere
Quadrature Order 6
Number of Zones 1
Number of Intervals 98
.4
€ 10
Table V..10b: Variation of Eigenvalues during outer iterations ..
Oscillating Qonvergence of A to 1 at the end
of the iteration process.
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Number of mesh intervals
Zone Zone IZone Zone
total 1 2' 3 4
k "".co
e.l.l.
Guter
iteration
number
Last A
8
16
24
32
40
48
1
2
3
4
6
2 10
3 15
4 20
6 30
2
3
4
6
0.836612
0.837526
11
13
14
14
14
14
1.000001
1.000003
1.000000
1.000003
1.000001
0.003176
0.000575
0.000198
0.000093
0.000048
I 56 7 I 7 35 7 0.837557 I 14 1.000003
0.000031
0.000033
63 6 6 45 6 14 1.000003
130 10 10 100 110 0.837621 13 1.000003
0.000031
I -==-__~----\-------'
Assembly
Geometry
Quadrature Order
e:
!able V-11a.:
SUAK U1B
plane in z-direction
8
10...5
Variation of keff with the number of mesh intervals.
Zone 3 is identioa.l with the core.
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Number of' kef'f Outer Last Akeffmesh intervals iteration A
number
3 0.889086 10 0.9999713
0.003637
4 0.892723 10 0.9999589
0.001084
5 0.893807 10 0.9999659
0.000516
6 0.894323 10 0.9999690 i
0.000380
8 0.894703 9 0.9999572
----
--
- 0iOO8130
10 0.894833 9 0.9999662
0.000101
15 0.894934 I 8 0.9999708
I 0.000007 I
1-0.000057
20 0.894941 7 0.9999794
25 0.894884 6 0.9999876
-0.000035
30 0.8948.19 6 1.000016
=0.000023
50 0.894796 7 1.000044
-0.000008
60 0.894788 7 1.000049
I
BO : j 0.:8~4805 :I :8 J 1+0.000012I=A 1.000032 ~~ :
Assembly
Geometry
Quadrature Order
e:
SUAK UH1B
sphere
6
10-4
Table V-11b:
Variation cf keff with the
number of mesh intervals.
Zone Right boundary Number of S:mallest volume Largest volume Total number keff Outer Last A
rem 7 intervals e:lement - 3 7 element... 3 7 of ~ntervalS iteration number
... ... / cm / cm I- _.._. ... ...
- !1 8 .. 000 l-....._ ..~IltIiI___ 17 .157 1046.592
-----
ta-..____..-0I/lII_....... ~tliIl,IIld-OIM .._-..........Ult..- .. l-~___ .,.lIiIllii~~d1d........_
2 13.000 15 279.408 689.908
-....;;- _ .......__.......__...lGlIl!l_.., ..._..-........~~...I_..._lliill..._ ..._______.. llli_tiIIIIlllIilliii'liMiilllf_CilIIleiIII ______....
3 16.000 40 160.199 240.145
----
~...._--......._.._...
M_ItiIIilt../MSD_."'''' .........................__.1IIili~.....__6Iiilo_1lli&_.. 4IIliIt___
4 19.364 50 217 .329 315.896 110 0.1 836799 14 1.000004
I
1 8.000 5 17 .157 1046.592
.....-.:. '-_...--_...---...........-
..iIlItilläiiD.-__... ~_,tIlill_liIIliIHid_......._-..__... ~__Wr6_oIoiIioi_ ......__.... lIi'llblÜIIi ....
2 13.000 10 427.780 1021.541
----
~...____...-a.....i'iill.._ !-.._ .........lilIIIIolillllo.... ~'Ölilil........__~.......__..... ... liIIlilttiliil»_.......... liaoIIIil;iIio__ öI!Io..
3 16.000 40 160.198 240.145...__88
__ ttl$__.....__tiO'JiI...........
.... \l!Ill_ ..........
~_,.._ ...______..liIiWo_.....
~....__III!lii'*"'..._ ..~......_~
I
4 19.364 55 197.474 287.271 110 0.1836801 14 1.000004
-
1 8.000 10 2.145 581.202
_ ...._tilIIlI J-------...-~---- J,.-_....bG.....- .... jw;....,,.._..........~ ........_ .......iralI ~...~....._~.._"'*"...... lIIill>klliin
2 13.000 20 207.410 520.784
---- ~-------- ...-.._- ~"__"'_"-lIoiiIlif*' ...'.._lIiIo6..* __.......rliHi6ll_1iiWt_ two-..........._ .... lillIII ___- .....
3 16.000 35 183.233 274.264
---
10:-------.....-....-.._ ~---_.......,....-t--_,__tM<i .......'*-1IIIllo.......tiiD____ 1IiIiIlI ..~ ..._W__IiW_........_·1Iil.iIill
4 19.364 45 241.564 350.875 110 0,,836772 14 1.000004
8.000 0.268 305.881
,
1 20
-----
~___/Ilil».. lIID...____MoII 1--.._-_.....- .... t-_IM__~......__~...IidIi..... ....................,iIIIIa_.lil:iitld..
2 13.000 30 136.853 349. 432
----
fu.----~-_ ...1Mil_.._IIiiIIIIo_ t---iliId..-W*___ ~lIllIliIiiit""_"''''Mb.__~__ !-........____...___..... IloIO. .
3 16.000 80 79.867 120.353__IIiIlIII_
...,. ....-....-..._-.._---- J.._......- ..._-... ~;w~~~____~~ti~~~ ..lllfD.............. Ilioiil_tililt.........*t1llii
4 19.364 100 108.389 158.188 230 o 836704 14 1.000004
Geometry
Quadrature Number
e:
spher1e
8
10...5
Table V...12at SUAR: U1B. Va.ryin~ size of volume elements in spherical geometry.
I
0'\
f\)
I
.. .. -
Mesh intervalS in Zone Smallest end largest volume element in z;one keff(SN) Outer iteration Last A
1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 number
-
10 21 9 31 19 40.322 217.298 127.139 306.49ß 0.97<P423 3 1.000007
88.998 323.467 185.301 399.381'
I
10 19 11 29 21 44.708 176.803 135.977 277 .081~ 0.970446 3 1.000004I
98.223 265.643 198.002 361 •58~~
-
10 17 13 27 23 50. 161~ 149.024 146.139 252.818 0.9 r(0485 3 1.000001
109.585 225.354 212.582 330.301
-- I
10 15 15 25 25 57.133 128.786 157.941 232.46'7 0.9 rrp559 5 0.9999862
123.91~~ 195.672 229.486 304. OoJ~
-
10 13 17 23 27 66.346 113.388 171.815 215.145 0.970423 3 1.000011
142.556 172.902 249.297 281.586
10 11 19 21 29 79.09.1 101.277 188.361 200.217 0.S)7P419 3 1.000009
167.794 154•875 272.856 262.244
97.871 208.436 ,.87.21+0
i
10 9 21 19 31 91.502 0.97j0418 3 1.000011
203.876 140.252 301.336 245.404
I
I I
Smallest and l.argest volume element in zone ,.
Varying size of' volume elements
in cylindricäl geometry.
All .. 3. volumes are~ gl.yen l.n cm •
Ceometry cylinder
QUadratu~e Order 6
...4
€ 10
Right bo$daries cf zones Ccm_7
10.00 23.07 36.15 53.37
Tota~ ntmiber of mesh intervals 90
Table V-12b:
3.11~159 ~;9.69019
Assembly ZEBRA 6A
70.59
I
0'\
W
I
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_IJ
Order N of Outer I
k
eff iteration Last ASN...calcula.tion number
2 0.832344 13 1.000002
4 0.838085 14 1.000002
6 0.837627 14 1.000001
ß 0.83+5-90 Üt 1- -1-.000oog _ ... - 1---
12 0.837633 14 1.000003
16 I 0.837679 I 14 1.000001 I
.& .. th'. e
Assembly SUAK U1B
Geometry slab in z-dir.
10"'5
Zone Mesh intervals
2
3 core
4
6
6
45
6
Ta.ble V-13a.: Va.riation cf keff' vn.th the \iuadrature order.
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Order N of Outer
k iteration Last A
SN-calculation eff number
2 0.961550 16 1.000009
4 0.960804 4 1.000048
6 0.960128 5 0.9999885
8 0.959984 4 0.9999909
1-
-
--
I.Assembl~ .•
Geometry
Zone
cylinder
1,0.4
Mesh intervals
Total DTK computing time for all
k
eff Välues (with improved code):
5 min 59 sec
40
2 20
Taple, V-1,3p: Variation of kerf with the quadrature order.
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I
Order N of k Outer
SN-ealculation eff iteration Last A
nurnber
2 0.971194 12 1.000038
4 0.961985 12 1.000032
6 0.961506 12 1.000034
8 0.961363 12 1.000034
0.9b1175
-
12 12 1.000032
16 0.961096 12 1.000035
,
Assembly
C-eometry
Zone
ZPR-:III-48
sphere
10...4
Mesh intervals
10
2 30
3 20
Table V-13e: Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
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Order N of k Outer Last J,
SN-calculation eff iteration
number
2 0.977436 13 1.000038
4 0.979326 13 1.000047
6 0.979125 13 1 .000047
8 0.979111 13 1.000048
12 0,979116 13 1.00001+7
16 0.979127 13 1.000046 I
. . * .- •
Assembly ZPR-III-10
Geometry slab
E 10-4
Zone Mesh intervals
1 10
2 13
:3 27
l.~ble V-13d: Variation of K
eff with the quadrature order,
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order N of k Guter La.st A
8rq-CalCUl8,ti on
eff iteration
nmber
2 0.985757 ! 17 1.000008
4 0.985199 4 1.000037
6 0.984156 5 0.9999980
8 0.983928 4 0.9999(3.95
10
2 20
3 30
Geometry
Zone
ZPR-III-10
cy1inder
10-4
Computing times
010. method improved method
8 and 84 8 and 84 and 86 and 882 2
5 min 12 sec l 5 min 43 sec
""\lar
Table V-13e: Variation of k
eff with the quadrature order.
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Order N of k Outer Last A
8N-calculation
eff iteration
number
2 1.000214 8 1 .000001
4 0.988320 7 1.000015
6 0.987458 5 1.000007
8 0.987207 4 0.9999957
12 0.986970 7 1.000021
-
---- ---
--
----------
---
____ .c__
---.-
- -----
------
------ -
--
16 0.986848 3 0.9999930
.
• I.
Assembly ZPR..nI-10
Geometry sphere
E 1~-4
Zorte Mesh intervals
1 10
2 25
3 25
Com,puting time
for 82 up to 8 16 :
5 min 46 sec
T,ßbl;;V-13f: Varia.tion of k
eff with the quadra.ture order,
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Order N of k Outer Last A
SN-calculation eff iteration
number
2 0.970277 17 1.000053
4 0.970814 ! 17 1.000058
6 0.97071+6 17 1.000057
8 0.97075° 17 1.000057
12 0.970750 17 1.000058 I
-
- ---16 8.9't-Oi-51 1'7 1.QQOO58
Assembly ZPR-III-25
Geometry slab
e:: 10-4
Zone. I Mesh intervals8
I
2 24
3 18
Table V-13g: Varia.tion of keff with the quadrature order.
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Order ~T of k Guter Last ),
Sn-calCtüation eff iteration
number
2 0.972167 19 1.000061
4 0.971906 19 1.000060
6 0.971592 19 1.0CD058
8 0.971546 19 1.000058
'Äs~e'mbiy «
Geometry
ZPR-III-25
cylincter
10-4
Zone Nesh intervals
1 8
2 30
3 22
Table Y-13h: Variation of k
eff with the ~uaarature order.
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Order N of k Outer Last A.
8tCcalculation
eff iteration
number
2 0.976101 17 1.000038
4 0.972702 8 1.000006
6 0.972421 4 0.9999971
8 0.972380 3 0.9999982
.
12 0.972336 3 0.9999973
16
- ----------_._-
0.99999ö80.972320 3
AssemblY·
Geometry
Zone
2
3
ZPR-III-25
sphere
10-4
Mesh intervals
15
45
30
Computing "'
110 •
time for
82 up to 8 16
Old rvIethod Improved Hethod
46 IDln. 8 mln. 16 sec.
Table V-Bi: variation of k
eff wi th the quadrature order.
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Order N of
keff
Guter Last A
Sll-calculation iteration
number
2 0.965114 11 1.000023
4 0.967606 11 1.000026
6 0.967313 11 1.000026
8 0.967293 11 1.000027
12 0.967290 11 1.000024
16 0.967305 11 1.000026
Assembly
Geometry
Zone
2
ZEBRA 6A
sla.b
10-4
Mesh interva,ls
25
20
Table V-13j: Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
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Order N of k Outer Last A
SIrcalculati on eff iteration
n'LUllber
..
2 0.972010 12 1.000032
l} 0.971387 12 1.000026
-
",q- I
-
6 0.970364 12 1 .000027
Q 0.~70182 12 1.000027u
.. 6AAssembly ZEBRA
Geometry cylinder
e: 10-4
Zone
.\ l"1esh intervalsAl ..
6
2 j 403 30
'l~able V-13k: Variation of k
eff viith the quadrature order.
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Order N of k Outer Last A
SN-calculation eff iteration
nunber
2 0.985999 12 1.000032
4 0.973833 12 1.000028
6 0.973125 12 1.000025
8 0.972899 12 1.000025
12 0.972625 12 1.000026
-
16 0.972510 12 1.000026
..... - --_.. -
- ---- -
- --- ---
- -- ---
-----
--- -- --
-----
---- ---
- -----
"*:±:r
Asse:rnbly
Geometry
Zone
ZEBRA 6A -I
sphere
10-4
Mesh intervals
8
2 32
3 20
Table V~13l: Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
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Assembly Geometry keff(SJIJ) -keff(diff) Ir keff(S2 )-keff(SN)
cylinder 0.0050 8 0.0016
ZPR-III-48
sphere 0.0061 16 0.0101
slab 0.0039 16 -0.0017
ZPR-III-10 cylinder 0.0087 8 0.0019
sphere 0.0116 16 0.0134
sla.b 0.0008 16 -0.0005
ZPR-III-25 cylinder 0.0015 8 0.0007
sphere 0.0023 16 0.0038
-_ ...-
-------
-- -------- - ------------ -ö~oöln 16 ~D~m)22slab
ZEBRA 6A cylinder 0.0072 8 0.0018
sphere 0.0095 16 0.0135
Table v... 14: Comparin"" di ffusion calculated k ff va,lues with S ca.lculated
- "" e N
keff values for varieus assemblies and different geometries.
~s~e~b;:~:PR-III'~1.0 '.'.,. • . 1 Atr r 3.6~3 cm: ::: :: : :: : ::::-
I
0.0126
inerease (sIeb)
+ increase (cylinder)
Inerease (sphere) Relative error
0.0116
Increase
0.9791 I 0.0039
: : ::: ; : ::: : :::: =:
N=8
.\ I
I
0.9839 I 0.0087 I -4-4
-
...
N;16
0.9868
N=16
Pue,drature
order and
k f.t:' (Sv)e __ -l J."
7.9%
1.480
1.383
1.000
1.222
1.000
0.600
1.000
0.606
Mesh
Size
0.996
(em)
Right
B01Judar;r
(em)
10.0
-
22.95
-
55.Q5
..-
-
10.0
-
22.11
-
63.59
-
-
10.0
-
25.011
-
62.011
_.~
...l.
Differenee
-
0.0010
10
~7
25
30
10
10
25
13
20
Hesh
Interval
3
2
3
3
2
2
Zone
keff
(one-dim.diff. )
0.9752
0.9752
0.9752slab
0.0116
sphere
57.534.10-4
eylinder
23.839'10-4
Geometry
and
Buckling
Table,V-J,5a,,; SN-Corrections for ZPR-III-1 O·
ASesemb~: . ZP.~~II.I-:2:~~~"· '~~=: ~: :: ~ . , :: = ~[~tr ='3.267 c.m .,., "'... "'. . .~
, . »
_.. 'I ..~.... I" i I I" I I .... i
Increase (slab)
+ increase (cylinder)
k
eff I Zone
(one-dim. di ff. )
Geometry
and
Buckling
slab
20.981'~1-~..4
cylinder
~.744'10-4
sphere
Increase (sphere)
0.9700
0.9700
0.9700
2
3
2
3
2
3
Hesh
Intervals
8
211
18
8
30
22
15
45
30
Right Mesh
Boundary s~ze
(ern) ( cm)
-
10.0 1 .25
-
313 .175 1.174
~
68.675 1.6q4!
.
_.
10.0 1.25
-
42.6 1 .087
83.4 1.(355!
....
-!
10.0 0.667:
-
45.753 0.795
82.'753 1.233
Differenee
Quadra,ture order
and
k
eff (SN)
N=16
0.9708
N=8
0.9715
N=16
0.795
0.9723
Relative error
Increase
0.0008
0.0015
0.0023
,
~
CP
I' .'. HIt" t'i lIoIIIIi 11I. f1.'iIt. I_ • -----------+4-+.......- .......-.----....1••, .....---------__.... _
0.023 0.0023 0.0000 0.0%
']'able V-1lli SN-Corrections for ZPR-III-25.
IncreaseorderQ:uadrature8.nd
k
eff (SN)(em)
Mesh
size
Geometry
8.nd
Buekling
-~.'_.',-~~-"'_'"._._.~J'''... M"""'~_~ ,. _.' ............._'....._._~._~.~ .•~~ ..... ,'~ .._ ..._........ __ ....~ ..•__~__~_.__ . l' _1_ ~_,_,__ .__._ ...u. _._•. __...L..~.~_•.,_..,_._~.""",.• ~. .._,_.•.~..,_._~_~_~ _
I
Assembly: ZPR-III-48 I A ~ 4.741 cm
" .' ••• ,. . _'tr •
• I k' ff' I
1
z rMe sb IRi;;;' , - ,
( e _..:l'; d'ff) one' IntervlUs I Bo~nd8.ryone u ...m•.~. I (em)
slab
-418.132'10
eylinder
8.8832.10-4
0.9549
0.9550
2
2
30 i 38.180 I I I N=620 68.660 I f 0.9576I
cd:: : :
I
40 I 41.58 1.040 I N=8I
20 I 71.58 1.500 0.9600
0.0027
0.0050
sphere
0.9550
10 I 10.00 1.000
2 I 3:--t-:.213 1,,0('6I
3 I 15 ,75.213 1.500I
N=16
0.9611 0.0061
I
-,4
\0
I
Increase~s~~:~;-r::~ase (Sl~b~' I' =Di~f~rence ~ Relative error~J\ ~n~~lcrease (cylinder) . I
0.0061 : '-1 .,O.OCfT.'.". 1=:0.0016 1 20.8% ." 1
Table V-:.1,5c: Sn-corrections for ZPR-III••48.
I ~:se~b~.: mR.;~~_ -~_ .. ~ :~ .- . C' At> ll.~~d cm --..... -.... ~.......... '·1 ...... y • _~"W·"'''. ,",. I il I • • .,'" _ I ' ....... __....... .. .... t I i
8
6
32
30
ho
20
25
Mesh
Intervals
2
2
3
2
pight :Mesh 0.uadra.t.ure order I Increase
Boundary iSize and
(em) i( cm) keff(SN)
-
30.08 I +,:03+__,~"16_
I 0.004360.50 61.521 0.9673
:: :~:::::: : =t:.::.:. :- :::: .
10.0 I 1.667 J N=8
.
36.15 I io.65h I
I
o.97~~ : : ::: :T.:~'O~7~' CP70.59 I 1.148 0I
10.0 I 1.250 I N=16
~
i
38.203 I 10.881
Zone
0.9630
0.9630
0.9630
keff
(one-dim.aiff. )
sphere
12.418
cylinder
22.178
Geometry
and
Buckling
slab
I - +-:.....-..,,-.... .-~ I ...... I -1- 1 I
1·- -' ~ I . W~---"I ..... I .• I .
3 20 72.643 1.7~2 0.9725 0.0095
Increase (sphere) Increase (slab)
+ increase (cylinder)
Di f:rerence Relative error
I I ILooo_ .. - ~, .. _I: • I 1:iJI ... Ilo .. -·....•...~_·,---
0.0095 0.0115 0.0010 8.7%
Table V-15d: SN-corrections for ZEBRA 6A.
;sse:blY: SNE~ 3A1 . ..... . "l
L~~_'_.'.~-"' .....•.__ ,•..•.. _·~.".~__· _._-C..~·~"~.,"'_.__~. _,
A := 4.230 emtr '
Right M:esh Quadrature order I Increase
Bound8,r~r size end
( cm) (em) keff(SW)
---I
40.27 I 1.31+2 I N=6I
k .'. 'I 1lI " • M '6Q;* 11
eff Zone I rlesh" 1
(one~.dim.diff.) I Intervals
_,_--+----l---
I 30 Islab
Geometry
end
Buckling
[ -,-
1 t 30
j sDhere • . I .. . t" ·-2' . -~-1-0---'
T
"n.
3 I 22 ._
4 -413.5 0'10
cylinder
8.4696'10-4
0.9902
0.9902
0.9911
2
2
3
4
20
-
-
l.f
-121
15 1
I
'-]
25I
7°·77 [. 1.525
5.000 1-1.250
-
32.900 1.329
51.200 1.220
80.85~ 1.186
_: ::
39.231 '1.30b
...-.
52.681f 1 .345
820343 1.3h8
0·9917
IJ=8
0.9925
IT=16
0.9942
0.0015
0.0023
0.0031
co
,~" ' ..1. _
Increase (sphere) Increase (slalJ) ~ Differ",.en,... ce. I Rele,tive error
. (1 'd ) ,+ lncrease Cl_ln er I
1 O.0~~1 . '"1 :~~~ :>. O.~~8 ~, , ~ ~~' ~-'.I~ =0:.~~~7: ~ ~"_. '1'8.4%. .1
~C.able V-15e: Sw-corrections for SlillAK 3A1.
Assembl;:' , SNEAK '3'~2 u.... .... ._.0 . 1- . \r=4:1173 cm - • .. ....
;eome~:ly.. _:~.: ':r ~_.. . ·"Z·O::·· l:h ~.-.ight--" r~~Sh Quadratur: '0=1.~ncrens: .'-
and (e d" d" ff ) intervals Boundary I S~ze and
B kl o one- .~m.. ~ • () ( 'm) k (S )uc ~ng) cm Q ff '
. . . e. N
I
0:>
r\)
I
0.0028
0.0038
0.0015
Relative error
N=16
N=8
0.9875
0.9856
0.98112
4
8
8
30
30
30
25
20
2
3
3
4
2
2
I I ~5 I 40.27 t:J5 1
,. ,.... 1".-1 . .....~ -- ..
70.77 1.525
5.000 1.~50
I
,
33.760 h150
44.660 1 .363
80.859 1.?07
I
40.094 11 •~36
i
i
480315 11.028
... -
84. 51: ::1.\}07
Di ffere~ceIncrease (slab)
+ increase (cylinder)
0.9837
0.9828
0.9827
Increase (sphere)
sphere
8.5998-10-4
16. 91~9'10-4
cylinder
I t l , "IIIoä. _ ... _ .._. • I.,
0.0038 0.0043 0.0005 11 .6%
~ra,ble. V-:.15 f: SJ.\T-corrections for :3NEAK 3N?.
•. 1
' .. s~:X ~~~~ ::=::::: ::~:~tr' 30567 cm 1__ ..... 1 • ---'. e .. h '.'. ..._-Assembly:
, . #' W" l'k
--
I :'•• I I I>io. 1 "_ ..... 11 '. • • ......
--
Ge ometry keff Zone I Mesh Right Mesh . Quadrature order Increaseand ( one-dim. di ff • ) intervals BO'Url.dary Size endBuckling (em) (cn).) keff(SN)
----
1 3 3.0 1.0CDO
-
slab in z- 2 4 6.5 0.875 N=6dir.
• w
3 36 4.1.6 0.975
139.601'10-4 0.8~~37 4 3 44.6 1.0CPO 0.8376 0.0139
I
slab in x-
I 0.~;~4dir. 4 o.8~~38 1 33 I 32.3 0.979 0.0086
128 .097 • 10-
-
sphere 0.8~~37 1 18 19.364 1.016 0.8361 N=16 0.0124
-
!
Increase (sphere) Increase (slab z-dir.) Differente Relative error
+ increase (slan x-dir.)
-
0.0124
._1• 0.0311 0.0187 60.1%
• • h _ •
-
Table V-1,5g: SJIT-corrections for GUAK U1B.
I
(X)
W
I
. • .... " ... ' .1" ~ Atr = 30358 cm :::~ :: : : : :: : :'Assembly: SUAR: UH1B, • • I $ .
Geometry keff Zone fvlesh Right Mesh Q:uadrature order Increase
and Intervals Boundary C" and(one-dim. di ff • ) ._)~zeBuckling ( cm) (cm) keff(SN)
1 3 3.0 1.000
Idjl ... ·Mo. ,
slab in z-dir. 2 4 6.5 (D.875 N=6
141.314.10-4 3 34 39.55 ~.972
0.8807 4 3 42.55 1.000 0.8942 0.0135
slab in x-dir. N=6
134.681 '10-4
,
0.8808 1 32 32.3 1.009 0.8891 0.0083
I
,
sphere 0.8808 1 18 19.087 1.060 0.8937 N=16 0.0129
Increase (sphere) Increase (slab z-dir.) Difference Relative error
+ 2·increase (slab x-dir.)
:
0.0129 0.0301 0.0172 57.1%
-
Table V-15Q.:. SN-corrections for SUAR: mI1B.
I
0:>
./=""
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Geometry Boundary k
eff DifferenceCondition
(1) 0.823752
a = 19.364 cm
sphere
-0.015595
(2) 0.808157
d = 2.534 cm
(1) 0.824127
a = 16.15 om
slab :Ln 0.001661
x~dire~ti~ön . (2) 0.822466
d = 2.534 om
I • • _ASSemO.Ly ,.,,.'r.ATr or,,""I:loi:lUlU\. UID
Boundary conditions
(1) <jl'(a)/ ep(a) = -1/(0.7104 • At,r)
(2) <jl(a+d) = 0
a =boundary 01' the assembly
d = 0.7104 • Atr
Table v-16: k
eff determined by diffusion oalculations with
various boundary conditions.
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VI. GEJlillF.AL DISCUSSION AHD CONCLUSIONS
Most of the criticality changes observed during the present study are
smaller than 0.01 as can be seen from table V-1 änd table v.4. This
means that some ~odifications of the nuclear data oan totally. others
at least for a number of ässemblies partially be regarded simply as
an inclusion of more recent improved microsQopic cross section information
into our g,roup sets. Of course these less important modifications provide
valuable information on the sehsitivity of integral parameters on changes
in the differential microscopic data.
The detailed information cObtained ~n table v-4 has been summarized in
table VI-1. In tnis table the meen deviation between the measured and
best available calcuIated criticality values for the 12 assemblies studied
-- --- ---------------
is given for each cf the different group sets used. The corresponding
root mean square or standard deviation is a~so given in table VI-1. This
table gives irnmediately a general impression of the capability of the different
group sets to prediet correctly the criticality of the variety of assemblies
studied. It showa that at least with respect to criticality the M~XT~T-set
is preferable to all the other graup sets which have been established
during this study, a result which cf course cculd have been obtained also
by lcoking at the results cf table v-4.
!n this general discussion the impcrtant effects of the changes in the
nuclear data will be summarized. At first the situation at the beginning
cf the present study that means the results obtained with our reference-
set. the so-oalled SNEAK-set. will be analysed. The most cbvious fact is
that with this set all assemblies are caIculated underreactive. The region
of deviation extends frcm approximately zero to -3% with the exception
of ZPR 111-55 with an underprediction af criticality by more than 4%. The
mean criticJ:llity deviation aroöunts to 1.7% as can be seen from table VI-1.
The small assemblies fuelled with U235. i.e. SUAK U1B and ZPR I1I-10 are
well.predicted. the subcriticality beins less than 0.5%. The hydrogen
60ntaining assembly SUAK UH1B represents one exception which i5 probably
caused by insufficient calculational·methcds, the other exception is the
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larger assembly ZPRIII-25 with its relatively large U238 content. As has
been known before L-2_7 the SNEAK-3A assemblies, that means large U235
fuelled systems with soft neutron spectra, are calc'Ul.ated slightly under-
reactive, 3A1 by 0.6% and 3A2 by 1.1%. For the mixed fuelled assembly SNEAK 3B2
an even larger underprediction of 1.6% has been obtained which is an
indication that the worth of Pu239 co:mpared to that cf U235 is underpre-
dicted by the SNEAK-set. The same tendency is shown by the normal Pu-
fuelled assemblies ZEBRA 6A, ZPR III-48 and ZPR III-48B which have been
calculated 2-3% underreactive. OUt cf the two k -experiments ZPR I1I-55
co
is predicted more subcritica.l, SNEAK 5C less subcritical than the nor.mal
Pu-fuelled systems. With respect to the latter experiment it seemS very
probable that the heterogeneity correction is calculated too large. There-
fore the result is rather doubtful and should not be taken too seriously.
As ä rirst change of tlie nuclear data welncluded the so-c8J.led PMB-data
that means between 10 - 500 keV the lover capture data for U238 and the
low fission and ca.pture data for U235 asgiyen by PÖNITZ and others. Dur
results with the SrillPbffi-set confirmed the conclusions of similar earlier
studies /-2 7 na~ely:
... -
Because of the lower U238 capture data the reactivity of the Pu-fuelled
assemblies increases. This effect is particularly pronounced forZPR IIr-55.
For the U235-fuelled assemblies the reactivity decreases. This result
indicates that the effect of the reduction of U235 fission overcompensates
the effect of the reduction of U238 capture. It is most pronounced for the
assemblies with hard neutron spectra.
With the SNEPMB-set most of the assemblies are calculated about 1%-2%
underreactive. Following the Cotlclusions presented in /-2 7 we then
- ...
decided to keep only the low U238 capture data and to return f"rom the
low PÖiITZ to the higher ~mITE U235 fission and capture data. This led
to the SNEAPM-set which predicts the c~iticality of U235-fuelled systems
rather weIl. A drastic decrease of the mean criticality deviation and a
considerable decrease of the reot mean square criticality deviation can be
seen in table VI-1.
In the next step we improved the a(Pu) values by including the Pu-a-measure-
ments of GVIIN et alt into eur group set (PU9SCP-set). As expected) this
change caused an increased underpredictien of the criticality for the Pu-
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systems, espeoially for the k -experiments.
co
In the SCTALO-set new data are used for the inelastic scattering matrix
of most isotopes which have been calculated by ourselves using the data
of the KED~~-file and evaporation spectra (see Appendix I). The spectra
of the inelastically scattered neutrons are in general somewhat sefter
than the ABN-spectra used befere. The criticality changes obtained are
generally small. Only for ZPR 111-25 and ZPR 111-55 the effect ~s more
pronounced due to the special energy dependence of the adjoint flux for
these assemblies (see chapter 111).
The next two changes have a rather small effect on criticaIity. The changes
in the LA fission data for U23~, U238 and Pu239 above 2 MeV leading to
the UPUCOR-set cause a general reduction of criticality by only about
0.3% - 0.4%. Also the new cross sections for the higher plutonium isotopes
in the m02RE...set whichreplace the QldE~saian AB1I...dß.tJ~, 1ill~d1JP to
now result in rather smaI1 criticality changes of about 0.3%.
As expected)a rather large effect is caused by the inclusion of the
MOXON-data for the U238 capture cross section. The replacement has been
done in two steps. The effect on criticality of the replacement of the
previously used Pönitz values in the g:roups 9..,.:11! i.e. from 10 to 100 keV
(M~X911-set) is generally of the order of +1%. The assemblies with high
U238 öontent, namely ZPR 111-25 and ZPR 111-55 show an even larger
reactivi ty increase. 'l'he additional replacement of the U238 capture data
below 10 keV by the Moxon data (M0XT~T-set) causes for assemblies with hard
neutron spectra a negligible reactivity effect. for assemblies with
somewhat softer spectra the c:riticality increases by 0.5 to 1%. For the
k -experiments studied here with still softer spectra the increase is
00
about 1.5%.
It seems wcrthwhile to mention that the inclusion of the low U238 capture
data resulted in an overestimation cf the criticality at least for U",fuelled
Let us now analyse the situation 'with the M~XT~~-set which i6 the final cross
section set considered in this study. All assemblies are within a ±2%
region of deviation between calctilated and measured oriticality. The mean
criticality deviation of 0.0022 and the root mean square a criticality
deviation of 0.0125 given in table VI-1 are the most favourable results obtained
in the present study. Furthermore it is encouraging that there is nearIy a elear
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separation in the kefr-results for U- and Pu...fuelled assemblies, Pu< 1.0,
U>1.0. the exceptions (SUAK UH1B and SNEAK 5G) being most probably due to
deficiencies in the calculational methods. This means that according to
the fissile material used, it will be possible to predict the probable
deviation between calculated and measured criticality for reactors whose
composition and neutron spectrum are similar to the presently studied
assemblies. The remaining uncertainty will be in most cases far less than the
±2% deviation mentioned above.
With respectto the calculational methods two facts are of major concern
and need an improved treatment: (1) For the assembly SUAK UH1B the anisotropie
scattering of hydrogen and. a more appropriate weighting spectrum for the
generation of group constants for the elastic slowing down should be taken into
account. (2) For SNEAK"'5C, the corrections applied are rather large (about
9%). The lar~el'3t:p~t ~f3<i\J.e 'f;Q l:l§i~:rQgsmE'i:i. t;V. about 7%.and should be
further investigated both experimentally and theoretically. In addition,
the rather large REMo-correction of about 2% suggests to study whether a
more appropriate weighting spectrum should be used for the generation
of group constants for the elastie moderation espeeially below 1 keV. For
this soft speetrum system a considerable part of the neutrons has energies
below 1 keV; here the REMO-eorrection cannot be applied with the presently
available code. In the near future the correetness of diffusion calculations
using 26 energy groups for the critieals studied here will be checked by
P1-calculations using about 200 groups. Major attention will then be
given to the determination of the diffusion constant for 26 groups which
usually cen be calculated. only in an approximate manner as explained in
;-4 7•
... -
With respect to the nuclear data basis the following conclusions canbe
drawn for the ~XT0T...set:
( 1) The fuel-mixture PU239-U238 is predicted tmd,erreactive whereas for
the U235...U238 I~el mixture the criticality is overestimated. These
facts whose consequences are discussed more extensively later on in
this chapter alnlost obviously lead to the very probable conclusion
that Pu239 is underreactive. A too low Pu239 fission cross section
is also indicated by the underprediction cf both the central material
worth ratics end the ratios of the central fission rate!;! of Pu239 to
U235 in ZPR III-48 and 48B (table V-7 and V-9). The Pu239 a-data of
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GWIN cannot be considered final at the present time but it seeIDS that only
minor change.. in the Ci-data will have to be expected in the near future.
The a-values presently used require a change in the resonance parameters
compared to the parameters used before. This means that we have still
to determine new resonance self-shielding factors (f-factors) fOr Pu239
based on resonance parameters compatible with the Gwin a-values.
For U235 the situation seems not to be so unequivocal. The overestimation of
the criticality of U235-U238 fUel mixtures can be caused either by too
large U235 fission cross sections or by too emaIl U238 capture cross
sections. Veryprobably our decision will be not to change the U235 fission
data at the present time because the uncertainty in the U238 capture data
is still too large so that some changes (slight increase) of "these data
will be sUfficient to diminish the present discrepancy in the criticality
---- ----
prediction for the U235-U238 fuelled systems without any change in the
U235 fission data. Pu-fuelled systems will then become eyen more under-
reactive. In the preceding work /-2 7 it was already indicated that the
- -
measurements of de Saussurefor the y-values of U235 below 300 eV should
be included. since the effect for the assemblies studied here is expected
to be of ronor importance (perhaps with theexception of the steam density
coefficient for the SJillAK-3A-series), this change together with the corres-
ponding changes in the f-factors has beeu postponed to the future work.
For U238 the situation is still more complicatad. As explained in chapter II
there are some doubts as to the reliability of the absolute magnitude of
the MOXOl'T-data for U238 captllre. They are lower than most of the available
30 and 65 keV measurements. Furthermore in the region between 100 and 800 keV
the M~XT~T set still contains the Pönitz data which are lower than the
Barry data in this range and do not join smoothly to the Barry data used
above 800 keV.
In any aase it seems to be quite evident that the capture cross section used
for the SNEAK-set is too large and has to be reducedj it may be that this
has been slightly overdone by the inclusion of the MOXOl'T-data. Besides the
indication from the criticality of U... fuelled assemblies this can be deduced
by comparing the experimental results forthe ratio oe U238/o f U235 for
ZPR I1I-48 end SNEft~ 3A2 and the materialworth ratio of U238 to U235 for
ZPR I11-48 and SHEAK 3A1 wi th the corresponding theoretical results obtained
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wi th the M95XT~T-set. Therefore i t seems probable that in a further ste.p
tbe U238 capture data will be changed slightly. Hopefully such a change
which will be based essentially on differential data will lead to a
slight increase of the capture rate of U238 compared to the result with
the M~XT95T-set but will not be so marked as to bring about a result as
large as that obtained with the SNEAK...set.
In any case the change in the capture cross section corresponds to a
change in the resonance parameters. Therefore it will be necessary in
a further step to determine new f-factors using resonance parameters
which are in accordance with the capture cross section of U238.
The influence of cross section uncertainties of the higher Pu-isotopes
on the criticality of the systems studied is not very pronounced. Even
by comparing keff for ZPR I1I-48 with that for ZPRIII-48B which has _an_ _
ifinerz6ne-witn-considerablylarger-PU24-6:concentrati~~ one i6 not
able to draw firm conclusiofiS on the correctness of the nuclear data
for Pu240 because this inner zone is still too small. This fact has also
been observed by PITTERLE r74 7. One should mention. however. that the
- -
inclusion of the new data has brought the prediction of the material worth
of Pu240 for both assemblies in agreement with measurement within the
admit:ted1y large range of experimental uncertainty (tables V-7 end V-9). Using
the old ABN-data the calculated value was lower by a factor of about 4.
vii th our new da.ta we attained a considerable improvement but i t is obvious
that the criticality of presently available plutonium fuel1ed assemblies
does not provide acheck which allows adefinite conclusion on the correct-
ness cf the unclear date. for the higher pu-isotopes. For this purpose
more specific precise experiments have to be performed. The measurements
of OOSTERK~1P reported in /-40 7 (see also /-48 7) can be considered
- - ~ ~
as an example of this sort of experiments.
In our opinion the correctness of the data for the inelastic scattering
cannot be judged definitelyon the basis of the presently available
information. Criticality of the assemblies studied in this work provides
no sUfficient information. Othe:r' experimenta,l information e .g. reaction
rate~ of materials with a fission threshold cannot be considered very
reliable because the chamber measurements cannot be compared easily with
calculations which are mostly done for homogeneous mixtures. Furthermore
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the foil measurements for the U235 fission rate traverse within a oell
cannot be weIl predicted by the heterogeneity code ZERAj it may be that
this disagreement is not caused by the nuc:lear data used in the group
sets. but is due to reasons inherent to the code itself. Since the
heterogeneous U235 fission rate has to be used for the determination
of the fission rate ratio of U238 to U23~ the theoretical result is some-
what douotful. A thorough examination of the ZERA...code would be help-
fUl in this respect.
Further detailed investigations of the neutron energy spectrum might help
to check the correctnesB of the nuclear data for inelastic scattering.
In conclusion it is expected that by the future changes and improvements
mentioned before the uncertainty region for the criticality prediction
which is now ±2% can be narrowed hopefully to ±1%.
Certain improvementcs in tne ca1culationalmethods are indicate.d e ,g.the
anisotropy of the elastic slowing down of hydrogen should be taken into
account in the SN-calculations and the influence of an appropriate
weighting spectrum on the removal group constants should oe considered
for SUA[ UH1B and SNEAK 5C, As has been stated before a reinves~igation
of the ZERA-code for heterogeneous calculations seems to oe necessary. This
will be essential for the more correct determination (1) of the criticality
for SNEAK 5C. (0) of heterogeneous reaction rates in this assembly and e.g.
in SNEAK 3A2. (c) of bunching expe riments in SNEAK 3A1 anel SNEAK 3A2.
(d) rather probably also 01' the steam density coefficient 1'01' the SNEAK-
3A-series.
For the quantities which have been studied besides the criticality the
following i tems seem to be important:
(0:) Forthe calculation of material worth morerefined codes than the
usually used first order perturbation theory should oe applied which take
into account the effect of sample size (see e.g. L-64_7) 01' the effect
01' the heterogeneous structure 01' the environment (see e.g. L-48_7.
(ß) For the calculation 01' central reaction rates an improved heterogeneity
cod.e should be available as indicated dust oe fore •
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(y) For the calculation of reaction rate traverses especially in the
blanket transport theory should be used. At present the agreement
between theory and experiment can be considered fairly good when the
M~XT~T-set and transport theory are used. Perhaps slight modifications
of the transport 01' total cross section of U238 or of the structural
materials in the energy region 200 keV .. 2 MeV will help 1'0 reduce
the existing rather small discrepancies.
(0) With respect tothe neutron importance more experimental information
and perhaps more appropriate calculational methods seem to be necessary.
The important results and conclusions of the heterogeneity- and S -calculationsN
have already beeu summarized at the end of the corresponding paragraphs ~n
the preceding chapter V and will not be repeated here.
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VII • APPENDIX I
Documentation of the new groug constants
1.1 Modified group cross sections
Table AI-l SNEAPM-set
---------------------
ay ( )(b)
Group AE SNEAK SNEAPM
6 400 - 800 KeV 0.134 0.121
7 200 - 400 0.138 0.127
8 100 - 200 0.190 0.164
9 ~6.5.. 100 ..Q.2J~6 Q._~.8g
10 21.5- 46.5 0.471 0.457
11 10.0- 21.5KeV 0.728 0.630
~able AI-2 SNEPMB-set
-----------------.......--
(j (if35 )(b) (j:t(if35 ) ~b)f
Grou'P AE SNEAK S'I'ITIi!PMR SNEAK' SNEPMB
7 200 - 400 KeV 1.32 1.154 0.227 0.199
8 100 - 200 1.53 1.337 0.375 0.322
9 46.5- 100 1.80 1.667 0.569 0.531
10 21.5 46.5KeV 2.22 2.150 0.794 0.772
Table AI-3 PU9SCP-set
---------------~------
11 a(Pu-~" ) -v'- - .. '" ~ ,
Group AE SNEAK PU9SCP SNEAK PU9SCP
11 10.0 - 21.5 KeV 0.420 0.413 0.791 0.775
12 4.65 - 10.0 I 0.490 0.604 1.20 1.480
13 2.15 - 4.65 0.537 0.905 1.76 2.957
14 1.0
- 2.15 0.593 0.892 2.33 3.504
15 0.465- 1.0 KeV 0.640 0.846 4.70 6.218
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Tab1e AI-4 UPUC~R-set
---------.-~---~----~-
° Cu235 )(b) ofCU238 )Cb) °r(Bu239 )(b)r
Group Aß SNEAK UPUC0R SNEAK UPUC0R SNEAK UPUC0R
1 6.5 - 10.5MeV 1.65 1.53 0.967 O.~34 2.19 2.05
2. 4.0 - 6.5 1.19 1.07 0.584 0.540v 1.86 1.65
3 2.5 - 4.0MeV 1.28 1.17 0.572 0.572 1.91 1.82
239V(Pu )
Grou'D AE SNEAK UPUC0R
1 6.5 - 10.5 MeV 4.02 4.175
2 4.0 - 6.5 MeV 3.60 3.660
Table AI-5 PU02RE-set Csee next pages)
---------------------
; y
SNEAPM M0X911
Grou'P AE SNEAK SNEAPMB M~XT~T
9 46.5 - 100 KeV 0.286 0.282 0.245
10 21.5 - 46.5 0.471 0.457 0.405
11 10.0 - 21.5 0.728 0.630 0.576
12 4.65- 10.0 1.034 =SNEAK 0.790
13 2.15- 4.65 1.237 1.18
14 1.0 - 2.15 1.590 1.72
15 0.465- 1.0 KeV 3.107 =SNEAK 2.91
Pu240
Table AI-5 PU02RE-set
---------~----~-------
Pu241 Pu242
GrQuJ: 6E (1T{b) (1 r{b) (1y{b) (1el{b) (1T{b) <1 r(b) (1 (b) (1el{b (1T{b) (1r{b) (1y{b) (1el{b)v
26 0~0252 177.2 0.0327 175.4 1.72 1082.3 '779.5 291.0 11.77 25.04 0 16.21 6.83
25 0.215-0.465 eV 164.6 0.0306 164.0 0.532 925.0 561.0 348.3 15.17 18.52 0 10.02 8.49
24 0.465-1.0 eV 1637.9 0.294 1570.2 67.42 66.59 44.70 12.-03 9.87 17 .40 0 9.50 7.90
23 1.0 -2.15 eV ~253.9 '1.25 6734.0 ~18.7 36.08 24.39 2.58 9.11 25.40 0 19.97 5.42
22 2.15 -4.65 eV 22.82 0.0025 7.84 14.97 204.0 126.3 69.20 8.50 1312.4 0 1208.6 103.8
21 4.65 -10.0 eV 11.14 0.00101 0.676 10.47 I 262.5 :::n4.5 37.25 10.78 11.80 0 0.606 11.20
20 10.0 -21.5 eV 49.01 0.934 35.77 12.31 183.9 125.6 42.21 16.10 11.44 0 1.57 9.87
19 21.5 -46.5 eV 149.9 0.506 77.47 71.94 81.60 60.24 10.53 10.84 12.45 0 3.98 8.47
18 46.5-100 eV 102.50 0.726 37.96 63.81 73.20 39.27 _ 19.89 14.04 90.13 0 22.95 67.18
17 100 -215 eV 46.94 0.448 18.37 28.12 54.51 29.10 13.66 11.74 26.76 0 10-.33 16.43
16 215 -465 eV 29.88 0.0639 6.62 23.20 41.38 20.03 8.88 12.48 33.60 0.00821 7.93 25.67
465 24.30 I 26.63 4.5515 -1000 eV 0.0177 3.79 20.50 31.621 14.23 5.59 11.79 0.0100 22.07!14 1. 0 - 2. t 5 keV 25.65 0.155 2.48 23.01 24.55\ 9.38 I 3.10 12.07 21.47 0.0100 2.81 18.65
13 2.15 -4.65 lteV 21.26 0.142 1.51 19.61 1.97 12.50 18.22 0.0100 1.94 16.2720.53 1 6.06
4.65 -10.0 keV 0.101+ 4.47 \ 16.09 1.48 14.6012 18.89 1.02 17.77 16.971 1.50 11 .01 0.0100
i
11 10.0 -21.5 keV 17.05 0.105 0.730 16.22 15.441 3.55 1.13 10.76 14.70 0.0100 1.11 13.58
10 21.5 -46.5 keV 15.51 0.108 0.494 14.91 14.15 1 2.91 0.805 10.38 13.55 0.01 00 0.758 12.78
9 46.5 -100.0keV 13.90 0.0845 0.287 13.39 12.75 2.42 0.5381 9.44 12.90 0.0100 0.487 12.27
8 0.1 -0.2 MeV 11.98 0.0986 0.209 11.08 11.73 2.04 0.3141 8.77 12.06 0.0203 0.297 11.03
I
7 0.2 -0.4 MeV 9.84 0.133 0.148 8.37 10.10 1072 0.188i 7.39 10.25 0.0636 0.222 8.89
6 0.4 -0.8 MeV 8.02 0.548 0.142 5.79 8.35 1.51 0.1041 5.82 7.91 0.344 0.199\ 6.02,
5 0.8 -1.4 MeV 7.00 1.43 0.1051 4.08 7.24 1.59 I 0.048;7 4.65 6.98 1.32 0.153 4.43
\0
0\
Pu240
Table AI-5 PU02IDJ-set (continuedl.)
___.. ~..- ........IIi-...--
Pu241 Pu242
Group AE C1T(b) C1 r (b) C1y(b) C1el(b) C1T(b) C1 r (b) C1y(b) , C1e1(b) 1 C1T(b) C1 r(b) C1y(b) C1e1(b)
I
lj 1.4 -2.5MeV 7.35 1.48 0.0586 4.17 7.23 1.74 0.024$ 4.63 7.34 1.46 0.0666 3.90
3 2.5 - 4.0MeV 7.93 1.51 0.0268 4.74 7.94 1.54 0.0109 5.31 7.92 1.51 0.0306 4.72
2 4.0 - 6.5MeV 7.76 1.51 0.0118 4.63 7.96 1.54 0.006~4 4.94 7.81 1.51 0.0130 4.64
1 6.5 -10.5MeV 6.54 1.89 0.00666 3.56 6.87 2.09 0.003~9 ·3.79
1
6.53 1.89 0.00753 3.55
I I I.
I
\0
-..J
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I.2 The calculation of the inelastic scattering matrices
The general expression for the probability of inelastic scattering out of
a.ny enersy group i to a.ny group h is given by Yiftah. Okrent a.nd Moldauer [91 7
- -in the following form
4l(E) P(E....E')
(AI-1)
Rere E is the incident neutron-energy and E' the energy of the scattered neutron.
The indices L and R indicate the lower and higher energy-limits respectively of
any gr~up. ,P(E) re;presents the energy-dependen"tneutl'Gn i'J.ux.cP'E.....EI) l'epl'esents
the transition probability of the inelastically scattered neutrons. For its
determination one has to distinguish between the range of resolved levels of
the residual nucleus and the so-ca.lled continuum range in which the levels
of the residual nucleus are undistinguishable.
I.28. Energ;y grOUPS with discrete excitation leveJß for inelastic scattering
For given incident neutron energies E in group i and outgoing neutron energies E'
in group K inelastic scattering can occur only to those excitation levels for
which
E' =E-E.
J
where E. is the energy of the jth level.
J
The transition probability therefore is a o-function which has the va.lue one.
if the above condition is f'ulfilled end zero, if not. Thus we have
(AI-2)
where N is the number of excitation levels of the isotope considered. P. the
J
probability of the transition to the jth level of the residual nucleus and
C1~~ the inelastic excitation cross section of the jth level. With this special
form of the trensition-probability the double integration in (AI-1) cen be reduced
to a single one over the energy group K to which the scattering occurs.
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E'dE' 0 J (E'+E.) ~(E'+E.)
n' J J
°n'i.K = jLH
EiL
4>(E)dE
(AI-3)
with the transformat.ion E'+E.+E it folIows:
J
E E'~ fKR+Ej dE ° ~(B) ~(E) x(Ei~E~iH)
n
. EKL+E'
0n'i.K = J I '~, _." _ "
EfiH 4>(E)dE
EiL
(AI-4)
By the distribution-function X it was taken into account that the incident
neutrön-e-:nergy E sllöuJ.:d b~ cöntained in a 26"-group i. Onthe other handit
must be of course EKL+E.<E<R_c_+E. because of the integration over this range.J- ---KR J .
The integration therefore has to be extended only over the interval rE.E 7
- u 0-
with the following definition
tL ' ir EKL+Ej<EiL GiH if EKH+Ej>EiH=~+EjEu = EKL+Ej end E (AI-5 )if EKL+Ej~EiL 0 if ~+E.<E'HJ- J.
Instead of the neutron flux the collision density in the special form of the
SNEAK-3A spectrum was taken as weighting spectrum. Reasons for preferring the
collision density to the neutron flux for weighting purposes are outlined in
/-4 7. The integral was solved numerically by use of the trapezoidal rule.
- -The inelastic excitation cross sections were taken from the KEDAK-tape L-27_7.
I.2; Energy goup'!' !i:Y.h, un,res.ol.:~de'S"ci tati,on level,s for inelastic scattering
In the energy ~egion. where the excitation levels of the residual nucleus are
not experimentally resolved. the energy distribution of the inelastically
scattered neutrons is described Py an evaporation model. The transition
probability for neutrons from energy E to energy E' by inelastic scattering
is then given by
P(E+E') • NE'exp(-E'/e(E»; (E'<E)
-
(AI-6)
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Here U is anormalization constant and e is the so-called nuclear temperature
of the residual nucleus, which Weißkopf L-41_7 derived as
e(E) (AI-7)
(AI-8)
Here again E is the energy of the incident neutron, A is the atomic mass number
of the residual nucleus and \/ is an adjustable parameter. For a given value
of E P(E+E') has its maximum at E'=e(E). Yi:rtah,Okrent and Moldauer ;-91 7
chose \/=0.096 MeV-1 for all nuclei. We took the \/-value recomm~nded ~y -
/ -4 7 .. 6 -1 .Swarcbaum et al. 2:9 whJ.ch J.S \/=0.1 MeV for all nucleJ..
- ..
Swarcbaum et alt adjusted more recently nuclear temperatures for materials from
Al to U238 in the energy region between 2.5 and 7.0 MeV and found that over this
whole region \/=0.16 gives an acceptable overall fit for the energy distribution
of :tnelastIcaLfY: -scattered neutrons-.-
Inserting (AI-6) into(AI-1) the cross saction for inelatic scattering fram
energy group i to energy group K is calculated from:
~ dE' [iH dE a ,(E) ~(E) UE'exp(-E'/e{E}}
~ ~. n
""'!CL ""'iL
IJ'~K=~----""'~---------------n ~, E.
fJ.H 4J(E)dE
EiL
Following Yiftah et alt /-91 7 and Swarcbaum et al. ;-42 7 we replaced e(E)
- - - ..
by an average e. value for each group i. This was necessary because only aJ.
limited amount of computer core storage was available for our program, which
is part of the whole MIGR~S-system and was developed originally for the IBM 7074
computer. For the same reason we had to find a very simple expression for e .•J.
We chose IE I
e. =y=iH+EiL
J. 2vA
instead of the flux-averaged value taken by Yiftah et al. and Swarcbaum et al.
This procedure may be justified if one considers that formula (AI-7) already
is an approximation for e(E).
With the introduction of an averaged e the energy integrations over the groups i
and K can be separated. The E'-integration can. be carried out analytically.
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The result is
The normalization constant N is determined by the requirement
l ~(l\E. -+l\RJN = 1 end
K>i l.-K
(AI-10)
Energy groups I where the excitation levels are partl.x resolved and
- --. - - .. . - ..... « - -
and l?ar:tl;y; unresolved
For nearly all materials the energy ö:f the last discrete excitation level lies
within a 26-group I so that the lower part of the group has to be treated
by the discrete level method and the upper part by the evapora.tion model. The
results for each part are linked together as follows. Let l\Ei d be t~e energy
range of group i. where discreteexcitation levels are known. and l\EJ. the energy
c
range. where the excitation levels are unresolved. Then for a. group with
both discrete and "continuous" levels the transition probability of inelastic
scattering is calculated according to the formula
(AI-11)
.
In (AI-11) P(AE~-+AEK) is the transition probability to group A. of neutrons
whose incident energy lies in the range of rescrlved excitation levels of the
residual nucleus within group i.P(AE~-+l\~}.is given by On'i,Klon'i where
° ,. K follows !Tom equation (AI-4). p( AE1-+l\RJ is the corresponding quantity
n 1. c -K
for neutrons with energies in the range of unresolved levels of the residual
levels of the residual nucleus within group i. P(AE~+l\EK} end P(AE~"'A~} are
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both normalized to I P(AE1~ÄEK)=1.
K>l
The relative contributions of resolved end unresolved levels d. end c. areJ. J.
given by
j
(AI-12)
Of course (AI-6) end (AI-7) are simplified formulas • Ta.k.ing the same value
of 'V for all nuclei and distinguishing between them by their atomic mass
numbers only meens neglecting individual nuclear properties. The use of an
averagednuclear temperature instead of performing the double integration is
enother source of error.
I.2d Tran,siti.on, J?rfobab,i.l,ili~s_:t;,q,r (n .2n) reactions
So far we did not calculate transition probabilities for (n.2n) reactions of
our own. In energy groups. where (n.2n) reactions occur.the inelastic transition
probabilities of the ABN 26-group set /-20 7. W(AE.~AEK) were used. The inelastic
- - J.
lllatr1x was then calculated according to
a t • K = (a t·+2a 2 .) W(AE.~ÄEK)n +n.2njJ.. n J. n. nJ. J.
Diseussion
(AI-13)
The scattering matrices were obtained by mUltiplication of the transition
probabilities with the total 26 group-cross sections for inelastic scattering.
Contrary to the ABN-set /-20 7 the~scattering matrices have been calculated
- -for scattering into all energy groups K~26j no cut because of the smallness of
-
the following matrix-elements was made at eny K. Our new transition probabili-
ties in general show a softer spectrum then the matrices of the ABN-set as
well in the "continuum" as in the range of discrete levels. For the most
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important case of t?38 the main reasons for this fact are the :f'ollowing:
The ine&astic scattering to higher levels especially to the levels between
0.7 and 1 MeV has been underestimated in the ABN-set. Moreover we have
taken into account a widerresolved energy range than in the ABN-set.
~n the continuum region one reason for the softer spectrum quite clearly
is the use of the value of 0.16 fpr \I. which results in a rather small nuclear
temperature and therefore shifts the maximum of the energy distribution of the in..
elastically scattered neutrons to smaller energies compared to the results
obtained with \1=0.096 for example.
ABN also applied an evaporation model in the energy range of unresolved
excitation levels. For U238 they used experimental values of the nuclear
temperature. !rom which a value of \1=0.11 is obtained. The resulting inelastic
scattering matrix was then still modified in the following way. Calculations
carriedout wHhthis ma.trix shoula. gl.ve the correet value for the total
number of fissions in an infinite slab of ~38 •
For nearly all other materials irtdividual corrections were app1ied in the
ABN-set. This should be kept in mind by someone whowants to compare our
matrices to these of Abagjan et 801.
The new scattering matrices are giyen in table AI-7 on the fo11owing pages.
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Table AI-7
---------...-
Inelastic scattering matrices a •• K
n J.,
Explanation of material names used in the following tables:
AL270 = 27Al13
Cb120 = 12C6
CR520 = Cr
FE560 = Fe
M0960 Mo
~1A?30 = 23Na11--
NI590 = Ni
Ob l 6.0 = 1608
PU390 _ 239Pu
- 94
"'4"Pu400 = t:;94Pu
PU41 0 =241 Pu94
PU420 _ 242Pu
- 94
U2350 = 235U92
U2380 =238U92
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AL270
1= 1
K: 1 - 10 3.191:-02 1.28E-01 2.07E-Ol 2.4IE-OI 1.42E-Ol 7.561"'-02: 2.39F-02 6.BF-03 1.fl7F-03 4.1flF-Olt
K: 11 - 20 9.04E-05 1.97E-05 4.28F-06 9.14E-07 1.98E-07 4. 29F-08i 9.1c;F-09 1.9RF"'"09 4.30E-10 9.1'5F-11
K: 21 - 26 1.98E-11 4.30E-12 9.161'-13 1.98E-13 4.31F-14 8.621'-15
1= 2
K: 2 - 11 5.98E-02 1.91E-Ol 2.82E-01 1.94E-01 7.38F-02 2.52E-0~ 6.18F-03 1.73F-(l3 3. Q('\"'-'i'~ 8.~·7r:-nc:;
K: 12 ..- 21 1.85E-05 4.02E-06 8.58E-07 1.8bE-07 4.03 E-08 8.59F-M 1.86E-09 4.03F-I0 8.5'5F-11 1.86(:-11
K: 22 - 26 4.03E-12 8. 19E-13 1. 86E-13 4.03E-14 9.22E-15
1= 3
K: 3 - 8 4.821:'-02 2.23E-01 1.19E-Ol 1.15E-01 2.80E-02 2.43E-04:
1= 4
K: 4 - 9 1.79E-02 1.49E-01 1.17E-Ol 5.14E-03 1.831"-04 1.28t=-05
1= 5
K: S - 10 0.0 1. 51E-02 5.17E-02 2.31E-02 8. 16'E-03 2.76E-04;
CRS20
1·= I
K: I - 10 9.03E-03 7.931:'-02 2.16E-Ol 3.62E-01 2.71 E-Ol 1.67f'-Oli 5. 79E-02 1.70F-(12 4.8410-03 I.10E-in
K: 11 ..- 20 2.391:'-04 5.21E-05 1.13E-05 2.42E-06 5.25E-07 1.14E-01! 2.43E-08 5.25E-09 1.l4E-aQ 2.43F-1[l
K: 21 - 26 5.25E-11 1. 14E-ll 2.43E-12 5.25E-13 1.14E-13 2.021"-14:
1= 2
K: 2 - 11 4.10E-02 1.68E-01 3.78E-01 3.43E-01 2.38E-01 8.8510-02: 2.71F-02 7.83F-03 1.7QF-t')3 3.C12r:-Q4
K: 12 - 21 8.57E-05 1.87E-05 3.99E-06 8.65E-07 1.88E-07 4.00E-08 l'l.65E-09 1.8BE-Oc) 4.0010-10 8.ME-ll
K: 22 - 26 1.88E-11 4.00E-12 8.66E-13 1.8BE-13 3. 16'E-14
1= 3
K: 3 - 12 4.01E-02 3.51E-01 3.91E-01 1.30E-01 5.95E-02 2.34F-02' 5.69E-03 8.281"-04 1.811"-1)4 3.C18F-fl'5
K: 13 - 22 8.68E-06 1.B6E-06 4.02E-07 8.73E-OB 1.86E-08 4.02E-O<'1 8.73E-IO 1.861:-10 4. fl 2F-Il A.73E-12
K: 23 - 26 1.86E-12 4.03E-13 8.16E-14 2.27E-14
1= 4
K: 4 - 13 2.S6E-02 2.04E-01 2.40E-OI 9.421:-02 3.70E-02 1.54f-02 5. HE-rn 1.701'-03 3.95r:-04 R.'59l"-(l'5
K: 14 - 23 1.83E-05 3.97E-06 8.62E-07 1.84E-07 3.97E-08 8.621:-09 1.841'-09 4.00E-10 8.4<11:-11 1.73E-ll
K: 24 - 26 4.26E-12 6.0'9E-13 2.03E"'"13
1= 5
K: 5 - 11 7.19E-04 2.56E-02 2.981"-02 1.06F-02 4.24E-03 6.631'-04\ 1.151"-05
1= 6
K: 6 - 11 0.0 1.07E-03 3.03E-03 1.53E-03 6.5U=-04 2.321"-04:
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C 120
1= 1
K: 1 - 6 0.0
1= 2
K: 2 - 7 0.0
5.20E-02
0.0
1.55E-Ol
3. 86E-02
8.651"-02
2.00E-02
2.48E-04
5.50E-03
1.24E-05
8.2617-051
M0960
1= 1
K: 1 - 10 1.60E-03 3.73E-02 1. <32E-Ol 5.10E-OI 5.1bE-01 3.82E-Ol 1.48E-OI 4.631'-02 1.351'-1')2 3.11I=-rn
K: 11 - 20 6.82E-04 1.49E-04 3.26E-05 6.97E-06 1.5IE-06 3.28f-07 6• .,8E-08 1.5lF-OR 3.2 Rr.:-C\o 6.°<11=-1')
K: 21 - 26 1.5lE-lO 3.2SE-ll 6.99E-12 1.5lE-lZ 3.27E-13 7.591:-14
1= 2
K: 2 - 11 1.27E-02 1.l1E-OI 4.351::-01 5.66E-01 4.91E-Ol 2.l0E-01! 6.8BE-C2 2.071'"-02 4.821'"-rr" 1.06~-n~
K: 12 - 21 2.33E-04 5.10E-05 1.09E-05 2.36E-06 5.13E-07 1.09E-07! 2.36E-OB ?BE-09 1.1)91'-'1<) 2. :'16"-1')K~ 22 - 26 5.BE-ll 1.09E-11 2.37E-12 5. l3E-I3 1.21E-I3
1= 3
K: 3 - 12 4.53E-02 3.05E-01 5.63E-01 6.101=-01 2.99E-OI 1.051'-01 3.28F-02 7.791=-(13 1.731=-03 :'1.821"-04
K: 13 - 22 8.37E-05 1.79E-05 3.8SE-06 8.43E-07 1.80E-07 3.891;'-08 8.44E-09 1.801'-0<:) 3.891'-10 8.44F-I1
K: 23 - 26 1.80E-ll 3.891:-12 8.441:-13 2.171:-13
1= 4
K: 4 - 13 6.63E-02 5.631:-01 7.13E-Ol 2.22E-OI 6.21E-Ol 1.76F-02! 4.07F-03 9.04-1=-04 1.9CJ"-04 4.:'161=-11<;
K: 14 - 23 9.34E-06 2.02E-06 4. 39F-07 9. 37E-08 2.03E-08 4.40F-09! Cl. 37E-I0 2.03E-1 11 4.38F-ll Q.2'5<:-12
K: 24 - 26 2.06E-12 4.10E-I3 1.11E-13
1= 5
K: 5 - 14 5. 53E~02 3.37E-Ol 2.73E-Ol 6.91E-02 1.31F-02 2.19F-03 1.39E-04 8.331=-')6 1.R2 c -'16 "3.9""-('7
K: 15 - 24 8.46E-08 1.84E-08 3.92E-09 8.48E-I0 1.84E-IO 3.92E-ll R.49F'-1? 1.R"IE-12 3.8%-13 A.70F-14
K: 25 - 26 1.651:-14 4.63E-15
1= 6
K: 6- 15 6.44E-02 7.10E-02 1. 17E-02 2.231:-03 4.66 F-04 1.50F-04! 2.141"-05 3.13F-(,6 6.701"-r'7 1.40;1'"-07
K: 16 - 25 3.16E-08 6.73E-09 1.46E-09 3.16E-10 6.74F-ll 1.46E-ll! 3.16E-12 6. 74E-13 I.4 7E-13 3.111'-14
K: 26 - 26 8.20E-15
1= 7
K: 7 - 14 0.0 2.66E-02 9.94E-03 2.64F-03 6.59E-04 ' I.25f'-04 1.S7f-05 3. <}01=-r17
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FE560
1= 1
K: 1 - 1Q 8.ooE-03 1.77E-02 2.25E-01 3.971':'-01 3.01E-01 1.931':'-01 i 6.75E-02 2.00F-02 5.691=-03 1.2ClF-O"l
K: 11 - 20 2.81E-04 6.14E-05 1.34E-05 2. 86E-06 6. 19E-07 1.34E-07i 2.86E-Oa 6. 19E-O<;l 1.34E-OCl 2.861=-10
K: 21 - 26 6. 19E-11 1.34E-11 2.86E-12 6.20E-13 1.35E-13 2.A1E-14
1= 2
K: 2 - 11 3.1117-02 2.61E-Ol 3. 79E-01 4. 14E.-Ol 2.02E-Ol 4.83E-02! 1.231"-02 3.23F-03 7.26F-04 1.5ClF-l'lft
K: 12 - 21 3.47E-05 7.56E-06 1.62E-06 3.50E-07 7.60E-08 1.62E-08i 3.501"-09 7.60f-l0 1.62f-10 ~.5"'f-ll
K: 22 - 26 1.60E-12 1.62E-12 3.50E-13 7.56E-14 1.12E-14
1= 3
K: 3 - 12 1.26E-Ol 5.44E-01 1. 11E-Ol 1.29E-Ol 7.l1E-02 2.501"-02' 5. 33E-03 6.46F-04 1.• 1 OE-04 2.41F-05
K: 13 - 22 5.25E-06 1.. 12E-06 2.43E-07 5.27E-08 1.12E-08 2.43E-09, 5.27E-10 1.121"-10 2.44F-11 5.19F-12
K: 23 - 26 1.06E-12 2.60E-13 3.721:-14 1.24E-14
1= 4
K: 4 - 10 1.431:-01 3.53E-01 1.94E-01 1.02E-02 2.54E-03 6.29E-041 3.351"-05
1= 5
K: 5 -11 0.0 5.86E-02 1.24E-01 8.791':'-02 2.8917-02 1.74E-02' 1.52E-03
NA230
1= 1
K: 1 - 10 4. 56E-02 1.56E-01 2.26E-01 2.451':'-01 1.3817-01 7.121':'-02 2.2lf-02 6. 17E-03 1. 70F-0~ 3.80F-04
K: 11 - 20 8.22E-05 1.791':'-05 3.89E-06 8.301':'-07 1.BOE-07 3.90E-OB B.31E-09 1.80E-0C! 3.QOF-I0 8.31F-11
K: 21 - 26 1.80E-11 3';90E-12 8.31E-13 1.80E-13 3 .. 95E-14 9. 19E-16
1= 2
K: 2 - 11 1.0iE-01 1.961"-01 2.59E-Ol 1.66E-01 9.30E-02 3.031=-02i 8.671=-03 2.431=-03 5.4'5F-04 1.181:-04-
K: 12 - 21 2.58E-05 5.611"-06 1.20E-06 2. 59E-07 5.62E-08 1.20E..,0Ili 2.59E-09 5.62E-10 1.201"-10 2.'5910-11.
K: 22 - 26 5.621"..,12 1.. 20E-12 2.60E-13 5.62E-14 1.411"-14
1= 3
K: 3 - 9 1.75E-OI 2.38E-Ol 7. 59E-02 9.30(=-02 3.94E-02 . 8.39E-03i 6. 72 E..,O 5
1= 4
K: 4 - 9 3.31E-Ol 2 .. 421"-01 8.041"-04 6.46E-03 2.75E-03 1.23F-04i
1= 5
K: 5 - 1 8.llE-02 3.481"-01 4.121"-02
1= 6
K: 6 - 11 0.0 1.051"-01 3.04E"'02 5.55F-03 7.18E-04 7.82F-06!
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NI590
t; 1
K: 1 - 10 4.92E-03 5.13E-02 1.56E-Ol 2.85E-01 2.25E-01 1.431"-011 5.06E-02 1.50E-02 4.3('l!=-('l~ 9.76"'-04
K: 11 - 20 2.12E-04 4.64E-05 1.011"-05 2.16E-06 4.681:'-07 1.aZE-07! 2. 16E-0fl 4.68E-('lQ 1.(12E-09 2.16"'-1"
K: 21 - 26 4.681:-11 1.02E-ll 2.16E-12 4.68E-13 1.02F,-13 2.441:-14
t= 2
K: 2 - 11 2.78E-02 1.30E-01 3.24E-01 3. l3E-Ol 2.26E-Ol 8.611:-02! 2.661'-02 7.76E-03 1.781:-03 3. 'Y''''-0
'
'
l<: 12 - 21 8.54E-05 1.86E-OS 3.98E-06 8.62E-07 1. 87E-01 3.99E-081 8.63E-09 1.87F.-09 3.99E-10 1l.6"lf'-n
K: 22 - 26 1.81E-ll 3.99E-12 8.62E-13 1.87F-13 4.24E-14
1= 3
K: 3 - 12 1.35E-02 4 ..47E-Ol 3.33E-Ol 1.33E-01 S.33E-02 1.45E-,02! 2.19F-03 2.0'5F-05 1.26(-:16 2. 77E-rn
K: 13 - 22 6.05E-08 1.29E-08 2.80E-09 6.08E-10 1.30E-10 2.80E-ll 6.08E-12 1.30E-12 2. B0E-13 6.08E-).4
K: 23 - 26 1.30E-14 2.80E-15 6.08E-16 1.56E-16
t; 4
K: 4 - 13 0.0 1.161:-01 1.71E-01 8.501:-02 3.311"-02 8.51F-031 1.301:-03 2.82F-04 6.15E-f\'5 1.34F-0'5
K: 14 - 23 2.86E-06 6.19E-07 1.34E-07 2.86E-08 6.19E-09 1.341"-091 2.86E-IO 6.23E-ll 1.32E-11 2.69"'-12
K: 24 - 26 6.63E-13 9.48E-14 3.16E-14
1= 5
K: 5 - 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.911:-04 1.951'-041 1.031"-05
o 160
1= 1
K: 1 - 6 0.0 0.0 4.40E-02 6.661"-02 3.911"-02 1.451"-021
- 109 -
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1= 1
K: 1 - 10 0.0 0.0 7.26E-02 2.72E-Ol 4.72E-Ol 5.81E-Ol 3.27F-Ol 1.?7F-Ol 5.451"-12 1 .8?r-0?
I:: 2
K: 2 - 11 2.95E-04 1.26E-02 1.59E-01 4.34E-Ol 6.081"-01 3.49F-O~ 1.34E-01 4.':\5"'-02 1.06"'-02 2.3Rc-03
K: 12 - 21 5.27E-04 1.16E-04 2.48E-05 5.37E-06 1.PE-06 2.49F-07 5.38E-08 1.J.7E"C"OR 2.4QI=-:")0 5.38F-10
K: 22 - 26 1.l7E-I0 2.49E-ll 5.381"'-12 1.17E-12 3.051"-13
1= 3
K: 3 - 12 2.221"'-03 6.43E-02 2.921"'-01 5.73E-Ol 4.05E~Dl 1.73E-Oli, 5.96E-02 1.491"-'12 3.'+0F-i'3 7.5'1"'-"4
K: 13 - 22 1.67E-04 3.58E-05 7.78E-06 1.69E-06 3.6DE-07 7.RDE-08 1.69E-08 3.611"-1")'1 7.HOF-10 1.6gr -11
K: 23 - 26 3.611"'-11 7.80E-12 1.69E-12 4.571"-13
I:: 4
K: 4 - 13 1.36F.-02 1.t8E-01 3.61E-Ol 3.35E-Dl 1.651=-01 6.15F-02' 1.601"-02 3. 72F"'"03 A. '".\C)r-')4. 1.8"r-04
K: 14 - 23 3.981"'-05 8.b5E-06 1.88E-Ob 4.011"'-07 8.68E-08 1.88E-OR' 4.01E-OQ 8.68E-l0 1.11RE-I" '.. (llr:-J I
K: 24 - 2b 8.b8E-12 1.81E-12 5.04E-13
1= 5
K: 5 - 14 3.571"'-02 2.1bE-01 3.04f-01 1.88E-Ol 7. eH 1"-02 2.201=-02' 5.26F-03 1.201"-03 2.6 7 f'-"I4 ').76"'-0<;
K: 15 - 24 1.25E-05 2.73E-06 5.81E-07 1.26E-07 2.731"-08 5.82F-09' 1.261::-09 2.73F-1O <;.821=-lJ I.26F-IJ.
K: 25 - 26 2.BE-12 6.6lE-13
1= 6
K: 6 - 15 2.85E-Ol 2.44E-01 1.511"'-01 5.87F-02 1.641:-02 4.08"'-03i 9. 19F-04 1.9R"'-rJ4 4.28<=-1")5 Cl. 33"'-")f,
K: 16;';' 25 2.03E-06 4.331"'-07 9.381"-08 2.031"-08 4.341"'-09 9.381"-10'. 2.03F..-I0 4.34r,::-11 C).38r,::-12 2. rn"'-1 ?
K: 26 - 26 5.41f.-13
1= 7
1<: 7 - 16 4.141"'-01 9.271"-02 1.34E-02 4.261"-03 9.57E-04 2.46E-04 5.82E-05 1.25F-05 2.711"-06 5.8')1"-07
1<: 17 - 26 1.Z6E-07 2.721"'-08 5.901"'-09 1.26E-09 2.72E-I0 5.901:-11 1.26E-11 2. 74F-l? 5."llc-13 1.531=-1'1
1= 8
K: 8 - 17 2.92E-01 7.70E-02 5.19E-03 1.921:-04 5.281"-05 1.271"-05 'I 2.741=-06 5.9(,F.-(17 1.?9'--'17 2.7f,r:-(')f',
K: 18 - 26 5.98F-09 1.301"-09 2.76E-10 5.98f-ll 1.30E-ll 2.761"-12 6.0U=-13 1.28F.-13 3.36F-14
t= 9
K: 9 - 18 2.051"'-01 5.91E-02 4.401:-03 1.021"-03 2 ..?2E-04 4. HE-05 1.03E-0,) 2.;>')F-")6 4.81"'-07 1.. nt,·F-"7
K: 19 - 26 2.26E-08 4.8ZE-09 1.041"-09 2.261"-10 4.82E-ll 1.0417-11 2.26E-IZ 6.1'iF-13
1= 10
K: 10 - 11 1.5010-01 8.16E-02
1= 11
K: 11 - 14 5.79F-02 8.68E-02 3.38E-02 1.65E-03
1= 12
K: 12 - 21 0.0 0.0 1.21E-02 4.01E-03 C1.83E"C"04 2.14r=-04 4. 68'F-05 1. ('?!=-('') 2.18F-16 4.71"'-'17
K: 22 - 26 1.OZE-07 2.18E-08 4.71F-09 1.DZE-09 2.78F-I0
_ "\0 -
PU400
I: 1
K: 1 - 9 0.0 0.0 6.32E-02 7.53E-Ol 3.19E-Ol 4.05f-0~ 2.15E-OI 7.59E-02 2.531"-(12
1= 2
K: 2 - 11 2.64E-04 1.141.:-02 1.45F-Ol 3.91f-Ol 5.58E-OI 3.21F-OI 1.23F-OI 4.001'-02 Q.72f'-1)3 2.19F-03
K: 12 - 21 4.85E-04 1.06E-04 2.28E-05 4.94E-06 1.01E-06 2.29E-07 4.95E-08 1. (HF-08 2.29E-09 4.95"'-10
K: 22 - 26 1.07E-IO 2.29E-ll 4.95E-12 1.07E-12 2.,76E-13
[= 3
K: 3 - 12 2.28E-03 6.66E-02 3.03E-Ol 5.98E-Ol 4.24E-Ol 1.8IF-Ct 6. 24F-02 1.561'-02 3.57F-r)3 7. 96"'-['l,
K: 13 - 22 1.75E-04 3.76E-05 8.16E-06 1.17E-06 3., 78E-01 S.l7E-Oa 1.71E-Oll 3.7RF-OQ l'l.18F-1n 1.77F-l"l
K: 23 - 26 3.78E-ll 8.1BE-12 1.71E-12 4. 79E-13
[= 4
K: 4 - 13 2.05E-02 1.79E-01 5.49E-01 5.llF-01 2.53E-Ol 9.40F-02 2.45F-02 5.70F-03 1.28E-03 ?84F-n'+
K: 14 - 23 6.1GE-OS 1.32E-OS 2.BBE-06 6.14E-01 1.33 E-(17 2.8BE-oa 6.14E-O<? 1.33F-09 2.RRE-IO f,.141'-11
K: 24 - 26 1.33E-1l 2.85E-12 1.80E-13
1= 5
K: 5 - 14 4.36E-Ol 4.35F-Ol 3.15E-01 1.ZBE-Ol 5.00E-02 1.31F-02 3.06F-03 6.9IE-04 1.53F-1)4 3. 291'-n<;
K: 15 - 24 7.14E-06 1.55E-06 3.31E-07 1.111:-08 1.55E-OB 3.31E-09 1.l1E-10 1.56E-IO 3.31F-11 7.1Pr.:-12
K: 25- 26 1.55E-12 3.94E-13
1= 6
K: 6 - 15 1.12E 00 3.49E-Ol 4. 19E-02 1.591"-02 4.24['-03 8.6bE-04 1.71E-04 3.73F-05 7.99F-'1f, 1.13F-0f,
K: 16 - 25 3.761:-01 8.02E-08 1.141':'-08 3. 16E-09 B.021':'-1O 1.74E-10 3.76E-11 8.02F-l? 1.75F-12 3.71[-13
K: 26 - 26 9.77E-14
1= 1
K: 7 - 16 8.32E-01 3.301':'-01 2.24['-02 8.26E-04 1.381"-04 1.88F-0~ 4.151"-06 a.'Bl'=-07 1.94F-01 4.22F-Ofl
K: 17 - 26 9.00E-09 1.95E-09 4.22E-IO 9.00E-ll 1.95E-11 4.23[-12 9.00[-13 1. 96E-13 4.16F-14 1.10[-J4
1= 8
K: 8 - 17 3.59E-01 2.32F.-01 4.78E-03 7.61E-04 6. II E-05 1.061"-05 2.29E-06 4.991'-()7 1.0Rf'-07 ?'31E-OP
K: 18 - 26 5.01E-09 1.09E-09 2.32E-10 5.0lE-ll 1.09E-l1 2.32E-12 5.04E-13 1.07[-13 2.82[-14
1= 9
K: 9 - 12 4.78E-02 8.10E-02 1. 24E-02 1.031"-0'3
_ 111 -
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J= 1
K: 1 - 10 0.0 8.88E-03 4.44E-02 2.22E-Ol 3 .. 73E-01 4.79f-Ol 3.021"-01 1.24~-01 3.'i<;F-Q2 8.881"-'13
1= 2
K: 2 - 11 2.61E-04 1.DE-02 1.45E-Ol 4.00E-Ol 5 .. 64E-Ol 3.251=-01 1.251=-01 4.061=-02 ".861"-'13 2.22"-03
K: 12 - 21 4.92E-04 1.08E-04 2.31E-05 5.011:-06 1..09E-06 2.321:-07 5.02E-08 1.09F-n8 2.• 32F-(l9 5.02<=-1'1
K: 22 - 26 1.09E-I0 2. 32E-ll 5.03E-12 1.09E-12 2.891"-13
1= 3
K: 3 - 12 1.46E-03 4.30E-02 1.97E-Ol 3.90F-Ol 2.,771"-01 1.18E-01 4.081"-02 1.02~-0? 2.33<=-03 '3.21"-04
K: 13 - 22 1.15E-04 2.46E-05 5.341"-06 1.16E-06 2.47E-07 5.35E-08 1.IbE-08 2.47F-09 '3.351'-10 1.161='-1 '1
K: 23 - 26 2.47E-11 5.35E-12 1.16E-12 3.07E-13
1= 4
K: 4 - 13 1.03E-02 9.06E-,02 2.19E-01 2.60E-Ol 1.29E-Ol 4.80E-02 1.251"-02 2.91F-03 6.'i'i"-()4 1. I,'i r -'14
K: 14 - 23 3.llE-05 6.76E-06 1.41E-06 3. 13E-01 6.7AE-08 1.47F-0f! 3.13E-0" 6.7BI=-]n 1.461"-10 3.131=-11
K: 24- 26 6.78E-12 1.41E-12 3.94E-13
1= 5
K: 5 - 14 3.94E-02 2.41E-Ol 3.411"-01 2.12E-Cl 8.93E-02 2.48E-O~ 5.9<;I=-C}3 1.36F-03 '3. "2 I" -1)1+ 6.521=-Q'3
K: 15 - 24 1.42E-05 3.08f.-06 6.58E-07 1.421"-07 3.09E-08 6.581"-09 1.42E-09 3.091"-1 0 6.'\8E-11 1.421"-11
K: 25 - 26 3.09E-12 1.13E-13
1= 6
K: 6 - 15 1.84E-01 3.49E-Ol 2.15E-0l 1.29f-Ol 3.241"-02 7.45E-01. 1.5AE-03 3.491"-0', 7.531"'-'1'\ 1.64f.'-"'\
K: 16 - 25 3. 57E-06 7.62E-01 1.65E-07 3.58E-OA 7.621:-09 1.6SE-09: 3.581"-1'1 7.63E-l1 1.6SE-ll 3.571"-12
K: 26 - 26 9.18E-13
1= 7
K: 7 - 16 5.46E-OI 2.29E-01 1.53E-02 7.33E-03 1.50E-03 3.36F-04! 7.42E~05 1.'5QF-O'5 3. f!I',E...,06 7.'\21"-1'7
K: 11 - 26 1.60E-07 3.47E-08 1. 53E-09 1.blE-09 3.41E-IO 1.53E-lt 1.611"-11 3.49F-12 7.42['-13 1. °'5f.'-I"'1
1= 8
K: 8 - 11 3.58E-Ol 2.29E-Ol 1.09E-02 1.24E-03 2.0U=-04 2.18E-05!. 4.6AI=-06 I.D2E-n6 2.21.1"-'17 4.72 c -03
K: 18 - 26 1.02E-08 2.22E-09 4.12E-10 1.02E-I0 2.22E-li 4.72E-12' 1.03E-12 2.1l'1l=-13 '5.751"-14
1= 9
K: <:) - 18 1.39E-Ol 1.67E-01 4.0lE-02 3.91E-06 2. OlE-O '5 4.36E-06 9.50E-07 2.07F-rn f•• 411=-0g 9.'i<;c_no
K: 19 - 26 2.07E-09 4.42E-I0 9.5bE-lI 2.01E-ll 4.42E-12 9. 56E-l3! 2.07E-13 5.641"-14
1= 10
K: 10 - 19 0.0 2.82E-02 2.92E-02 6.521"-03 1.191"-03 1.501"-04 1.131"-,,<; 2.41"-06 5.22<=-17 1.13 r -'1 7
K: 20 - 26 2.42E-08 5.23[-09 1.131"-09 2.42E-I0 5.231"-11 I.BE-l1 3.081"-12
- 112 -
PU420
1= 1
K: 1 - 10 O~O 8.93E-03 6.25E-02 2.591':-01 4.02F-Ol 4.29F-Oll 2.23E-Ol "1. <)'3"'-('2 2.6HE-'l? R.<)'lF-r'l,\
1= 2
K: 2 - 11 2.66E-04 1.17E-02 1.50E-01 4.16E-01 5.881"-01 3.401"-01' 1.30F-01 4.241=-(\:>' 1.03E-02 2.32[--0'\
K: 12 - 21 5.14E-04 1.13E-04 2.42E-05 5.25E-06 1. 14F-06 2.43E-07' 5.26E-08 1.1 /+E-08 2.43<':-09 <;.26<':-1'1
K: 22 - 26 1.14E-10 2.43E-l1 5.26E-12 1.14F-12 3.06E-13
1= 3
K: 3 - 12 2.20E-03 6.54E-02 3.01E-Ol 5.96E-Ol 4.25F-01 1.82F-Ol! 6.28F-02 1.51[-02 3.t;9F-1'13 S. rJ1r-0 1j.
K: 13 - 22 1.16E-04 3.78F-05 8.21E-06 1.78E-06 3.80F-07 8.23f'-OB! 1.78E-08 3. S(,jI' - 09 S.23E-IO 1.7gr-10
K: 23 - 26 3.80E-ll 8.23E-12 1.79E-12 4.70E-13
1= 4
K: 4 - 13 2.33E-02 2.06E-01 6.38E-Ol 5.96f-01 2.%f-01 1.10E-Ol! 2.88E-02 6.68E-03 1. 151F-03 3.3'1F-0/+
K: 14 - 23 7.15E-05 1.5.5E-05 3.38E-06 7.20E-07 1.56E-07 3.38E-08) 7.20E-09 1.561'-09 3.'HF-10 7.20F-11
K: 24 - 26 1.56E-ll 3.Z9E-12 9. 17E-13
1= 5
K: 5 - 14 3.06E-Ol 3.32E-01 2.291"'-01 1.46E-Ol 4.87F-02 1.llF-02: 2.58F-03 '5.8 1+1'-04 1.2C)F-04 2.78<':-05
K: 15 - 24 6.05E-06 1.31E-06 2.80E-07 6.07E-08 1.32E-08 2.81E-O~ 6.07E-10 1.32E-10 2.111F-11 6.0111=-12
K: 25 - 26 1.31E-12 3.30E-13
1= 6
K: 6 - 15 9.92F-01 3.19F-Ol 1.80E-02 8.89E-03 2.98E-03 8.04E-04! 2.0'11'-04 4.41.1'-('1<; 9.5r'lF-06 2.06E-f"!6
K: 16 - 25 4.47E-07 9.53E-08 2.06E-08 4. 47E-09 9.53E-I0 2.06E-I!)! 4.47E-1] Cl.53F-12 2.0n'-12 4.41F-1"
K: 26 - 26 1.16E-13
J= 7
K: 1 - 16 7.01F-01 3.401'-01 2.65E-02 1.05F-03 2. 56E..;04 5.76F-05' 1.21E-05 2.73F-06 5.931=-:)7 1.29"-rJ7
K: 17 - 26 2.15E-08 5.95E-09 1.29E-09 2.75E-IO 5.,95 F-ll 1.29E-ll! 2.75F-1? 5.99E-13 1.271'-13 "1.35<':-14
J= 8
K: 8 - 11 4.01E-01 2.96E-Ol 7.631'-03 2.05f-03 . 5.221'-04 1.421'-04' 3.80F-05 8.301'-06 1.8:1F-1)6 3.8')<':-('17
K: 18 - 26 8.33E-08 1.81E-08 3.85E-09 8.341'-10 1.81E-I0 3.85F-1~ 8.391':-12 1.781':-12 4.691=-13
1= 9
K: 9 - 14 3.77E-02 1.131'-02 1.42E-02 3.37E-03 8.46E-04 1.15F-04'
1= 10
K: 10 - 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.69F-03 9.26E-04' 1.141':-(14 2.83F-06
- 113 -
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I: 1
K: 1 - 10 0.0 9.921"-03 4.961"-02 2.4BE-Ol 4.261"-01 5.551"-01 3.471"-01 1.391"-01 3.o7 F ,-n2 9.92F-I13
I: 2
K: 2 - 11 3.99E-Qij· 1.641"-02 2.02E-Ol 5.43E-Ol 7.531"-01 4.30E-0~ 1.641"-01 5.32E-02 1.2.QE-('l2 ?9"[-03
K: 12 - 21 6.43E-04· 1.41E-04 3.021"-05 6.561"-06 1.421"-06 3.041"-07 6.571"-08 1.43E-08 3.04E-09 6.57E-IO
K: 22 - 26 1.43E-I0 3.04E-ll 6.57E-12 1.42E-12 3.68E-13
I: 3
K: 3 - 12 3.16E-03 8.84E-02 3.93E-01 7.611"-01 5.341"-01 2. 27!':-01 7.801"-02 1.951"-02 4.451"-"3 9.92F-O't
K: 13 - 22 2.181"-04 4.681"-05 1.02E-05 2.2U=-06 4. nE-07 1.021"-07 2.211"-08 4.711"-09 1.02E-Oc) 2.21E-ll)
K: 23 - 26 4.llE-ll 1.02E-ll 2.21E-I2 5.951"-13
I: 4
K: 4 - 13 8.82E-02 6.321"-01 6.551"-01 1.771"-01 5 .. 77E-02 1.7bF-OZ 4.30F-03 9.471"-04 2.081"-04 4.55f=-05
K: 14 - 23 9. nE-06 2.111"-06 4.571"-07 9.75E-OB 2 .. 11 E-08 4.581"-09 9.75E-JO 2.121"-10 4.531"-11 9. %[-12
K: 24 - 26 2.21E-12 3.67E-13 1.BE-13
I: 5
K: 5 - 14 3.75E-01 7 .69E-0 1 2.231"-01 2.721"-02 7.,891"-03 1.88E-03 4.171"-04 9.191"-05 2.0U:-05 'to 30[-06
K: 15 - 24 9.331"-07 2.02E-07 4.321"-08 9.34E-09 2.03E-09 4.321"-10 9.391"-11 2.001"-11 4.061"-12 1.001"-12
K: 25 - 26 1.43E-13 4.77E-14
1== 6
K: 6 - 15 1.33E-Ol 3.451"-01 3.45E-02 6.581"-03 1.451"-03 3.16F-04 7.01 f-05 1.54[-D5 3.30F-06 7.161"-()7
K: 16 - 25 1.55E-07 3.31E-08 7. l1E-09 1.56E-09 3.31E-I0 7.17E-11 1.56E-11 3.3l!'-12 7.21E-13 1.53F-13
K: 26 - 26 4.04E-14
I: 1
K: 1 - 16 5.26E-Ol 2.09E-01 8.05E-03 7.36E-04 4.25E-05 9.10F-06' 2.0lF-06 4.3lF-07 9.36E-08 2.03F-08
K: 17 - 26 4.34E-09 9.38E-I0 2.04E-10 4.34E-11 9.391"-12 2.b4E-12 4.34E-13 9.44E-14 2.01E-14 5.2RF-15
I: 8
K: 8 - 11 3.21E-Ol 1.201"-01 9.841"-03 6.011"-04
I: 9
K: 9 - 11 1.29E-01 2.321"-02 6.67E-05
1= 10
K: 10 - 11 1.47E-02 4.01F.-03
1= 11
K: 11 - 11 9.001"-06
_ 114 -
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1= 1
K: 1 - 10 0.0 1.06E-02 1.171'-01 4.361'-01 6. 92E-O 1 7.98F.-01 4.5flf'- rl1 1.70F-Ol 5.32F-02 2.13"-"'2
I: 2
K: 2 - 11 4.431'-04 1.81E-02 2.351'-01 6.41E-Ol 8.951'-01 5.14F-01 1.96E-O.l 6.38E-OZ 1. 55F-1'\? 3.491"-0'\
K: 12 - 21 7.131'-04 1.10E-04 3.631'-05 7. S8E-Ob 1.1lf-06 3.65f-07 7.89f-OA 1.71E-OA 3.65[-09 7.891"-10
K: 22 - 26 1.711'-10 3.651'-11 7.90E-12 1.711'-12 4.501'-13
1= 3
K: 3 - 12 3.72E-03 1.071'-01 4.82E-Ol 9.44E-Ol 6.66E-Ol 2.84F-01 9. 78F-02 2.'.SE-02 S. "iAF-rn J.2SF-03
K: 13 - 22 2.741'-04 5.88E-05 1.281'-05 2. 11E-06 5.911'-07 1.2AE-07' Z.7RE-oa 5. eH E-09 1.281"-r)<1 ?7RF-lO
K: 23 - 26 5.911'-11 1..281'-11 2.781'-12 1.431'-13
1= 4
K: 4 - 13 6.831'-02 5.06E-O 1 1.331' 00 7.211'-01 2.07E-01 5.A9F-02' 1.401'-02 3. 17F-03 7.07F-04 1.561"-04
K: 14 - 23 3.341'-05 1.251'-06 1.571'-06 3.36E-07 7.271'-08 1.5eE-08' 3.36F-09 7.28f-l0 l.57E-IO 3.33F-ll
K: 24 - 26 7.341'-1.2 1.451'-12 4.141'-13
1= 5
K: 5 - 14 9.731'-01 6. 38E-0 1 4.63E-Ol l.51E-01 6.361'-02 1.231"-02' 2.651'-03 5.38f-04 1.03f-O I , 1.861"-05
K: 15 - 24 3.591'-06 7.791'-07 1.661'-01 3.601'-08 7.801'-09 1.66E-09 3.611"-10 7.73E-11 1.601"-11 3.77F-I?
K: 25 - 26 6.291'-13 1.901'-13
1= 6
K: 6 - 15 1.341' 00 3.83E-Ol 2.321'-02 1.591'-02 5.72E-03 1.35E-03' 3.101"-04 6.811"-05 1.461"-05 3.161=-06
K: 16 - 25 6.851'-07 1.461'-01 3.161'-08 6.861'-09 1.4M::-09 3.16E-I0 6.86E-ll 1.46E-Il 3.181"-12 6.761"-13
K: 26 - 26 1.78E-13
1= 1
K: 7 - 16 8.111'-01 3. 84F.-Ol 2.951'-02 1.14E-03 2.4BE-04 5.261"-05' 1.16E-Oo; 2.491"-06 5.4lF-(}7 1.'1 RE-rn
K: 17 - 26 2.. 511'-08 5.421'-09 1.18E-09 2.51F-10 5.43E-l1 1.1BE-ll: 2.5lE-Iz 5.46F-B 1.lbE-13 3.05F-l(t
1= 8
K: 8 -:' 17 4.661'-01 3.68E-OI 8.06E-03 1.83E-03 4.03E-04 8.93E-OS 1.92E-05 4.1RF-()6 9.0<1F-:H l.9(+IC-r17
K: 18 - 26 4.20E-08 9.111:-09 1.941:-09 4.201:-10 9.11E-11 l.94E-l t 4.221'-12 B.97F-13 2.16E-13
1= 9
K: 9 - 14 6.231;'-02 1.361:-01 3.63E-02 fl.80E-03 1.54E-03 7 S7f-05
1= 10
K: 10 - 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.441:-04 4.331"-05 5.3SE-rl6 1.32F-07
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VIII. APPENDIX 11
Documentation of' thel assembly p.haracteri.stiss used in the calculations
and of' the integral. data. used f'0.I the com,I1arison between j:.j:leory end
experiment
It seems necessary or at least very useful to have a fairly eomple~doeumentation
of' the data used as input data in this work. Sueh a doeumentation provides the
neeessary information on the basis of our work. helps in eomparing our results
with those of similar studies. eases a continuation of this work by ourselves
or other people and serves as a sUfficiently detailed basis to whieh to refer
in further studies. Most of the information is provided as tables of a fixed
forme. The abbreviations and symbols used in these tables are explained in
t~bl~AII..1•
SUAK U1B
--...-_....-
The data for the material and geometrie eomposition have been taken f'rom r59 7
- -
Other data f'rom the same referenee are:
keff = o.86±o.Oi
t.khet ~ 0 (heterogeneity eorreetion negligible )
The :fUndamental mode buckling has been determined such 80S to give agreement
for k~~f with the one-dimensional ealculations. The bueklings used in the
one-d±mensional caleulations have been obtained in an analogous menner by an
iteration procedure.
'rhe assembly is symmetrie in Xand Y-direction. The first data for the one-
dimensional SL,AB...geometry refer to this X- respectively Y-direction. The
second data for the one-dimensional SLAB-geometry refer to the Z-direction
(vertical direction). 'rhe radius of the equivalent sphere has been determined
such as to give the. same keff as that obtained by the other one-dimensional
calculations.
'rhe REMo-correetion and the sN-correction have been determined during this
study to be -0.0001 and +0.031 respectively. The sN~-eorrection has been
obtained by adding up the individual sW-corrections for the three direetions
of the eube. All correction ealculations mentioned here have been done using
the SNEAK-set.
No reflector has been assumed in the spherical calculations because in reality
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4 of the 6 sides of the e:ube are unreflee:ted.
The calculations mentioned have been done in diffusion approximation l1ith
the exception of the SN-e:ale:u1ations.
SUAK UH1B
The data for the material end geometrie: eomposition have been taken from r59 7
.. ..
Ohter data from the same referenee are:
keff =0.945±0.01
A~et ~ 0 (heterogeneity correction negligible)
Ak. = +0.007 ('correction for the anisotropie downscattering of
I:ilr1USO
hydrogen)
'l'he fundamental mode buc:kling has been determined sue:h as to give agreement
f()l" :k.eff w~tp. tllE!· ():QE!..ci~lIlE!n.!3j.()Il~ ce.J.c:l1J.~ti()Zl!3. Tb..ca 't>1.1gltl.~I1.g!3 1.1!3E!ci j.Il'tllE!
one-dimensional calculations have been obtained in the analogous manner by
an iteration procedure.
The assembly i8 symmetrie: in X- end Y-direction. The first date. :for the
one-dimensional SLAB-geametry refer tb this X-respectively Y"'direction.
The second data for the one-dimensional SLAB-geometry refer to theZ-direction
(vertical direction). The radius 01' the equivalent sphere has been determined
sue:h as to give the same k
eff as that obtained by the other one-dimensional
calculations.
The REMo-correction end the SN-correction have been determined during this
study to be +0.0003 end +0.030 respectively. The SN-correction has been ob-
tained by adding up the individual SN-corrections of the three directions of
the cube. All ca.lculations mentioned here have been done using the SNEAK-set G
No reflector has be~n assumed in the spherical calculations because in reality
4 of the 6 sides of the cube are unreflected.
The calculations mentionedhave been done in diffusion a.pproximation with the
exception of the SN-caJ.culations G
ZPR III.. 10
-_ -
The datafor the material composition have been taken from ["75 _7. The data
for the geometrie configuration have been taken from F 76 70 They are in
. .. -
rather good a.greement with those given in L-77..7. The slf..correction of +0.013
ha.s also been taken from F 75 7. It i8 in very good agreement with tha.t calculated
- ..
by ourselves cf +0.0127. The heterogeneity correction of +0.0105 has been de-
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termined fram the corresponding data given in table 11 of /-77 7.
- -
The REMo-correction has been calculated by ourselves to be -0.0008.
The i\mdemental mode buckling has been determined such 80S to give agreement
for keff with the one-dimensional calculations. The bucklings used in the
one-dimensional calculations have been obtained in an analogous manner by
an iteration procedure. The radius of the equivalent sphere has been de-
termined such 80S to give the seme keff as that of the other one-d.imensional
calculations leading to a shape factor of 0.9297. The thickness of the
blanket of 37 cm for the spherioal calculations has been chosen as a guessed
average of the real axial and radialblanket thicknesses. Except for the
SN-calCUlations all ealculations mentioned here have been done in diffusion
approximation using the SNEAK-set.
ZPR-III-25
-----._---
The date. for the material composition have been taken from ;-75 7. The data
.. -
for the geometrie configuration have been taken fram ;-78 7. They are in rather
- ..
good agreement with those given in /-77 7. The SN-correction o~ +0.002 has been
- - "
taken also from ;-75 7. It is in very good agreement with that calculated by
- - ,.. - ...
ourselves of +0.0023.
The heterogeneity correction of +0.0085 has been determined fram the corresponding
date. given in table II of i77 7. The REMO-correction has been calculated
- ..
by ourselves to be -0.0013.
The i\mdemental mode buckling has been determined such as to give agreement for
keff with the one-dimensional calculations. The bucklings used in the one-
dimensional calculations have been obtained in an analogous manner by an
iteration procedure. The radius of the equivalent sphere has been determined
such as to give the same keff a.s the.t of the other one-dimensional calculations
leading to a shape fe.ctor of 0.92166. The thickness of the blanket of 37 an :tor
the spherical calculations has been chosen 80S a. guessed weighted average of the
real axial and radial blanket thicknesses.
Except for the SN-calCUlations all ealculations mentioned here have been done
in diffusion approximation using the SNEAK-set.
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ZPR 111-48
.._ .
The date. for the material end geometrie eomposition of the assembly have essential-
ly been taken :from /"'74 7. Volt I. pp. 95-96. Other information is available from
..-
/-79 7 end /"80 7. The mixture number 4 of table AII-6 is useQ for the blanket.. aß __
in the spherieal calculation. Its composition has also been taken from ;-74 7
- ...
endJas ezplained thereJ represents a weighted average of the axial and radial
blanket compositions.
The fundamental mode buekling has been determined such as to give agreement for
keff with the one-dimensional caloulations. The bucklings used. in the one-
dimensional caleulations have been obtained in an analogous manner by an iteration
procedure. The radius of the vquivalent sphere has been determined such a.s to
give the same keff as that of the other one-dimensional caleulations leading to
a shape factor of 0.933456. 0Ur value of 45.213 cm eompares fa.vourably weIl with
tliit cf 45.15 _ given in /-74 7. In agreement with ;-74 7 we have chosen -Ehe
- - - -
thiokness of the spherical blanket to be eque.l to that of the radial blanket.
In /-74 7 a sN...epprection of +0.0053 is reported. This represents the differenee
... -
in keff for spherical diffusion theory and S4 transport theory caloulat ions • In
~ur own calculations va found for the same oase a va.lue cf +0.0065
and a value of +0.0076 by adding up the SN-corrections for the axial and
radial direotions. whioh shows a 15% increase compared to the correction for the
spherical oase. The finally a.pplied valueof +0.006 is based on the value 0.0053
but takes into acoount the 15% increasejust mentioned before. The heterogeneity
correction of +0.014 has been taken from ;-74 7. It is in between ether published
- -
va.lues for the same assembly cf +0.013 by Bäison /-81 7 end +0,016 by Broomfield.
- ...
The REMo-oorrection of +0.0046 has been calculated by oUilrselves. All OU%' cal-
oulations referred to here have bean done using the SNEAK-set. Except for the
SN...calculations the diffusion a.pproximation has been applied.
The experimental results for the central reaction rate ratios and for the ma.terial
worths relative to that of U235 bave been taken from /-74 7. Almost all of these
- -
values are also giyen in /'-79 7. It is known that there exists a general diffi-
.. oe
culty in calculating the absolute wonh of materials correctly even for such
important reactor materials as U235 or Pu239. Furthermore there is a discrepancy
in the conversion factor :from irihours to 1:Jk/k for ZPR 11I-48: 1002 inhours ~ 1%l!.k/k
is published in /-19 7 end 942 inhours e 1%&/k is used in r74 7. Ifrone assumes
.. - . .. -
that the reson for the present difficulties in ca.lculating the correct absolute
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material worth, as is presently supposed. is due to 80 normalization effect, for
example in B
eff, one may avoid these difficulaties by comparing the theoretical
and experimental data for the material worths relative to the material worth of
U235. This has been done in the present work.
ZPR III-48B
------....,.._-
The assembly ZPR III-48B is very similar to ZPR III-48. The on~y difference,
apart from a small change in core radius, is the eentral plutonium zone. The
plutonium isotopic mixture of this zone contains a larger amount of higher
plutonium isotopes. especially of Pu240. The composition of this inner zone
has beentaken from;-83 7. The data for the real core geometry are tbJse re-
- ..
ported in ;-74 7. The core radii for the equivalent spherieal made~ have been
.. ..
derived by ourselves applying a shape factor of 0.933456 which we derived for
the similar assembly ZPR 111..48. The equivalent spherical core radius of 45.7045
is in sood agreement with the value of 45.67 published in /-74 7. The thickness
- -
of the spherical blanket has been chosen to be 30.0 cm. the same as that for
ZPR 111-48, in elose agreement with the actual reactor axial and radial blanket
thicknesses.
The SN- and heterogeneity-corrections have been taken the same as the corres-
pondingvalues for ZPR 1II-48. The REHo-correction of +0.0047 has been calculated
for thespherical model of the assembly by ourselves. As usually the SNEAK-set
and diffusion approximation have been used for this calculation.
The central fission ratios are taken from L-83_7 p. 65, the data for the eentral
material worths from L-74..7p. 57. The same arguments 80S for ZPR III-48 are adopted
in usinS the material worth relative to that of U235 for the comparison between
theory and experiment.
A median fission energy of 223.1 keV has been obtained for ZPR I11-48B in an ana-
logous manner to that used for the determination of the values Siyen in table 1.
ZEBRA..6A
-~..__....
The data for the material and geometrie composition have been taken from /-84 7.
- -
. The sN-correetion of +0.010 has been taken from L-75_7. It is almost the same
as that of +0.011 reported in ;-84 7. Our own value of +0.0117 is in reasonable
... ...
agreement with the atlove values. The heterogeneity correetion has to be taken 80S
zero since the real heterogeneous assembly has been transformed into 80 homogeneous
model for the caleulations using an experimentally determined eorrection for the
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heterogene~ty. The REMo-eorreetion of +0.0040 has heen determined by ourselves.
The :f\mdamental mode buckling has been determined such as to give agreement
for k.
eff with the one-dimensional calculations. The bucklings used in the one-
diemensional calculations have been obtained in an analogous manner by an
iteration proeess. The radius of the equivalent sphere has been determined such
a.s to give the same keff as that of the other one-dimensional ca.lculations.
leading to a shape faetor of 0.9456. The shape factor given in L-84_' is 0.935.
We have chosen for the thickness of the spherica.l blanket the same va.lue as that
for the real radial blanket thickness. since leakage in radial direction is more
important than in axial direction.
The experimental values for the central rea.ction rate ra.tios have also been taken
from /-84 1.
- -
All our caleulations mentioned here ha.ve been done using the SNEAK-set. Except
for the SN-ca.lcula.tions the diffusion approximation has been applied.
SNEAK 3A1
-----....--
The ass.embly SNEAK 3A1 has first been described in r66 7. A comprehensive des-
.. ...
cription of the experiments in the SNEAK-3A assemblies with the exception of
SNEAK 3A1 has been compiled by SBHRÖDER /-67 7. The material compositions chosen
- -for our work have been taken trom this study r67 7e since it is ba.sed on a. more
- ...
refined (compared to ;-66 7> evaluation of the experiments. The C- and H-coneen-
... -
trations of the mixtures 1 and 2 have been ta.ken from /-66 7. The blanket com-
- -position. mixture 3. has been the same for SNEAK 3A1 end SNEAK 3A2. Mixture 4
has also essentially been taken fram SNEAK 3A2 except for the C- and H.. concen-
tration. The H-concentration has been determined as volume-a.verage of the H-con-
centration of the two core zones containing mixture 1 end mixture ,2 respectively.
The C-concentration then has been adjusted assuming tha.t for polyethylene the
hydrogen content is twice that of 5arbon (CH2). This wa.y of determining the C-
coneentration seeuns more appropriate for the calculation of the so-c".11ed steam
density coefficient end i ts comparison with the experiment. Mixture 4 has been
used inthe :f\mdamental mode end one-dimensional axial ca.lculations. With respect
tothe data on ge61l1etry the height cf theaxial zones has beentaken fromr66 7.
- -
The outer dimension of the assembly has also been taken from r67 7 since these
- ..
data seem to be more relia.ble and the outer dimensions of the assembly have not
been changed during the SNE.AKioo3A-experiments /-8, ,. The radii of the inner and
- -
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outer core zone have been taken fram '-66 7.
- -The SN-correction of+0.003 has been taken from L-66_7. It is in reasonable
agreement with the value caleulated by ourselves of +0.0038. The heterogeneity-
correction of +0.003 has also been taken from,-66 7. The REMO-correetion
- -
of -0.0006 has been calculated by ourselves.
The fundamental mode buekling has been determined such as to give agreement
for keff with the one-dimensional calculations. The bucklings used in the
one-dimensional ealculations have beenobtained in an analogous manner by-
an iteration procedure. The outer core radius of the equivalent sphere
.has been determined such as to give the same keff as that of the other
one-dimensional calculations leading to ashapefaetor of 0.92347. Using this
shape factor and the given volume of the inner core zone the radius of the
inner core zone has been derived. This value is only- of minor importance since
both co~ezones ha'V'e verys4milar cempesitiens. We have chosen f'or t-he thick-
ness of the spherical blanket the same valueas that for the real radial blanket
thickness since leakage in radial direction is more important than that in
axial direction. Furthermore the thicknesses of the radial and axial blanket
are nearJ.y equal 29.66 cm and 30.5 cm respectively.
The SN~X-set and dif~~sion appr~ximatien have been used in all cases except
these where other information is mentioned explicitly.
SNEAK 3A2
--_.._-_...
The data for the material and geometrie composition .have been taken from ;-67 7.
- -One should mention that the camposition of mixture 4 hasbeen obtained as a
volume-average of the eompositions of mixture 1 andmixture 2 which are present
in the inner and outer core zone respeetively. Mixture 4 has been used in the
fundamental mode and one-dimensional axial c8.1eulations.
The SN-correction of +0.004 has been published in L-2_'. p. 29. It is in good
agreement with the value of +0.0041 calculated by ourselves. The heterogeneity
correction of' +0.004 is given in '-2 , p. 29 for a caleulation using the so-called
- -H20PMB-set '-2 7. which is a modified SNEAK-set very similar to the SNEPMB-set
- -
used in our present stuay. The same value is reported in '-57 7. p. 14. Using
- -
the SNEAK-set a slightly different value of +0.003 hasbeen obtained in '-2 7.
- -
The small ditf'erence of 0.001 in k. however. is not important with respect to
the f'inal conclusion to be drawn trom the comparison between theory and experiment
because the dif'f'erences observed are most times in the order of' 1%. The Rl!Mo-
correction of -0.0006 has been determined by ourselves. It is rather small but
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has a different sign compared to the values obtained in ;-2 7 for the SNEAK-
- -
and HZOPMB-sets. A possible explanation for this difference is the fact that
in the present study' the REMO correction is applied to 811 regions of the
assembly including the blanket whereas in the previous study ;-2 7 the REMo-
- -
correction ha.s been applied to the core region only.
The 1\mdamental mode buckling has been determined such as to give agreement
for keff with the one-dimensional c81cu1ations. The bucklings used in the
one...dimensional calculations have been obtained in an analogous manner by an
iteration procedure. The outer core radius of the equivalent sphere has been
determined such as to Sive the same keff as that of the other one-dimension81
ealeulations leading to a shape factor of 0.93613. Using this shape factor
and the giyen v01ume of the inner core zone the radius of the inner core zone
ha.sb~~n der.ived. .This V'alueis only.ofminor impon.ance.s.inceboth .core
zones have very similar compositions. We have chosen for the thickness of the
spherieal blanket the same value as that for the real radial blanket thickness
since leakage in radial direction is more important than that in axial direction.
The SNEAK-set and diffusion approximation have been used in all cases except
those where other information is mentioned explicitlYe
Experiments and various calculations for the Uranium-Plutonium fuelled assembly
SNEAK 3B2 have been described in. ;-68 7. Our calculations are based on the same
.. -
data for the material and geometrie composition as reported in that paper.
For the calculation of the axial buckling ve have used an axial saving of 13.81 cm
vhich has been obtained at an early stage of the present calculations for SNEAK 3A2.
The final correct value of 13.29 cm :LS not too different from the preliminary
value used here. The adoption of the SImAK 3A2 saving for the assembly SNEAK 3B2
seems to be reasonable because the core-geometry and composition are very similar.
The SN-correction 01.' +0.004 is assumed to be the same a.s that for the similar
SNEAK3A2 assembly. The heterogeneity-correction of +0.003 is taken from ;-68 7.
- ..
The REMo-correction. calculated in the usual manner. is found to be +0.0008. In
all calcu1ations mentioned here the SNEAK-set and diffusion approximation have
been used.
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A median fission energy of 81.81 keV has been obtained for SNEAK 3B2 in an
analogous manner to that used for the determination of the values giyen
in table 1.
SNEAK-5C
---_.....
In SNEAK assembly 5 aseries of experiments was carried out to det'ermine k and
co
reaction rate ratios. The most important of these experiments is that labelled
SNEAK-5C. The composition of its inner most zone was chosen to render a k
00
elose to unity. The composition given in table AII-12 has been provided by
MEISTER 1-86 7. It should be considered as preliminary but i t is to be expected
.. ..
that the final composition which will be published in a eomprehensive report
on these experiments r62 7 will not differ very much from that given in table
.. -
In this ~eport additional detailed information espeeially on the driver zone
will be published.
The heterogeneity-correction of +0.071 has been determined by FISCHER 1-87 7
- -
as prelimina.ry result. Meanwhile a samewhat smaller va.lue of +0.068 has been
calculated by ourselves. But it seems to us that even this value is probably
too large. The REMo-correction of +0.016 has been calculated by ourselves using
dif:f'usion approximation. All calculations mentioned here have been done using
the group constants of the SNEAK-set.
ZPR III-55
---_............
The main incentive for the ZPRIII-55 experiment was to measure the a-value of
Pu239 by. meaQ,S of a k. experiment (a=acl0 f) • The composition of the k
co
-zone has
been taken tram re8 7. More recent information is published in r89 7. The
- - - -heterogeneity-correetion of +0.010 has been reported by JOURDAN 1-90 7. i'he
- -REMo-correction of +0.011 has been ealculated by ourselves using diffusion
approximation. All calculations mentioned here have been done using the SNEAK-
set.
SNEAK-series
------------
In our work we have included the so-called SNEAK-series which refers to aseries
cf SNEAK assemblies namely. 3AO. 3A1. 3A2. 8A3 carried out to get information on
the steam..density and steam-void ~oefficient. The assemblies SNEAK 3A1 and
SNEAK 3A2have been described above. SNEAK 3A0 refers to a cere composition
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where the polyethylene foils have been removed completely so that the hydrogen
concentration is zero; the carbon concentration is reduced by the corresponding
amount. In SNE.AK 3A3 the hi"drogen concentration of the core ha.s been doubled
by doubling the thickness of the polyethylene foils; the carbon concentration
is increased by the corresponding amount. The experiments have been evaluated
in ;-57 7 by assuming that the core compositions of the different hydrogen con-
OB ...
tents (and the correspondingly different carbon contents) are placed into the
core geometry of the assembly SNEAK 3A2. All experimental and theoretical
results therefore are nermalized relative to SNEAK 3A2. Es:pecially the cal-
culated criticality is adjusted so that by adding 01." subtracting a small
amo'Unt to the k
eff of all 4 assemblies the adjusted value for keff of SNEAK 3A2
is equal to unity.
!'he core geometr.f has been simplified for our calculations since it 'Would take
to_o much computer time to take intoa.ccountthegeometry assumed ror thee'll"a...
luation of the experiments and since we expected that fundamental mode cal-
culations 'Would be sufficiently accurate tor a comparison of the theoretical
and experimental results for the steam-density and steam void coefficient. The
bucklings used in the fundamental mode calculations are given in table AII-14.
They have been obtained in the following manner. For SREAK 3A2 the reflector
savings of the axial and radial blankets have been determined !'rom the bucklings
giYen in tables AII-9 and AII-10 end thllf rea.l~ore geometry also giyen in these
tables.
Fo%" the determination of the savings for SNEAK-3AO by one-dimensional calculations
we placed the compositionused in the fundamental mode calculations for this
assembly into the core geometry cf SNEAK 3A2. because 3AO can be considered
a.s the voided version of 3A2 (see ("57 7>. The savings for SNEAK 3A3 have been
... ...
obtained by placing the composition used in the fundamental mode calculations
into the whole cora of the SNEAK 3A3 experiment. In the real 3A3 configuration
this compesition of high hydrogen concentration was contained only in an inner
zone of 18.7 cm whereas the eore radius was 42.2 eIn es given in /-61 7. The
- -
outer core zones in the real SNEAK 3A3 experiment were the same 80S in SN'EAK 3A2.
The core geometry chosen for the determina.tion of the savings is not a crucial
point beca.use a.ccording to our experience the savings depend more strongly on
the core composition (and eventuallyon the blanket ccmposition if it is changed)
than on the cere geometry. Furthermore the cere geometry deas not change drasti-
cally for theexperiments 3AO. 3Al. 31.2. 3A3. The core height is the same for
a.ll 4 experiments end the radius varies between 80 smallest value of 42.2 cm
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and a largest value of' 51.2 cm.
'.rhe agreement between our values of' kef'f' f'or the· 4 assemblies determined in the
indicated manner and the corresponding values given in /-57 7 can be considered
- -
as a ehe ck of the adequaey of' our approximate proeedure.
'.rhe eampositions used in the fundamental mode calculations are derived f'rom
mixture 4 given in table AIl-10 f'or SNEAK 3A2. '.rhe coneentrations of' all
isotopes or elements are taken the same in all 4 compositions of' the fUndamental
mode calculations with the exception of carbon and hydrogen. The carbon- &Ud
hydrogen concentrations used are given in table AIl-14.
'.rhe sN-eorreetion f'or SNEAK 3AO of' +0.003 has been taken the same as that f'or
SNEAK 3Al. The sN-eorreetion of' +0.004 f'or SNEAK 3A3 has been taken the same
as that f'or SNEAK 3A2. The heterogeneity corrections of' +0.001. +0.003. +0.004.
+0.007 f'or the assemblies 3AO. 3A1. 3A2. 3A3 respectively have been taken f'rom
/""57 7. p. 14. The REMo-eorrections of' -0.0015. -0.0006. -0.0006. -0.0009
- -for the 4 assemblies have been calculated by ourselves. For the assemblies
SNEAK 3AO. SNEAK 3A1.and SNEAK 3A2 the spherical appropriate models have been
applied in the one-dimensional calculations. For SNEAK 3AO this means a radius
of' the inner core zone of' 41 cm. a radius of' the outer core zone of 48.56 cm
end ablenket thickness 8f 36.2 om.
For SNEAK 3A3 the REMo-correction has been determined f'or the one-dimensional
radial geometry. The composition used in the whole core is that taken in the
eorresponding :f'undamental mode caleulation.
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Table AIr-1
~lanation of the abbreviations ands~bols used intables AII-2 througp AII-13
}lIXTURE:
IMTERIAL:
The mixtures are numbered consecutively in order to refer on
the numbers furtheron
The material means either element (in natural composition) or
isotope. One should mention that only for U235. U238 and
Pu239 the cross sections are taken at 300oK. For all other
materials the cross sections are taken at 9000 K or assumed
to be independent of the temperature.
Fundamental mode calculations
---~---~-~~------~~-~---~~-
NG:
MIXT:
BUCKo:
Number cf energy groups
Number of mixtures
Buckling used for the fundamental mode calculations
One-dimensional calculations
~~~------~--~~---~~---~~--~
GEO:
NG:
BUCKLING:
Be:
NZ:
NP :
Kind cf geometry: slab. cylinder er sphere
Number of energy groups
Buckling used to take into aceeunt the leakage into the
separated directions
. first
Boundary eondit~on; the number refers to the left hand
side, the seeend number to the right hand side.
2 e net current = O. symmetrie or reflective boundary eondition
3 ~ usual diffusion boundary condition
+ ,
$B- 0.71 • Atr • ~ B =0
where ~B and <P'B are the flux and its gradient at the
boundary and the plus sign refers to the right hand. the
minus sign to the left hand boundary. if the axis is
directed to the right hand side.
Number of zones
ltumber cf mesh points
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ZONE IZ:
MIXT:
XL:
nIT:
XR:
The zones are numbered consecutively from 1-NZ to refer
on zone number IZ in the twodimensionalease
Numher of the MIXTURE mentioned above which is present ~n
zone IZ
Left hand abscissa (radius) of zone IZ
Number of mesh intervals used in this zone
Right hand abseissa (radius) of zone IZ
Two-dimensional calculations-~~__~__~~~ ~~_w~__~ ._
GEO:
1 =XY-Geometry
Geometry 2 =RZ-Geometry
3 =R0-Geometry
..2 net current = O~
symmetrie or reflec-
tive condition
3 ~ usual diffusion
boundary condition
Boundary condition at upper boundary
Boundary condition at lower boundary
Origin of the spectrum used for the condensation to few
group constants (taken from one of the one-dimensional
calculations)
Number of energy groups
Total number of mesh p()tIl"tSj
Number of rows
Number of columns
Number of zones
Boundary condition at left hand boundary
Boundary condition at right hand boundary
NZ:
NG:
NP:
ROVIS:
COL:
BCL:
BCR:
BCUP:
BCLm-l:
SPEKTRUM FOR
COND:
!>UJcr'URE:
~N GROUP: The new grou~are numbered consecutively
IGUP OLD GROUPS :Bpper group index of those groups which belong to the new
group considered
MIXT: Number of the new mixture used in the two-dimensional cal-
culations. It may be different from the original number of
the mixtures in the line MIXTURE because two different con-
densation spectra are used for the same mixture of the line
MIXTURE. Since different few group cross sections arise
fram this procedure. the new mixtures characterized by MIXT
must be distinguished from each other.
Number of the original mixture from the line MIXTURE·
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PHI-1 dim. (IZ)
ZONE:
r.uXT :
RL:
I1lTH:
RR:
HUP:
INTV:
HLOW:
: The spectrum of the zone number IZ of the one-dimensional cal-
culation indicated in SPEKTRillq FOR COND is used for the conden-
sation of the few group constants of the special mixture (MIXT)
considered
The two-dimensional zones are numbered consecutively
~n
MIXTURE used the special zone considered
Left radius (or abscissa) of the zone considered
Number of mesh intervals in the horizontal direction of the
zone considered
Right radius (or abscissa) of the zone considered
Upper height (or radius) of the zone considered
Number of mesh intervals in the vertical direction of the
zone considered
Low~:r lleig;ht (or radius)of the zone considered
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Table AII-2
CRITICAL FACILITY: SUAK U1B
Atom-Densities (in 1020 atoms/em3)
Hixture 1 2 3 1}
Material
Al 42.77 438.0
-
600.0
C ... ... ... ...
Fe ..
-
844.0
-
H ... ... ...
-
Ni ~- 9.6<1
--
-
... ...
-
U235 81.50
-
...
-
U238 328.97
- - -
Fundamental Mode Calculation:
.. .
One-Dimensional Ce.lculations:
•• ... • »
~iG MIXT Bueko
26 1 197.898.10-4 -2cm
GEO NG Buckling Be l'JZ NP
SLAB 26 128.097.10-4 -2 23 1 101cm
Zone IZ HIn' XL L"'Ctr1_7 INT XR rem 7
...
-;
1 1 O. 100 16.15
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GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
SLAB 26 139.601010",,4cm-2 33 4 116
,
Zone IZ MIXT XL (·cm 7 INT XR I-cm 7
...
- - -
1 4 0.0 15 3.0
2 3 3.0 10 6.5
3 1 6.5 80 41.6
1-- 4 ... :2 Ju.6 18 11.1+.6
GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
SPREHE 26 .. 23 1 101
Zone IZ MIXT XL rem 7 INT XR L-cm_7
- -
1 1 0.0 100 19.363968
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Table AII-3
CRITICAL FACILITY: SUAK UH1B
Atom-Densities (in 1020 atoms/cm3)
• r
~'1ixture 1 2 3 4
Haterial
Al 42.77 438.0 .. 600.0
C 74.22 ..
- -
Fe
-
54.0 8'-1-4.0
-
I
I
TT
.....lJ-I-8.4.4- -- - - - - -~------------
.ccl-H
-------
........
------.
I Ni 5.29 - - - I
I U235 65.02 .. - -
I U238 262.37 - - -
Fundamental Mode Calculation:
. ....
One-Diemensional Caloulations:
,,- t 1 t oe • - - t t
NG HIX'l' Bucko
26 1 205.338'10-4 -2cm I
GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
I8 LAB ~/ 134.681 _10...4 -2 ,....., 1 1 ('\1l::O cm G.;) I lVI I
ZONE IZ MIXT XL rem 7 n-rr XR L-cm_7
.. ..
1 1 o. 100 16.15
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GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ I'1P
SLAB 26 141.314~10-4 crn"'2 33 4 116
SI"! tt<t ..
-
ZONE IZ MIXT XL I-eID 7 INT XR I-eID 7
- -
...
1 4 0.0 15 3.0
2 3 3.0 10 6.5
3 1 6.5 80 39.55
4 2 39.55 10 42.55
..
~ ~
. .
2~ I . 1 .
t ., ......... 1t • .e ·e•. t
GEO NG BUCKLING Be NZ NP
8'PlfRR"R h ... ~ 1 101
"
.- ----.-1 2~. I
! "..•~ •
Z01m IZ HIXT XL ['crn_7 nrr XR I-ern 7
-
1 1 0.0 100 19.087051
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Table AII-4
CRITI~~L FACILITY: ZPRIII~10
"CI 1
Atom-Densities (in 1020 atoms/cm3 )
1
/'J.'0x:t"ü... ure 1 2
I'1aterial
I Cr 29.6 11.2
Fe 171.1 44.0
Ni 17 .8 6.7
U235 56.88 0.91
U23b 277.9 5~~.8
Fundamental Mode Calculat ion:
• On .e".~"-_1r
I
NG MIXT BUCKo
26 1 81.373 :10-4 cm-2
.. ._-
One-Dimensional Calculations:
...;,;;,,;;;.....;;;;.._ 0" ,
IGEO NG BUCKLING Be NZ NP
SLAB 26 57.534 23 3 113
...
ZOI-rn: IZ MIXT XL L-crn) nIT XR rem 7
- -
1 1 O. 20
I
10.0
'" 1 10.0 26 22.95c. I
I
I1.-:....J 2_-,1._2_2_.9_5 _
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-.
NZ I·~;' .GEO NG BUCKLING BC
CYL 26 8 -4 -2 12923.39·10 cm 23 3
ZONE IZ !>lIXT XL rem 7 IN'r XR L-cm_7
- -+' .....<111.
1 1 O. 20 10.0
I 2 1 10.0 24 22.11
I 3 2 22.11 84 63.59~
.
GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
SPRERE 26
-
23 3 125
->
"XL Lem_l
I
ZONE IZ MIXT INT XR Lcm_l
t -e ......
1 1 O. I 20 10.0
2 1 10.0 30 25.611
3 2 25.011 74 62.011
........ iIMill
Tvlo-Dimensional Ca.lculations:
.11 ....... 1Il .... lI:6 .... :aIol't$'b
GiO NG NP ROIm COL NZ BCL BCR BCUP ;BCLOVJ SPECTRUM FOR COND
_e. I ...
2 11 1152 32 36 5 2 3 2 3 l-dim. SPEERE
........ .
.. , • I1"" I1·" I ' 1r •1
NEW GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11. •• s- •
IGUP OLD GROUPS 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 15 20 26
t. • t I _.......
HIXT I II III
:l.rd . ..
MIXTURE 1 1 2
PHI-1 dirn (TZ) 1 2 3
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ZONE MIXT RL L-c'I'l_7 INT RR L-CT!l 7 mJP L-crrJ._7 INT EJ-JOT.! L-cm 7 I
- - I
1 I I o. 6 10.0 10.0 6 o.
2 TI I 10.0 8 22.11 22.95 14 o.I
3 I 11 O. 6 10.0 22.95 8 10.0I 4 22.11 21 63.59 55.95 31 o.
I GII5 III o. 14 22.11 55.95 17 22.95....
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Table AII-5
CRlT.ITCA~FA~ILITY: ZPRIII-25
At D ., ( .20 / 3). om- ensJ.. tJ..es J..n 10 atoms cm
-0....,_............. ,,'s .. ..... Set ,.' .... ,' •
c-. *" •
.' .... .. ..... !Ix=a
Mixture 1 2
Material
Cr 14.0 11 .2
Fe 55.5 44.0
Ni 8.4 6.7
U235 34.42 1 0.91I U238 356.0 399.8 I. t .. •• . ,
Fundamental Hode Calculat i on :
...... I .' _............... 'C .... -'of l' •
One-Dimensional Calculations:
_ ................./lötlolI. .....~._. ....
NG MIXT BUCKo
26 1 -4 -231. 725 -10 cm
GiEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
SLAB 26 !0.981.1O-4 -2 23 3 137cm
-
1t~ XRTdm 7 .ZONE IZ MIXT XL Lam_! INT
-, ·,' .... 11
1 1 0 20 10.0
2 1 10.0 56 38.175
3 2 38.175 60 68.675
--
1~--' __IlIl_-"'·"'r-""·"'6ij..........- ........- ..._.__•. _.....1' .....'''''''1'*"_-,...1#....·1 _........,.1--'-,
GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
eIL ~Q 10.744 c 10...4 cm-2 23 3 145
ZONE IZ MIXT XL[cml Im XR[cm/
... -
... oe
1 1 O. 20 10.0
2 1 10.0 64 42.60
3 2 42.60 60 83.40
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..,....
GEO NG BUCKLING BC HZ ]'11'
SPHEFF. 26
-
23 3 149
ZONE IZ MIXT XL L-cm_7 INT XRL-cm_7
1 1 O. 20 10.0
2 1 10.0 70 45.753
3 2 45.753 58 82.753
Two-Dimensional Calculations:
t • -c- ... "" • • t& St4 _. * •• __
BCRBGUP BCLQ\-J -SPEIC'1'RUJ\IFDR CONDGEO
2 11 1584 36
COT.; NZ Beb
41f 5 2 3 3 2 1 dirn. SPEERE
'.'11." t ........
NE',<[ GHOUP 1 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
-
I GUT' OLU GHOUPS 2 I3 4 5 I 6 7 8 9 11 16 26 l
. ..... '11 , 1-- ....
IMIXT I 11 IrI~.....~.
MIXTURE 1 1 2
(IZ)
,
PHI-l dim 1 2 3
~
ZONE MIXT RL rcm 7 INT RR rcm 7 HUP L-cm_7 INT liLO':] L-cm_7
-
..
- - .-,--.- .. ..
'1 I O. 5 10.0 10.0 5 o.
2 11 10.0 17 42.6 38.175 20 o.
3 11 O. 5 10.0 38.175 15 10.0
4 111 42.6 21 83.4 6ß.675 35 o.
I 5 III o. 22 42.6 68.675 15 38.175,.....
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Table AII-6
CRITICAL FACILITY: ZPRIII-48
Atom-Densities (in 1020 atoms/cm3)
,
Hixture 1 2 3 4
Material
Al 1.09
- - -
C 207.67
- - -
Cr 26.81 14.81 11.93 12.8
Fe 99.85 55.15 44.44 47.7
Ho 2.06
- - -
Na 62.31
- - -
-Ni-· .. -13.30-
-7.29 ~.87 6.3
I Pu239 16.45 - - -
Pu240 1.06
-
. .
Pu241 0.11
- - -
Pu242 0.004
-
.
-
I U235 0.16 0.82 0.83 0.83 IU238 74.27 383.77 397.98 393.0I I
Fundamental M:ode Calculation:
.-
One-Dimensional Caleulations:
• t
NG MIXT BUCKo
26 1 27.015 10-4 -2cm
ZONE !Z MIXT XL Z·cm.' !NT XR I-em 7
- -
.1 1 o. 60 38.18
2 2 38.18 30 68.66
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GEO NG BUCKLING BC HZ NP
CYL 26 8.883 10-4 cm-2 23 2 91
_i..
ZONE IZ HIXT XL rem 7 HIT XR L-cm_7
- -
1 1 O. 60 41.58
--.-
--2 3 41.5E) 30 71.58
GEO NG BUCKLING BC HZ NP
.-
SPHERJ~ 26
-
23 3 91
XR rcm 7
.. ..
HITMIXT XL ['cm_7........_-""""""_.._.................---...,--........~.............................IZONE IZ
10.0
45.213
75.213
14
46
30
O.1
2 1 I 10.0
3 4 L45.213
'IAcoii ... .... '........ - -~ -- '0 ......~-~~,_ .........J-o._............-.-....__.....
TWODIMENSIONAL CALCULATIONS:
.mt loe #' ..._ t "'. GO~.'.cli!!H .'S *1'" 11
GIW NG NP ROT'JS COL NZ BCL BCR BCUP BCLO\\f SPEKTRUH FOR COND
I 2 11 1296 36 36 5 2 3 3 2 1-dim. SPHERE
.t .... ,.. '".
--'
NE\\f GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
-
..... .- ...... ...," ............-..
I GUr OLD GROUPS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 16 26
, t ........ .
G" "t
MIXT I 11 III IV
. .'. '.
MIXTURE 1 1 2 3
'Iil'" ..
-
PHI...1dim (IZ)l. ,1._ 2 3 3
-
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ZONE MIXT RL !.-cm_7 I1TT RR .-cm_7 HUP L-cm_7 HIT HLO\'! rcm 7L
- -
1 I O. 4 10.0 10.0 5 o.
2 11 10.0 16 41.58 38.18 20 o.
3 11 O. 4 10.0 38.18 15 10.0
4 !II O. 20 41.58 68.66 15 38.18
I 5 IV 41.58 15 71.58 68.66 35 O. .Uf • ....-
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Table All-7
CRITICAL FACILlTY: ZPHIII-48B
. • 1
Atom Densities (in 1020 atoms/cm3)
.........
l1ixture 1 2 3 4 5
Ma.terial
Al 1.18 1.09 ...
- -
c 207.67 207.67 ...
-
...
Cr 51.92 26.81 14.81 11.93 12.8
Fe 102.23 99.85 55.1,5 44.44, 47.7
Ho 2.06 2.06
-
...
-
Na 6~.31 62.31 ... ... ~ - ... - .. ~ .. I
Ni 11 .13 13.30 7.29 5.87 6.3
Pu239 14.36 16.45 ... ...
-
Pu240 3.11 1.06 ... ... ...
Pu241 0.59 0.11 ... ... ...
I Pu~42 I 0.0040.07 I ... ... -
si 1.25 ... ... ... ...
U235 0.16 0.16 0.82 0.83 0.83
I U238 74,.05 74.27 383.77 397.98 393.0
GEO NG BUCKLING Be HZ NP
SPHERE 26 ... 23 3 86
IZONE IZ MIXT XL [·cm_7 INT XR rem 7
... ...
1 1 o. 30 19.758
2 I 2 19.758 25 45.70
1f5 I3 5 1~5. 7045 30 75.7045 II
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Two-Dimensional Calculations:
- ... -...... • - ......... -. • C"
1-;;0 NG NP ROT-JS COL NZ BeL BCR BCtJ? BCL01'! SPEKTRml Fon COHD
.
, oN 1
2 11 1296 36 36 5 2 3 3 2 1-dim. SPEERE
• • t " .. 'I' ......
-1~· t '- • •NET,! GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 R 9 11
~
*
.. ", ..._.. l~"""~
IIGUF OLD GROUF;:) 3 4 5 ,6 7 P, 9 10 i2 1~ .. 26
--.......~.-...~
I~\n~ I II III IVI-.............._~ •• 'I *"4-- ......
1]\lIXTURE 2 3 4i 4' -, ......... iÖW - • ..
!PHI.. , dim (rz 1 2 3 3 ...
--_--"I"""""------,....--..-,-----~--.---_r_--__r-------
O.
O.
15.26
38.18
DlTVINTH
I
TI
NIXT RR L-cm_7
I O. 11 8 \' 4'9.
0
6 'I'
1
5.
2
: I 7I 19,0 12 2.2 38.10 20
3 I Ir 'I o. 8 19 .0 I 38. 18 13
4 I III O. 20 1~2.26 1 66.66 15
5 I lvi ... 42.26 15 71.58 I 68.66 35 o.
______ L ..__ -I-..;.;.,.--_--.l._.......J-__-J.- J.......-_....L...- _
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Table AII-S
CRITICAL FACILITY: ZEBRA-6A
Atom Densities (in 1020 atoms/cm3)
IMixtureU "1
},Iaterial
r
2
, .'"I
I Al 25.04
I c 295.90 234.10
I Cr 12.70 9.13I
I Cu 8.29
I Fe 42.55 32.53 'I Na. 44.74 .-
I Ni 4.43 3.18
Bu239 18.79
Pu240 1.44
Pu241 I 0.16
U235 \ 0.46 1.94I 1 IIU238 J. 63.53 l 268. i 0 JI ....,.
Fundamental Mode Calculation:
. ... .
One-Dimensional Calculations:
.. ' - -- • I I"i. t
NG :MIXT BUCKo
26 1 34.596. 10-4 cm-2
... 144 ...
ZONE IZ MIXT XL rcm 7 INT XR rcm 7
... ... ... ...
-
1 1 o. 60 30.08
2 2 30.08 40 60.50
GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
CYL 26 '2.418· '0-4 c..."ll-2 23 3 141
-
ZONE IZ MIXT XL I-cm 7 HIT XR I-cm 7
... -
-
...
~ ...-
1 1 o. 20 10.0
2 1 10.0 52 36.15
3 2 36.15 68 70.59
'I t ..
" 0 e •• t 1"# *" * I
GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
I:::ERE ,26 - 23 3 131
• "C"
ZONE IZ HIXT XL L=cm_7 INT XR ("cm 7
...
-
1 1 o. 26 10.0
2
I
1 I 10.0 7h 38.203
3 2 I 38.203 30 72.643
Two-Dimensional Calculatiöns:
8 * ... °t _ . . .• .• .'. -. • - • ,... • •• _... ~- -I
'de. 0' .. I 0
NEVT GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
.... 0'
IGUP OLD GROUPS 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 16 26
O'M':' .., "."M'rl+
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I IMIXT I II IrI
HIXTURE 1 1 2
PRI-1 dim (IZ) 1 2 3
ZO:NE MIXT RL L-cm_7 INTH RR L-cm_7 HUP l-cm_7 INTU HLOV! L-cm 7
-
1 I O. 5 10.0 10.0 5 O.
2 Ir 10.0 13 36.15 30.08 16 o.
3 11 O. 5 10.0 3Ö.08 11 10.0
4 III 36.15 17 I 70.59 60.50 31 O.
5 111 o. 18 I 36.15 60.50 15 30.08
Table AII-9
CRITICAL FACILITY: SNEA.T<: 3ft.1
.
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Mixture 1 2 3 4
Haterial
Al 129.10 129.36 ... 129.211
C 4.12 4.13 0.14 4.063
Cr 36.471) 36.322) 11.953) 36.380
Fe 122.044) 121.51 5) 39.55 121.730
TI 7.46 7.42 ... 1.412
I-1g 0.64 0.64
-
0.640
Mo 0.39 0.39 0.19 0.390
Ni 18.54 18.27 9.84 18.424
0 145.29 145.67 ... 145.510
si 1.88 1.86 I 0.46 1.870
Ti 0.40 0.39
-
0.394
U235 20.31 20.25 1.625 20.270
U238 81.04 81.21 399.414 81.140
Fundamental Mode Calculation:
, T • 11 • I " c- , •
One-Dimensional Calculations:
• *$ a t .'-.. e
NG MIXT BUCK
f26 4 -4 -222.010'10 cm
._.
GEO NG BUCKLING BC NZ NP
26 4 -4 -2 23 2 91SLkB 13.5 0'10 cm
.=. , ....
1) includes 1.94 of Mn 4) includes 0.19 of Co
2) includes 1.96 of Mn 5) incluc1es 0.18 of Co ./
3) includes 6.87 of Mn
- 147-
-----
I • 1 :t ....... ..-~ 6+"r * eil ....
ZONE IZ MIXT XL L-cm_7 INT XR I cm 7
-
...
1 4 o. 60 L}0.27
2 3 J+0.27 30 70.77
.
GEO NG BUCKLIHG BC NZ Jlrr
-- ---~YL 26 8.1}70·10-4 cm-2 23 4 121
~ONE IZ MIXT XLrcm 7 INT XR I-em 7 1... ... ... ...
1 1 30
!
O. 5.0 ,
2 1 5.0 30 32.9
3 2 32.9 30 51.2
4 3 51.2 30 80.86
.......-................
Vo;EO ING BUCKLUNG BC NZ NP
..........
SPHERE 26 I - 23 3 147 I
r;m;E I ~Z HIXT XL I-em 7 INT r "'lXR ... emj
- -
1 1 o. 48 39.231
2 2 39.231 48 52.684
3 3 52.684 50 82.344
Two-Dimensional Caleulations:
l'r' • 00" 1 • - f'" • ='1',' C
! I
n r..-.
• r;O':'lS . II,...",,, I'JG l'.m C01 HZ BCL IBCR BCUF IBCLOvJ I SPEKTRUM FOR CONDv~v ...u
2 11 1600 l}O 40 4 2 3 3 2 1 dim
-
SPHERE I
... .
NE'iT GROUP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
IGUP OLD GROUPS 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 16 26
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MIXT I II III
MIXTURE 1 2 3
IPHI-1-dim (IZ) 1 2 3
~ONE MIXT RL L-cm_7 INTH RR L-em_7 h1JP I-em 7 um HL01,r L-em_7
- -
1 I O. 16 32.90 40.27 20 o.
2 II 32.90 9 51.20 40.27 20 O.
3 Hn o. 25 51.20 70.77 19 40.27,
4 JIn 51.20 14 80.86 70.77 39 o.
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Table AII-10
CRITICAL FACILITY: SllliAK 3A2
• t t e
Atom-Densities (in 1020 atoms/cm3)
,- .. ,
Mixture 1 42 3
Material
Al 129.10 129.36
-
129.211I
!
9.08 0.14c 9.32 9.217
Cr 36.471) 2) 11.95 3) I 36.38036.32Fe 122.04 121.51 5) 39.55 121.730
H 17 .92 17 .115 I 17.719 I
-
1
i
I
j\lg 0.64 0.64
-
0.640 I
Ni 18.54 18.27 9.84*)
\
1R.424 ,
IHo+Nb 0.39 0.39 0.19 0.390
1
I
0 145.29 145.67
-
145.510
Si 1.88 1.86 0.46 I 1.870
I Ti 0.40 I 0.39 - 0.391+ IL;JJ0.31 I 20.25 1.625 20.270
U238 81.04 81.21 399.414 81.140
....... dl" 1 *
Fundamental Mode Calculations:
"e ......,.· I_~~'''-h • ..... , .... t
One-Dimensional Calculat ions :
_, ,.·' ..... '1',1, ...... - .,e tu.'....... ~ ........ ,'*' _
1) includes 1.94 of Hn 4) includes 0.19 of Co
2) includes 1.96 of Hn 5) includes 0.18 of Co
3) includes 0.87 of Mn
*)The number given by R. Böhme and H. Seufert in KFK-811 and in
Nuclear Applications & Technology Volt 7. p. 494, 1969 is in error4
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, . I . « di IZO:NE IZ MIXT XL ("crn 7 HIT XE L-crn...7 !I
-
...
I 1 4 i o. 60 40.27
I 2 3 I 40.27 30 70.77
GEO I'IG BUCKLDm BC NZ NP
CYL 26 8.600'10...4 crn-2 23 4 121
! ("ern - L-crn 7ZONE IZ MIXT XL I INT XR
- - -
1 1 O. 30 5.0
2 1 5.0 30 33.76
3 2 33.76 30 44~66
4 3 44.66 30 80.86
GEO NG BUCKLING BC HZ NP
SPHERE 26 ... 23 3 131
.
ZONE IZ I HIXT XL I-crn 7 INT ! XR L- cm_7i... ...
1 i 1 O. 83 40.091~I
1 1f !2 2 I 40.094 17 48.315
3
I,
3 I 48.315 30 84.515li
ii j
Two-Dirnensional Calculations:
e , ,
GEO NG NP I RQ1;fS COL NZ BCL BCR BCUP BCLOH SPEKTRmf FOP COND
~ 1 1 1 C. "" I 1." },,, I, " " " " 1 .:J.!_ nT"'\TTP'T"\PC- l , , I. '\.lVV! .... v "tu .... I c. ::J ,J C. I U.Lln.-- iJrnßnß
NEVJ GROUP I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
IGUP OLD GROUP 3 4 6 7 8 0 10 111 13 15 26I .;'
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Si • d' h « • .....
:rHXT I II III
IHXTURE 1 2 3
"'-
PHI-l dim (IZ) 1 2 3
_ilIIo ..........·_-....................~ ,~-
ZONE MIXT 'RL rcm 7 INTH RR rom 7 HUP L-cm_7 INTU HLOW {cm 7
- - - ---.....
1 I o. 16 33.76 40.27 20 O.
2 11 33.76 6 44.66 40.27 20 O.
3 III O. 22 44.66 70.77 19 40.27
4 111 44.66 17 80.86 70.77 39 o.
~ ....
--
,.... . ...... .. • t ... 5 t <te. l
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Table AIl-11
CRITICAL FACILITY: S1~~~-3B2
• , st
Atom-Densities (in 1020 atoms/cm3)
. Pt t
IMixture 1 2 3 4
Material
Al 125.6 129.66 129.47
-
C 9.73 8.76 9.00 0.14
Cr 35.951) 36.082 ) 36.283) 11.954)
Fe 119.845) 120.656) 121.357) 39.55
H 18.49 16.81 17.29
-
Mg 1.31 0.65 0.65
-
Mo 0.388) 0.40 0.40
-
Ni 17 .55 18.43 18.23 9.84
0 122.2 I 146.28 145.80 -
Si 2.54 1.84 1.86 I 0.46
Ti 0.30 0.38 0.39 0.19
U235 0.56 20.404 20.25 1.625
U238 81.86 81.39 81.26 399.414
Pu239 14.76
- -
...
Pu240 1.33 ... ...
-
Pu241 0.11 ... .. ..
Pu242 0.06
-
... ...
1) includes 2.23 Mn 5) includes 0.14 Co
2) includes 1.99 Mn 6) includes 0.18 Co
3) includes 1.97 Mn 7) includes 0.19 Co
4) includes 0.87 Mn 8) includes 0.09 Nb
- 1:5.3 -
GEO HG BUCKLIUG BC NZ NP
CYL 26 8.46.10-4 -2 23 4 I129cm
ZONE IZ MIXT XL rcm 7 nrr XR L-cm_7
...
-
1 1 o. 60 29.910
2 2 29.91 12 36.180
3 3 36.18 16 44.530
4 4 44.53 40 82.120
I--
Two-Dimensional Calculations:
GEO NG UP R01-TS COL NZ BCL BeR BCUP BCLO'0T SPEKTRTJH FOR COND
2 11 1600 40 40 5 2 3 3
_1- _2 1 dim- CYL
- -
•. - ~.- •.. _--
-, - .-
- - --
_..., --- -
- -
.....
NEvJ GROUP i 2 3 4 c:; 6 7 8 9 10 11
"
IGUP OLD GROUPS 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 i 15 26
-1'UXT I II IrI IV
.,
4r1IXTURE 1 2 3_.....
PHI-1 dim (IZ) 1 2 3 4
., I......- ....._- ,-'" I ,- ., I1'-. I..., IrZuN.t<.; MIXT RL L cm I IN'l'H R.l:t L cm I liUl:' L cm I ll'J'1.'U .tiLUW L cm I...
-
...
-
1 I O. 14 29.91 40.2 o.
2 Ir 29.91 6 36.18 40.2 o.
3 IrI 36.18 6 44.53 40.02 o.
4 IV 44.53 13 82.12 40.2 o.
5 IV o. 40 82.12 70.7 40.2
I _
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Table AII-12
CRI.TICAL FACILITY: SNEAK-5C
Atom Densities (in 1020 atoms/cm3)
, .
Mixture 1
Material
Al 0.0145
C 612.1704
er 13.1268
Fe 46.7934
Hg 0.0065
Ho 0.1116
Nb 0.0860
Ni 7.5235 I
0 I 39.4747
Pu239 4.7656
Pu240 0.4281
Pu241 0.0389
Pu242 0.0020
si 0.5399
U235 0.3307
U238 50.5434
V 1) 0.9165
1) Vanadium has been taken instead ofmanganese
Fundamental Mode Calculation: NG MIXT BUCKo
26 1 0.0
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Table AII-13
CRITICAL FACILITY: ZPRIII-55
. "t" (" 20 / 3)Atom-Dens~ :Les l.n 10 atoms em
lMixture 1
\1aterial
Al 1.11
C 372.69
Cr 18.95
..
Fe 61.77
Ni 8.39
Pu239 10.68
Pu240 0.51
Pu241 0.05
U235 0.33
8 1 8
____U_2_3 .....1_:.,;,,2_.. _2 --i
Fundamental Mode Calculation: NG HIXT BUCKo
26 1 0.0
Table AII.. 14
Savings and Bucklings. Carbon- and Hydrogen-Concentrations used in the Fundamental Mode Calculations
for SNEAK-series. 3AO. 3A1. 3A2. 3A3
H-concentrations3in 1020 atoms / cm
C-concentration 3
in 1020 atoms / cm
S
rad
rcm 7
- ..
S
a.x
rcm 7
... -
AssemblyI I ---., 2 2~. 2' 4T" . [. . IH R B .10 B d· 10 Bt t.10i=]I;=]/ccm-2] 1"=-2] .r~m-2]
I- e .' I i«' ,. i I I... . I ----... I' I t I
3A02
3A1
11+.1566 111~.6162 180.54 jl+4.66 18.329456 /16. 1}6149
'
1·1 24.790950
13.7045 114.1588 180.54 144.66 18.469593116.~(185311 25.188124
0.36
1+ .063
O.
7.412
VI
0"1
I
3A2 13.291~4 113.7573 180.54 144.66 18.599800116.949119125.548919 9.217 17.719
3A3 12.7101112.961+5180.5
'
+ 141}.66 18.790509117.41868'7126.209196 18.28 35.84
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co
1'Jormalized to one fission source neutron in the reactor f VLr(E) q,(E)dE =
o
Table 1: Characteristics of Fast Critical Assemblies studied *)
......-.... r ......
SUAK SUAK Z?R- ZPR- ZPR- ZEBRA srmAlC- SlTEAK- SNEAK- ZPR-
U1B UE1B 111-10 1II-25 Irr-4e 6A 3A1 3A2 SC III-55
" ". " .. rl 7 1) 611 .1 532.1 375.8 365.6 225.0 186.0 100.0 55.77 1.20 143.3Medlan flSSlon energv_ :eV_
Neutron Jifet ime l' 107t-sec_7 0.286 1•r(88 0.515 0.728 2.776 2.681 2.942 3.725 16.483 h .187
0' f 1238 /0'cU238 0.59 0.36 0.40 0.25 0.21 0.25 0.21 10.21 0.07 0.12
~ " " . 2r 2 7 47. rr 28.1 64.8 62.7 144.1J.hgratlon arae. J'.1 crn 179.7 nO.O 148.2126.7 97.5.., ...
Geometricbuckling 197.9 205.3 81.4 31.7 27.0 I 34.6 22.0 25.5 0 0B2. 10+ 4r'cm-2 7
'12 .B2 -
..,
lY • 0.94 0.58 0.53 0.20 0.49 Oö9 0.33 0.32 0 0
Core Volume L-liters_7 36.6 34.5 70.5 435.3 41 J+.7 21~7 .0 663.3 504.7
- -
Core fissile mas s L-kg_7 116.4 87.5 156.4 584.6
,
188.6 524.7 399.4273.3 ... ...
Total leakage 0.645 0.1j.68 0.396 0.205 0.415 0~462 0,295 0.293
- -
Total fission 0.386 0.39410.389 0.388 0.340 0.339 0.398 0.399 0.348 0.344
Total capture 0.187 0.276 0.244 0.422 0.294 0.238 0.321 0.329 0.720 0.727~ Capture in U238 0.136 0.156 0.181 0.378 0.205 0.154 0.20h 0.198 0.500 0.623
CD Fission in U238 0.081 0.057 0.073 0.09: 10. Ohlj. 0.038 0.043 0.042 0.036 o.orr)!·r:.:lE-l
~ Capture in U235 2.:.22.1- 2:..lE~2.:2t.§_ 0.060 0.001 0.002 ~~222.... 0.114 0.012 0.003p::; __ ... _____..-*:III...__u_...............__..... Inäll__"" ___ IiIIII__ --_.... ...........--~ -------
-------------~
0 Fission in U235; 0.305 0.337 0.316 0.295 0.003 0.008 0.355 0.357 0.025 0.010H
8
{) Capture in Pu239 ... ... .. ... 0.,°59 0.060 ... 0.151 0.076
.-:::: ...
M~r:; Fission in Pu239 ... .. - .. 0.285 0~284
-
0.281 0.256
*) Taken from fu.ndamental mode homogeneous calcuJ.ations 'vith the SNEAK-set
1). d"" •Determlned from one- lmenslonal calcuJ.atlons
2)
0\
\J1
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Table 2: Influence of the Fission Spectrum
I Assembl~r SUAK U1B SUAK ürl1B ZPH 1II-10 ZPR III-2S SNEAK 3A1 ZEBRA 6A
I
Actual \) of the assembly 2.59 2.54 2.57 2.56 2.51 ~.94
I10diried .pO ° spectrumc.J.ssJ.on
corres'Ponds to \)= 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 3.0IOf the- ABU-set
I
!Ak=k(modified fission
II spectrum) -0.002 -0,001 -0.002 -0.003 -0,001 +0.001
-k(standard fission
spectrum.)
Change in
o.p(U238)/of(U235) -1,2% I -1.2% -1.2% -1.2% -1.2% +2%I ~
IChange in
10.51·1eV
9(1)= J q,(E)dE I ...6% -5.5% ...5.5% -5.5% -6% +11% I6.5 MeV I! I
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Table 3: Comparison of central material ,wrths for SNEAK 3A1 calculated
in different ways (s~mAK-set has been used)
-'---....... ..,..----.........................._---.._~........--------_......._-----
HateriaJ.
c
er
Fe
H
Mg
Ni
o
Mo
Pu239
U235
U238
2-din.4 f;~,roups
1.005
0.025
1.071
1.082
0.129
0.934
1.069
0.953
2-dim.11 goups
0.653
1.035
0.972
0.684
1.389
1.067
0.784
0.967
1.019
1.030
0.970
___~............_....l.o.e - ..... 1
Table V-1: kerf of fundamental mode homogeneous diffusion calculations
for the various assemblies with different sets of group contants
......
Assembly S1TEA.TC SNEPMB SHEAPIvI PU9SCP SCTAL(lj UPUC(ljR PU02RE M(i1X911 M(i1XT(ljT
-
SUAK U1B 0.8238 0.8087 0.82958 0.82958 0.82759 0.82167 0.82167 0.824531 0.82466
SUAK UH1B 0.8808 0.8782 0.88572 0.88572 0.88883 0.88452 I 0.88452 0.888290 10.89277
ZPR III.... 10 0.9752 0.959864 0.98579 0.98579 0.983153 0.97811 0.978110 0.98'+080 0.984469
ZPR III-25 0.9700 0.95992 0.98932 0.98932 0.978624 0.97389 0.973888 j 0.986780 0.987716
I
Zffi 1II-48 0.95491' 0.963581 0.963737 0.95520'r 0.952548 0.9'+886'+ 0.951787 I 0.959456 0.96
'
+963
ZEBRA 6A 0.9630 0.969'+39 0.969780 0.95972'+ 0.95890 0.95h90 0.958542 I 0.964453 0.969320
t:3AO 0.9)~3 o.931~ 0.94J.~ 0.944 0.944 0.94'+ 0.9'+4 0.946 0.91+2
SNEAK... 3A1 0.969 0.966 0.970 0.970 0.970 0.970 0.970 0.971 0.970
Series . 3A~) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
3A3 1.036 1.038 1.03'+ 1.034 1.034 1.035 1.035 1.033 1.033\,.-
SNEAK 3A1 0.9901Ei1+ 0.981076 1.000428 1.0004~28 0.999654 0.996736 0.996736 1.006054 1.012547
SNEAK 3./:12 0.9827;;8 0.976798 0.991394 0.99139'+ 0.991260 0.9884'+8 0.988448 0.99585'( 1003036
SNEAK 5C 0.9370110 0.9'+5313 0.91+5666 0.930798 0.928678 0.926926 0.930885 0.938632 0.952949
ZPR 1II-55 0.9358116 0.9536J.~5 0.954084 0.943182 0.93001 0.92646 0.928143 0.9'+4763 0.961705
1) All values cf the Slmf~-series normalized so as to give keff(SNEAK 3"~) =
,
0\
CD
Ta.ble V-2: keff of one.. and two..dimensional diffusion calculations for the
various assemblies with different sets of group constants
.
BHEAK SNEPHB SNEAPM PU9SCP SCTAIJO UPUC~R PU02RE I M~X911 I M~XT~
.......... , ..
1dim. 0.9752 0.9622 0.9890 I 0.9863ZPRIII..10 2dim. 0.9763 0.9635 0·.2.?2t 0.9876
1dim. 0.9700 0.9879
ZPRIII...25 2dim. 0.9698 0.9878
1dim. 0.9550 0.9478 0.9505 0.9667
ZPRIII-48 2dim. 0.9522 0.945P 0.9477 0.9639
1dim. 0.9536 0.9464 0.9597 0.9660
.zPRIII-48B 20.. 0.9503 0.943g 0.q464 0.9627_ _ J.111.
1dim. 0.9630 I 0.954'5 0.9577 0.9737
ZEBRA6A 2dim. 1Q:2596 0.9512 0.9706
1dim. 0.9911 0.99713
I
1.0156
SNEAK3A1 2o.im. 0.9889 0.9950 1.0136
<J..... ta ... !l 12 t q
1dim. 0.9837 0.9889 I 1.0060
~NEAK3A2 2o.im. 0.9820 0.q872 I 1.0045
-
- , ..
1clim. 0.9805 0.9851 0.9906 0.~9~~,~ 0.9781 0.971t9 00978010.9866 0.991t2SJTEAK3B2 2o.im. 0.9776 0.9885 . 0.9804 0.2J~ __ 0.9921
... ..<
...
C1\
\()
I
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Table V-3: Criticality Corrections for the Various Assemblies H)
.......... HO. __• T
. - -- .... e .... *1.". t '_1 T' o~~er' --Assemblies REM~ SN- Heterogeneity
Corr. Corr. Corrections Corr.
~ ..-. • Ii- • .... ~-
SUAK U1B -0.0002 0.031
-
SUAK UE1D ..0.0004 0.030
-
+0.007
ZPR III..10 -0.0008 0.013 0.0105
ZPR III-25 -0.0009 0.002 0.0085
ZPR 1II-48 +0.001-17 0.006 0.014
ZPR III..48B +0.00J-I8 0.006 0.014
ZEBRA 6A +0.0040 0.010
-
~- - ~ ~~~ ~- . ~ ~
SNEAK..series3AO -0.0015 0.003 0.001
3A1 -0.0006 0.003 0.003
3A2 -0.0006 +0.004 0.004
3A3 -0.0009 0.004 0.007
SJlJEAK-3A1 -0.0006
J
0.003 0.003
SlTEJlj(... 3A2 -0.0006 1+0•004 0.004
SNEAK-3B2 +0.0008 I+O.OOlf 0.003
SNEAK-5C 0.071 1)+0.0185 -
ZPR 1II-55 :::L 0.010
H) Corrections calculated using SNEftJC-set or taken from the
literature
1) Heterogeneity correction ~s probably too large
Table v-4: Best available criticaJ.ity values for the various assemblies with different
sets of nuclear grou]! constants
Experr;;;n'tal ........ , a '0 ••"
,
••'.' 11 •
'1'11; 11
Theoretica.l Results
• ".' « .
.. 11 •t::'V' 11"" • .• .. .• I".', 't 'e 'e * •• ,,' 111 '* .. e t • 10 .......
Assembly result for REHO+ keff for the dJ.fferent sets lof nuclear ,. roun constants
keff +HET. SNEAK I SNEPI,m SNEk"M! PU9SCP SC'.I1AL-W UPUCt)R PU02RE j'I~X911 H~XT~T
+SN set
I+otherl I
cQrr. I
SUAK U1B O. ±O.O1 +0.031 0.855 0.(3),,0 O.C,61 0.861 0.1159 0.853 0.853 0.856 0.856
SUAK UH1B 0.945±0.01 +0.037 0.918 0.915 0.923 0.923 0.920 0.922 0.922 0.925 0.930
ZPR III-10 1.000 +0.023 0.999 0.986 1.013 1.013 1.010 1.005 1.005 1.011 1.011
ZPR 1II-25 1.000 +0 .010 0.980 0.970 10.999 0.999 0.9:89 0.984 0.984 0.997 0.998
ZPR 1II-48 1.000 0.025 0.977 0.986 \0.986 0.977 0.9;75 0.9TJ 0.973 0.983 0.989
ZPR 1II-48B 1.000 0.025 0.975 0.984 I0.9~4 0.975 0.973 0.968 0.971 0.981 0.987
ZEBRA 6A 1.000 0.01'+ 0.974 0.980 0.901 0.970 I 0.~69 0.965 0.969 0.978 0.985
SNEA..TC 3A1 1.000 0.005 0.99'+ 0.985 1.004 1.004 I 1.003 1.000 1.000 1.0H» 1.019
SJlJEAK 3A2 1.000 0.007 0.989 0.983 0.997 0.997 I 0.997 0.994 0.99tf 1.003 1.012
SNEAI<: 3B2 1.000 1 0.006 0.984 0.988 0.995 0.986 0.982 0.979 0.981 0.990 0.998
1)1 3~ ' I • 1.028 1•01~2S:NEAJ<: 5C 1.03 ±0.01 1+0.089' .026,1.034 1.035 1•020 i 1. cj 18 I 1. 01 6 1.020
ZPR 111 ...55 1.000 I 0.022 0.958 0.976 0.976 0.965 I 0.952 0.948 0.950 0.967 0.981+
3AO 0.930 -0.005 0.938 0.929 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.939 0.9)11 0.937
SNEAlC- 3A1 0.962 '-0.002 0.967 0.964 0.968 I 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.968 0.969 0.968
series 31\2 1.000 2) ohO.OOO 11.000 1.000 \1.000 1.000 I 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
3A3 1.048 +0.003,1.039\1.0'11 ,1.037 \ 1.037 \ 1.q37 1.033 1.038 1.036 1.036
1) .. . tFrel l..'1lJ.nary eXperl!'len al result
2 )Normalization point for the SNEAK-set
3)This ~orrection is probably too largo
....
....:J
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Table v-5: Centra~ material worth- and central reaction rate-ratios
for SI'illAK 3A1 and SNEAK 3A2 (obtained from homogeneous
spherical diffusion calculations)
(f:..k/k per atom of the material considered / &/k per atom of U235)
•
, .
Assembly
SNEAK 3A1 SNEAK 3A2
!'.1aterial SNEAK-Set MOXTOT-Set SNEJUC-Set HOXTOT-Set
U235 / 1•0 1.0
I
1.0 I 1.0
jU238 I -0.069 -0.0821-0•080 -0.070
IPu239 +1. 11-19 +1.377
_.1
+1.428 +1.374
IB10 ~ ~ ... 1.21§l . -~ - ...-16289 ,..-1.759 -1~.8-14
,
Fe -0.0087 -0.0079 -0.0097 -0.0089
Cl' -0.0067 I -0.0062 -0.0072 -0.0068
1ri 1-0.0165 -0.0159 -0.0188 -0.0182
1110
-0.0691 -0.0709
11
-0.0931 -0.0944
jC +0.0030 +0.0039 +0.0036 I +0.0039
I I IMg ...0.0007 +0.0003 -0.0001 I +0.0005
Al -0.0027 I -0.0021 -0.00~J2 ~ I ~0.0017I~ +0.0025 +0.0032 +0.0032 +0.0034+0.1519 +0.1429 +0.1304 +0.1167
,-- I10 ß238
I
I
I .L 0.0306 o. 0281~ 0.0292 0.0272
IOfU235
10 U233 Io:U235 0.1435 I 0.1271 I 0.1383 0.1237iI ~ I
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Table v-6: Reaction rate ratios for SNEtJ( 3A1 and SlJE-AK 3.P2
(results of fundamental mode hömogeneous diffusion calculations)
------..........~~..·0'....~-~t-J?--·3...,·8;-i,..--;fÜ2?;5·· I •• 7J);233/ci- U235" I ••
-.-,.;~-~~--_......._-......jo.+----""";;;'--:--~!!",""""---"""""",,,-,
_, .....A;,;;;s...l?...em......b.....l....,~r +t--......._ ......._."'..._.__,_}......~ ~.~TIlb}_z. •• , ...
SImAK 3A1 SNEJ\.K 3A2.
... ...... -.~.._~~......-..---...-..--"'" ...............-
SIJEJlJ:: 0.0305646 0.0291813
S~NJ~Pr.-ffi 0.030[:255 0.0293801
SNEAJ1:'l 0.03020257 0.0288892
PU98CP 0.0302023 0.0288892
SCTAt~ 0.02921786 0.02797753
UPUC~R 0.02893525 0.02770097
.....
PU02HE 0.02893525 0.02770097
J,I~X911 0.02862756 0.027)+6573
HqlXT~T 0.02841725 0.0272414
.
0.1)t35081
0.1429ho'r
0,13634168
§ ,1363394
0.13687611
0,13725308
0.13'r25308
0.13105388
0.1270'r07
0.1333348
0.13712)t20
0.13232973
0.13232978
0.13272677
0.13307827
0.13307827
0.12816419
0.1237131
__.............._.10_._.......··"'........._ ......._~......._...._......' ........_............. ..-....., -............................_......... ................ .__.._.._..........._'
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Table V-7: Central material vlorth- and central reaction rate-ratios for
ZPR 111-48 (obtained from homogeneous spherical diffusion
calculations)
Material vlOrth per. atom normalized to U235
Material Exneriment s~mAK-Set UPUC~R-Set PU02RE-Set M0XT0T-Set
U235 1• 1• 1• 1..
U238 -0.074096±0.OO237 -0.07799903 -0.07400296 -0.0743288 -0.0677507
Pu239 +1.3347 ±0.02781 +1.3360672 +1.2851539 +1.28430262 +1.276766
Pu240 +0.2439 ±0.06305 +0.06455886 +0.04834762 +0.2088790 +0.200401
NA -0.00182 ±0.000107 -0.00391285 -0.00411021 -0.00398746 -0.00374
B10 -1.12219 ±0.02330 ~1.038983 -1.0163986 -1.0260348 -1.060586
FE -0.00876 ±0.000384 -0.01 02505 -0.00988528 -0.00984360 -0.0094751
_.. _-
--_ .. -
- --- - -- --- - --
eR -0.00613 ±0.000334 -0.0085428 -0.00881905 -0.00873844 -0.0084667
NI -0.013396±0.000305 -0.01655626 -0.01627882 -0.01620403 -0.0161596
MO -0.05226 ±0.001102 -0.0656266 -0.06350217 -0.06383736 -0.064600
Cl' ..,.U238 \
.J. 0.0307 ±0.0003 I 0.030994 0.029793 0.029635 0.028852 ICl' f'U235
Cl'f'Pu240
0.976 ±0.010 0.913747 0.903357 0.901930 0.894870Cl':fU235
Cl':fPu240
0.243 ±O.002 0.215419 0.203743 0.212505 0.207663Cl' f'U235
1Cl' U238
c 0.138 ±0.007 0.146049 0.1407'+6 0.140771 0.130090.Cl':fU235
T~Jle v-8: Reaction rate-ratios for ZPR 111-48
(results of fundamental mode homogeneo~s diffusion calculations)
........ ... ~"",,~, .....-.--..~'.~~, .....................~...~...
-
Experiment SNEAK-3et SNEPl,1J3 SNEAPJ1 PU9SCP SCTAL~ UPUC~R PU02RE M~X911 MQlXTWr
-
.--...~......._ .. , •• 1:'* ".,. 1.'_...
afU 238
0.0307±0.0003 0.031022311 0.03186160 0.03065153 0.031170528 0.030143929 0.02983808 0.0296~(420 0.02928)+24. 0.028992'+J.}3--
afU 235
t' ..
ar239
0.976 ±o .010 0.91553033 O. 91}8422J~ 75 0.91227088 0.918097626 0.906232658 0.90277856 0.90332037 0.89985206 0.89686276LI ,1 ..,O'fU 235
...
O'fPu240
0.243 ±0.002 0.216487hh 0.22208147 0.2136'+455 0.2172591:5 0.20408695 0.204437765 0.21314248 0.21073488 0.20882076O'fU 23'5'
o U238
c 0.138 ±0.007 0.14594458 o. 141~ 18948 0.13868333 0.139168B1 0,14028237 0.14066813 0.1'10'1'0100 0.13433686 0,12999~5:).IU•• a .. -
a f U235
- - -
~.....-.. ,~."",o:". 6 •.
-
-
~
V1
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Table V-9: CentraJ.. material \'1"Orth- and central reaction rate-ratios
for ZPR III...~8B
(obtained from homogeneous spherical diffusion calculations)
,...",..,.~ p-" r -...... t· ti t' I '. "1' • g t .
Mater~al worth per atom normalized to U235
L • .
.._ .G!.<;UP.-ret , ....-
Material Exoeriment SNEAK~Set UPUC~R-Set PU02RE-Set
.....
U235 1• 1• 1.. 1•
U238 -0.07093±0.00295 -0.0779046 -0.7454495 -0.07503325
Pu239 +1.33364±0.03695 +1.3183717 +1.2694856 +1.2649667
Pu240 +0.19997±0.12364 +0.06862482 +0.0516075 +0.20037743
Na wO.00183±0.00089 -0.00470528 -0.0047630 ...0.0045568
B10 -1.08280±0.01918 -0.9992227 -0.98431684 -1.00069404
--
:"0:0-'-043646 :"0:0100639 - -0.00996556FE -0.00932±0.00053
CR -0.00882984 -0.00906397 -0.00890396
NI -0.01669868 -0.01637201 -0.01614358
MO -0.06434499 -0.06256536 -0.06312496
C -0.00288148
1
-0.003827' -0.00367072 I
AIJ I -0.006558041-0.00654037 1-0.00646532
I
-, ...........·..Ä.- I ••
GfU238
0.0297 ±0.0005 0.029991 1 0.02ß8066 0 .. 0284061tGfTJ235
G.f:;:23? 0.961t ±0.01 0 0.910871 0.9002064 0.ß9648053GfU235
GJ:'Pu21+0
1-;;Ü235-- 0.229 ±0.003 0.210168 0.19858006 0.20600668
G U238
I
c 0.146744 0.14'33489 o. 1lt 111299ä;tJT15
~~
Quantity
Table VI-1: The me:an and root mean square Ol:' s,tand~rd deviation for criticality betw'een
experiment a..'1d theory 'vith various g!'oup sets
I * * ' Gro~p-set ,. . •.
M\Z>XT!/Jr
-N1 ~ (kr~ exp •• i-k rrcalc •• i) 10.0173\0.0175/0.0069 0.0123 10.0158 0.019411°.017910.00901 0.0022
i=1 e - _ c.. ,I 1-----.4- I
1.I (keffexp ••i-keUcalc ••i )210.0270 I0.019310.013210.018910.022410.02491 0.0232 [0.01581 0.0125
~=t
1 ...............,. _
-4
~
~
i=1.2 •••• N= index for the va:rious assemblie9. N=12
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THE RATIO OF CALCULATED TO MEASURED REACTION RATES ALONG
THE CENTRAL REACTOR AXIS
(DIFFUSION CA LCULATION WITH HETEROGENEITV CORRECTION)
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FIG.4 CENTRAIL REACTION RATE RATlOS FüR DIFFERENT DEGREES üF BUNCHING
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FIG. 5 A RATE DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIG. 5 B RATE DISTRIBUTIONS WITHIN THE
URANIUM ZONE OF THE DOUBLE BUNCHED UNIT CELL
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Fig.6A Variation of keffwith the number of mesh intervals
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Fig. 7A Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
SUAK U1B1 slab geometry. Complete
listing of data see table V-13 a
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Fig. 7B Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
Complete listing of data see tabte V-13 b.
ZPR-III-48 J cylindrical geometry.
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Fig. 7 C Variation of keff with t he quadrature order.
Complete Usting of data see table V-13c.
ZPR-III- 48 J spher ical geometry.
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Fig. 70 Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
Complete listing of data see table V-13d.
ZPR-III-l0J stab geometry.
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Fig.7E Variation of keffwiththeqUCldrGtureorier.
CompLete Listing of data see tabte V-13e.
ZPR-III-l0 J cyLindricaL geometry.
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Fig. 1 F Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
Complete listing ofdata see tabte V-13f.
ZPR-III-l0 J spherical geometry.
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Fig. 7G Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
Complete listing of data see table V-13 g.
ZPR-III-2S J slab geometry.
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Fig. 7 H· Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
Complete listing of data see table V-13h.
ZPR- 1II-25 J cylindrical geometry.
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Fig. 71 Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
Complete listing of data see table V-13i.
ZPR- III- 25 J spherical geometry,
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Fig. 7J Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
Complete listing of data see table V-13 j.
Zebra 6A, slab geometry.
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Fig. 7K Variation of keff with the quadrature order.
Complete Iisting of c::Iata see table V-13 k.
Zebra 6A J cylindrical geometry.
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